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Wholesale Prices In May Have
Smallest Increase In Nine Months
in the Producer Price Index, which
reports prices at three levels: the
wholesale or finished goods level, when
goods are ready for sale to the final
user: the intermediate level, where
they have received some processing,
and the crude level, where goods have
not yet received any processing.

WASHINGTON ( AP ) -- Wholesale
prices rose a modest 0.4 percent in May
— the smallest increase in nine months
— with a sharp drop in beef prices
getting much of the credit, the
government said. today.
The May increase was a 'narked
turnaround from the 0.9 percent
wholesale price rise in April, together
with increases of 1 percent or more in
the first three months of the year.
The Labor Department report offered
further proof that the nation's economy
has begun to slow, which might help
ease the high rate of inflation so far this
year.

wage earners and businesses to abide
by President Carter's voluntary wage
and price guidelines.
In fact, Treasury Secretary Michael
Blumenthal,
the
Carter
administration's
chief
economic
spokesman,said last weekend that "the
guidelines will need review and updating" in light of rising inflation.

The Producer Price Index stood at
212.4 in May, meaning that goods that
cost $100 at the wholesale level in the
1967 base period cost $212.40 last month.

On Wednesday, the Federal Reserve
Board reported that Americans took on
$4.1 billion more in installment debt
than they paid off in April.
The increase in consumer debt "was
the highest of the year but trailed the
$4.4 billion increase recorded in
December," the board's statement
said.

The index last month was 10 percent
ahead of . a year ago, the Labor
Department said. May statistics indicate that prices
rose 1 percent at the intermediate level
and 0.8 percent at the crude level.

,Whole ale food'prices fell 1.3 percent
in May,t le largest drop since February
1976. Beef prices at wholesale fell
nearly 7 percent, the first decline after
five consecutive months of large increases.

Government economists had been
predicting the slowdown in food prices.
The rising petroleum prices are blamed
on a worldwide shortage and rapidly
escalating charges for crude oil from
producing nations. '
Meanwhile, the Commerce Department reported today that American
businesses plan to increase their
outlays for new plants and equipments
by pearly 13 percent this year.

"."It's bound to have some effect at the
retail level," said John Early, chief of
the Labor Department's division of
industrial prices. Most food changes
pass through very rapidly." .
At the same time-, however, the
wholesale prices of consumer goods
other than food rose 1 percent in May.

If borrowing continues at the April
pace, consumer debt will increase 17
percent this year. The increase in 1978
was 19 percent.
Consumer installment debt rose $3.7
billion in March.
The board- also acted Wednesday to
appleve a new regulation designed to
protect Americans when their bank
debit cards are lost or stolen.
The rule, effective Aug. 1, will
prohibit a financial institution from
collecting for unauthorized use of a
debit card unless-the bank has informed
consumers of their liabilities for
unauthorized use.
Debit cards are plastic cards that
enable people to draw cash from their
accounts at electronic banking
machines or automatically transfer
money from their accounts to pay for
goods at stores.

But when the figure is adjusted for
inflation, capital expenditures will be
up only 4.5 percent in 1979, compared
with a 5 percent rise last year, the
agency said.
The government has been eager to
see prices at both wholesale and retail
levels start dropping from current
rates which, if continued, would put
inflation over 10 percent for the year.
Higher prices have made it more

Early blamed the continuing increase
on rapidly rising gasoline and fuel oil
prices. Gasoline prices went up 4.2
percent in May, for an increase of
nearly 12 percent in the past three
months. Fuel oil ways up 5.4 percent, or
more than 18 percent since February.
Wholesale price changes are included
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Man Treated,
Released After
Car Hits Truck
A two-vehicle wreck occurred
Wednesday afternoon on U.S. Highway
641, one-half mile south of Hardin.
according to a Kentucky State Police
spokesman.
A north-bound truck, driven by
Charles W. Jones, Route 3, Murray,
jack-knifed when Jones applied his'
brakes after the car in front of him
started to slow down, the spokesman
said.
The spokesman added that Roger D.
Jones, Route 1, Hardin, was southbound on the road and ran into the
truck. He was treated and released at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
.) hospitarspokesman said.
Officer Gary Cline investigated the
accident.
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PLANTS 1)PROOIIED — This hole, near the WesMenturky Livestock and Exposition
Center, use to contain landscaping until vandals dug up a reported $255 worth of plants Wednesday night. the
stolen plants include six
banana trees, four forrester ibully, 30 dwarf Chinese holly and one elephant ear. Bill Cherry,
director of the expo
center, said that a $500 reward is offered for information leading to the arrest and conviction
of persons responsible. He added that it must have happened after 9:30 p.m. Murray State University security
director Joe Green added that no clues were left at the scene, but a truck was seen in We area around 9.P.m.11
'

Henton of Benton and a graduate of
Benton High School.
The Paducah District also will be
represented on the lay delegate panel
by Charles Baugh of Mayfield, the
conference lay leader. He was fourth
lay delegate selected behind Mrs.
Whitworth, E. H. (Red) Bond of Union
City; Tenn., and former conference lay
leader Joe Pevahouse of Henderson,
Tenn. The final lay delegate was Roy G.
Stephenson of Jackson, Tenn., the
associate director of the Conference
Council on Ministries.
The fourth clergyman elected was the
Rev. William S. Evans II, pastor of the
Memphis Raleigh Church.

Farm Leader Trys To
Exchange Machinery
For Oil From Libya

CLOWNISH SERVANTS — These are just two of the clownish servants from the Playhouse in the Park production
of "The Taming of the Shrew" attempting entertainment while another reserves her critical opinion. Pictured are
Don Fleming, Mike Pitts and Marion Hattenbach. The Shakespearean comedy opens tonightatid runs June 7, 8,9,14,
15 and 16. Curtain time is 8 p.m. in the new Murray-Calloway County Park Live music, jagglers & tumblers and a
beautiful outdoor setting are just some of the features of this colorful production.

By EILEEN ALT POWELI.
Associated Press Writer

A proposal for a new campus
quadrennial international meeting of
. ministry facility at Murray State
United Methodists.
University was approved Tuesday by
The delegates representing the
delegates to the 104th Memphis Annual
conference laity will be led by Mrs.
Conference of the United Methodist
Virginia Whitworth of Paris, Tenn.,
Church. The conference, meeting at
conference president of United
Whitehaven United Methodist Church,
Methodist Women, while the clergy
concluded at noon today.
delegation will be led by Dr.
P.
The conference also named Joe Dick,
Bailey, Jr., former superintendent of
president of the Bank Of Murray, to
the Paducah District and presently
replace R. L. Cooper, administrator of
pastor of the Memphis Bartlett United
the. Calloway. County Health DepartMethodist Church.
ment, on the conference Council on
Also elected as clergy delegates were
Finance and Administration (CFA).
Dr. Jerry Carr, the present Paducah.
Cooper had served his entlte tenure
District superintendent, and Dr. Jack
under church rules and had to be
Henton, a Marshall County native who
rep)aced at this time.
now is pastor of the Jackson, Tenn.,
The new campus facility, to be
First Church. He is the son of Holland
- located east of the Nursing Building on
Payne Street between 13th and 14th
Streets, will replace the United Campus
Ministry which was destroyed by fire
March k 1978. The old UCM building
was located on North 15th Street between Hughes and Olive.
The 4,000-square-foot building will
cost more than $200,000, according to
Calloway District Judge Sid Easley
who made the presentation to the
conference delegates. The delegates'
By BARRY SCHWEID
approval included a request for $40,000
Associated Press Writer
to complete the financing for the
WASHINGTON(AP)— An American
building.
farm leader is trying to work out an
The fire damage was covered by
apparently unprecedented deal to buy
$125,000 in insurance, according to
oil from the militant Arab state of
Easley, which has been invested and
. Libya in return for wheat, corn and
earning interest for several months.
farm machinery.
The university needed the old UCM
Allan Grant, president of the
site for a parking lot so a trade was
American Farm Bureau Federation, is
arranged. "Like a good Calloway
conducting quiet negotiations with
County trader, we swapped the old site
Libyan officials in an effort to ease the
foç a 74-by-220-foot location only a short
farmers' shortage of diesel fuel. More
di4tance from the new MSU student
than 3 million American farmers are
ler and drew $39,000 to boot,"
members of the federation.
sley said.
If the talks succeed, farm
itir the combination of these funds
cooperatives will import- the high
arl the insurance payment, $40,000 is
quality, expensive Libyan crude and
n led for the new building. That
sell their agricultural products to the
is in the CFA budget report
oil-rich nation.
which
ssion.
es
will be enacted later in the
"What we would like to do is to
develop a contract for continuing
The United Campus Ministry is
supplies," Grant saidz
sponsored by the United Methodist
State Department official.; said they
Church,the Disciples of Christ Church,
did not think there would be any obthe
Episcopal
Church,
the
jections to the arrangement Grant is-Presbyterians of the U.S., the United
trying to wotk out.
Presbyterians of the U.S.A., the Roman
"The only restriction we have is
Catholic Church and the United Church
military-related sales," said one ofof Christ.
ficial, who asked not to be identified.
An announcement was made that a
In fact, he said, "with the balance of
new president is being sought for
payments deficit, we want to encourage
Lambuth College in Jackson, Tenn.,
deals."
and current president Dr. James
Last year, the United States ran up a
Wilder is to become chancellor of the
deficit of about $3.3 billion in trade with
college with duties as a fund raiser. Dr.
Libya, mostly because of rising oil
Wilder will contact large corporations
prices.
and foundations to secure large gifts for
Imports cost $3.7 billion while exthe college.
ports, including some food, were worth
A resolution offered against creation
about $425 million.
of the chancellor's post by the Lambuth
Last month, the State Department,
cBoonf
aredren
ofeTr
e. ustess was rejected by the
concerned about an expansion of
Libya's military! capability, recomIn addition,the conference completed
mended cancellation of a proposed sale
the election of lay delegates to the
General Conference next year in
ladianapolis, Ind. The clergy delegates,
meanwhile, had elected only four of the
five clergy delegates for the

Fire Departments,
Rescue Squad Go
To Lexington School
vlembers of the Murray Fire
"'Partment, the Calloway County FireFoscue Squad and the Hazel Fire
ll'Partnient attended a fire school
sPoPsored by the state fire marshall's
'f lice held June 4-6 ip Lexington.
Classes were held in hazardous
Aerials, rescue techinques and CPR
Aniction.
,11so, there were guest speakers from
04'state-MT inaistain nffter • -

•

of Boeing 747 jetliners to that country...
Libya is one of the most radical of the
Arab states. Led by Moimmar
Khadafy, it is a bitter foe of Israel and
Egypt.

Libya is reported to have financed
terrorist raids against Israel, fought a
brief border war with Egypt in July
1977 and has led Arab "rejectionists" in
condemning Egyptian President Anwar.
Sadat for signing a peace treaty with
Israel.
In deliberations of the oil cartel, the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries, Libya -is one of the most
hawkish, and Libyan-oil is among the
most expensive — and highest quality,
— in the world.
In other energy,related developments:
— The House Ways and Means
Committee begins working today on
President Carter's proposed "windfall
profits" tax on oil revenues expected to
-flow to the oil companies with the lifting
of price controls on US.-produced
crude oil.
Democrats on the committee informally' agreed Wednesday to tighten
Carter's proposal, although they did not
decide how they would do that.
— Coal could be burned more widely
in industry if companies used natural
gas as a clean, supplemental fuel,
George H. Lawrence, president of the
American Gas Association, said
Wednesday.
Lawrence said-if 1 trillion cubic feet
of natural gas were burned annually by
1985, factories and power plants could
use annually about 190 million tons. of
coal that would otherwise be prohibited
by clean air reigkilations.

Three Local Youths
Attend Boys State

Three local youths — Brent Boston,
Matthew White and ChriAopher
Anthony Taylor — are attending Boys
State this week at Eastern Kentucky
'University in Richmond.
High school boys from all over the
state attend Boys State, a governmenttype program that studies the Kentucky
Constitution and the formation of laws
at the state level. The students elect
their own government officials and
sponsor legislation dealing with
problems they deem important. The
program is sponsored each year by the
American Legion.
Boys State opened last Saturday, and
the three will return to Murray Friday.
In addition to the local American
Legion, the boys are co-sponsored by
the Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray,
Murray Branch of Federal Savings and
Loan, Fisher-.Price and the Lions Club.
The Legion asks each school's
guidance counselors to select qualified
youths for the program. The boys must
have completed their junior year of
high school.
Boston, a Murray High School senior,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Fil R. Boston
of 305 North 7th St. He was a member of
the grand national champion band for
two years, a member of the second
regional math competition for two
years, a member of the degree of merit
speech team, and participated in a
leadership
enhancement
and
development conference student
program on Kentucky enterprises.
White, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
White of Route 3, is a senior at Calloway
County High School. He is vice
presiden1,4- tivit.--,E4U+Le

Leaders of America-and president of
Students for Action in Education.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert P.
Taylor of Keniana Shores, Taylor is a
CCLIS senior. He has six years consecutive perfect attendance, took third
place honors in variety debate in the
state, was named one of the top 10
debaters in the state, and was third in
the state in extemporaneous speaking.
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thunderstorms
tonight
Warm and humid through
Friday, with periods of showers
and thunderstorms tonight. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 70s.
Partly sunny- Friday with a e-hance- --of showers and thunderstorms. Highs in the mid to
upper 80s.
Winds, southerly at 10 to 20
miles an hour tonight with briefly
higher gusts in thunderstorms.
‘•■••11•11IIIMMIII----••••••••
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Prichard-Dickens
Wedding Planned

Mrs. Mitchell
Hostess, New
Concord Meet

4 C0M MUNITY
vi30
assse -ss•di
CAT ENDAR
s
Itn-ye••s
soollt`'

Saturday, June 9
Adult Dance featuring Bob
Nance and the Blue Blazers
will be held at the Jaycee
Building from 8 p n.. to 12
midnight.

Thursday, June 7
"The Taming of the Shrew"
will be presented at 8 p.m. at
the New City-County Park.
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall,
North 16th Street Extended.

County
Murray-Calloway
jaycees will sponsor a FourWheel Drive, Jeep aid Dune
Buggy Drag Race at the
Murray-Calloway County
Fairgrounds at 7:30 p.m. with
proceeds to go to charitable
organizations.

Lakeside Singers, a group of
Murray State and area music
students, will present a
Program at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m. No
admission is charged.

will
Lakeside Singer
present a program at Lake
Barkley State Park at 8:30
p.m. No admission is(garged.

Knights of Columbus will
have an important council
meeting at Gleason Hall at
7:30 p.m.

Sunday,June 10
Soccer Camp of the SCM.111c_r.
Youth Program will, open
today and go, tftrough June 15
at Murray State Um u7sity.

Calloway County Library
Board of-Trustees is scheduled
to meet at the Public Library
at 8 p.m.
Friday, June 8
Swim Party • and Barbecue
for ninth through 12th grades
will be at the Murray Country
Club from 5 to 8 p.m. Each
member may invite one guest.
Note change in time.

Ifiss Jody Prichard
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Jody
Prichard to Michael Dickens, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Dickens of Evansville, Ind., has been announced by her
parents, Lt. Col. and Mrs. Johnnie Prichard of.Stuttgart,
Germany. •
Miss Prichard received her Bachelor of Science degree-fft
elementary education at Murray State University in 1977.
She is a kindergarten teacher for the Hickman County
Elementary School, Clinton, and is studying toward her
•
Master's degree at Murray State.
Mr. Dickens received his Bachelor of Science degree in
industrial arts at Murray State University in 1979. He is now
studying for his Master's Degree and is a grad assistant in
football at Murray State University.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, July 21, at 6 p.m. at
the First Christian Church, Murray. A reception will follow
.at the Murray Country Club.

jiessons Presented At Meeting
Of The Pottertown Homemakers
as pianist.
Two lessons were presented Louise Short
by
directed
were
Games
of
at the May ninth meeting
Werts
Shirley
Simon.
the Pottertown Homemakers Dorothy
Club held at the Colonial gave reports.
Other members present
House Smorgasbord.
Lucy
Reba Jo Roberts' lesson was were Gussie Adams,
,
Gertzen
Mary
ce,
Alderdi
For
ment
l
on "Martia Enrich
Lorenz,
Dolly,
Kelly,
All Ages." The lesson on Ruby
Overcast, Payte
"Safeguard Your Home" was Katie
Ruth Weston, and
t,
Overcas
by
Dolores
presented
A visitor
Zinkovich who urged mem- Rosina Zimmerman.
Erwin.
Leola
was
ce
bers to check their insuran
policies, and if any problems The club will meet Wedto contact the Consumers nesday,,June 13, at 10 a.m. at
House
Colonial
the
Service Bureau.
for
officers
with
sbord
Smorga
,
Outland
Ola
t,
The presiden
presided, and read a list of 1979-80 to be elected. Lessons
lessons for 1980. Each will be "Be Pioud Of Your
member voted on the ones Smile" by Louise Short,
they were most -interested in "Recycling Your Wardrobe"
by:Fins-Sim Zimmerman, and
for the coming year. of
Lurene Cooper read the "Customs and Legends
Lurene
by
hians"
Appalac
and
6:8,
Micah
scripture from
also led in group singing with Cooper.

Free Blood Pressure Clinic
will be held at the Dees Bank
of Hazel from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
This will be sponsored by
Jimmy Erwin from the
Calloway Health Department
and Hazel Woodmen of the
World. For transportation call
492-8136.

Football Camp, first of two
Summer Youth Program
workshops in football fundamentals, will open today at
Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University, and go
through June 15.
Sunday,June 10
Reunion of the descrndants
of Bert, Zeke, A. B., ahd Ben
Edwards will have a reunion
at the Farmingtor. Community Center with a basket
lunch to be served.

''The Taming of the Shrew,"
comedy by Shakespeare, will
be presented by Playhous in
the Park at the New CityCounty Park at 8 p.m.
Lakeside Singers, group of.
Murray State and area music
students, will present a
program at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m. No admission is charged.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Talking to
the Animals at 2:30 p.m. And
The Way of the Fox at 8 p.m.,
both at Center Station.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Saturday, June 9
Miss Kentucky WorldAmerica Pageant will be held
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, June 9
is
Al-Anon
Murray
scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. at
Carman Pavillion. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics and for
information call 437-4229.

CORN-AUSTIN

Evens at Land Between the
Lakes will include Junior
Naturalist from 9 a.m. balloon
at Center Station, and
Grandma's Kitchen rom 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Empire
Farm.

We Specialize
In Special Gifts
For Special Dads

Playhouse in the Park
production of "The Taming of
the Shrew" will be at 8 p.m. at
the New City-County Park.

Shop CORN-AUSTIN
For Father's Da

The home of Mrs. Darrell
Mitchell was the scene of the
May ninth meeting of the New
Concord Homemakers Club
with the president, Mrs.
Charlie
Stubblefield
presiding.
. "Estimate Report On Past
Lessons" was the minor
lesson. Brief reviews on
-Highway Signs and Self
Defense" and also on "Safe
Guarding Your Home" were
presented by Mrs. Mitchell.
Mrs. Rainey Lovins read the
for the month and also
thought
ional
Profess
and
s
Busines
the
of
NEW OFHCERS — Installed as new officers
the recreational
d
directe
were,
ant
Triangle Restaur
Women's Club at a meeting held May 17 at 630 p.m. at the
The devotion was
period.
Janice
r,
treasure
Waters,
left to right, Madelle Talent, corresponding secretary, Bobbie
given by Mrs. Bessie Dunn,
of District I of the
McClard, vice president, and Jean Elkins, president, and past director
and the secretary's report was
each
gave
and
otfKers
-4---Kerstucky Federation. Betty Vinson, past president, installed the
by Mrs: Effie Edwards. --- --installed. The
- one a flower representing the office and duties for which she was being
The hostess served refreshuted
contrib
be
to
funds
buffet style to eight
club discussed a salad luncheon scheduled for June with the
ments
cted in Louisville and
to the Cancer Research Centers which are to be constru
members. She was assisted by
next
the
for
ion project
Mrs. Timothy Graves at,
Lexington. The cancer research Centers are a Kentucky Federat
presided at the punch bowl.
three years.
The next meeting will be a
Actress Sarah Bernhard,, picnic basket lunch at the
lamed by a knee injury in 1905, Paris Landing State Park on
had her leg amputated in 1914 Wednesday, June 13, at 11
but continued to perform until
a.m.
her death in 1923

Lakeside Singers will sing at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m. No admission is charged. •

, ,own the
arden Path

••
•••
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Last fall my grandson gave
me a huge bulb that was as
big as my two fists. I planted
it and forgot about it. A few
weeks ago this pretty foliage
2onme
Mrs.
Mr. and
and then one
Newsom will celebrals their sprung up,
started up.
stalk
single
ary
anr,:ers
golden wedding
It grew and grew up to
at their home on NAyfield
about five feet and is now
house
optan
with
5
Route
opening up into- the most
from 2 to4 p.m.
gorgeous bloom at the top. It
is as big as a small mixing
Sunday, June lu
bowl and is a lovely soft
Green Tea, Pres. Con- purple. Now I remember the
ference, and Open Wise for
big bulb, and I hope it will
the showing of phot,graphs • divide to make a real show
next year. It is an Allium, but
from the film, "This Other
Eden" being made a Ken- I never saw one this big
Nature has some strange
Keitucky
for
tucky
plants. This bulb is of course
Educational Televisici, will
is a
be held at the Callow'.Public, a relative of the onion, but
Library from 1:30 t,4 p.m. far distant cousin
Azaleas have lasted a long
This is sponsored lually by
this year I suppose the
time
Minithe Kentucky KET
weather has had
cool
Board, Irma La Follette, somethimpto do with it Mine
the
invites
chairman, who
have bloomed from the last of
public to attend.
April. and I will still have a
few blooms on into June. Now
is the time ,.to fertilize the
Girls' Basketball Camp of
Azaleas and Rhododendrons
the Summer Youth Program
Give them the Azalea food
will open today and continue
and keep them well watered
through June 16 at Murray
during the hot summer
State University.
months They wilt repay you
next spring for they will soon
be putting on their buds for
Tennis Camp, first of three
two-week tennis camps of the
Stunmer Youth Program, will
opeh today at the Murray
State University Courts and
continue through June 22.

Right ki Work_
Or for Leisure

Sunday,June 10
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include •Junior
Naturalist from 9 a.m to noon
at Center Station, Lantern
Tbur at 8 p.m. at The
HoMep1ace-1850, and Grandma's Kitchen from 12:30 to 4
p.m.

Ends Tonite!(PG)
"Beyond Thif
Poseidon Adventure"

15,
15

SPECIAL

1
I/3

1/2

ii

OFF

Spring And Summer
Merchandise°

Dor-Mae
Dixieland Center
Master Charge & Visa

Why Travel?
Spend Your Leisure Time At
Murray's Finest Recreational Facility.
LIMITED New Memberships for 1979 AvailableSingle - Husband & Wife - Family
1/

TENNIS:

'SWIM:

O'Neal I lulus Streisand
•Clint Eastwood

Tennis Courts
Lights For Night Play
Dressing & Restrooms
Olympic Size Pool With
I & 3 Meter Diving Boards
Kiddie Pool
Modern Bathouse with Lockers

taa
By Moho Sound

Ends Tonite 8
"Come L Crime Busters

CHEECH &
CHONG'S

PG)

THESE ARE THE ARM L,
OF'THE NIGHT
11 4*
A`!-•‘
'

V.1714

—neri
WALT DISNEY

Juno 15—"Nock: II"

Seta
Con
of ICold
Tt
p.m.
with
folio
Or

121 By.pme

Activities Available
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most
Shrubs are a
satisfactory plant They ar0
nearly all completely hardy
and disease resistant, and
very few are susceptible to
insect invasion If planted
properly to begin with-that
is, a big enough hole, good
loose soil, mixed with peat
moss and given frequent
doses of the proper fertilizer-they will grow and
give pleasure for years to
come. Some require yearly
pruning: others can go for
many blooming seasons
without it.
Some stay neat and trim for
a long time, such as the pink
Clethra or red Spirea or the
white Exoehorda. Shrubs
vary as to time of blooming,
so•by having a variety, there
is always something in
bloom. Shrubs have a definite
place° in every' garden. They
are indispensable.

24 Hour Program Information - 753-3314
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There are so many
varieties that unless you
know your shrubs, you may.
conic up with something
entirely different from what
you expected All nurseries
list both the common and
horticultural names. So it is
easy to select the size, color
and blooming habits of a
plant to meet your particular
heeds.

June 15 - "Rocky II"
June 22 - "Alien"
-"The Main Event"
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ii C are pleased to an.
naunce that Laths
Ha/ford. bride-elect of
Joe Wayne Threat: has
.elected her china,
rsstal. pottery and flat14 are from OUP complete
1,ritiai registry.
Kaih. and Joe will b.,
muffled June 23. 1979
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next year's blossoms and will
need the food.
One of the daintiest of
blooming'shrubs is the -socalled Beauty BUsh The real
name is Kolkwitzia, but don't
let the horticultural names
scare you. It is better to know
them, so when you buy. you
just
can be sure of getting
what you want.

Here's What's
Coming Up!

Plyi/1

.
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Brooks Chapel jnited
Methodist Church wil:lave its
annual homecoming.

Swimming Clinic of the
Summer Youth Program will
open at Murray State
University and Lontinue
through June 15.
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DOUBLE GOOD looks' in
soft terry sun dresA and
jacket that moves easily from
busy day to glamorous eventhe dm.s is
ing.
. Covered up,
perfect for air-conditioned
office";-*kat- ff and -it's
right for dancing and dining.
1By .Sue Brett.)
In ancient times, frankincense was used on the Arabian
Peninsula for embalming, as
an antidote to poisons and to
stop hemorrhaging.

Membership Fees Based Upon Activities You Want To Use
Example: hand%
.Seasan - $137.00
Easy Payment Plan For Initiation & Season Fees
N /

Murray Tennis Center Inc.
Hwy.641 North •
753-0129

COME OUT AND LOOK US OVER
••••

JOIN NOW!
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What's in a BUN test?
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By RAINEY .4PPERSON
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Vows June 29
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Miss Tina Marie Windsor

4

Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Windsor of Murray Route 7 announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Tina Marie, to Rodney Kevin Adams, son of
Griselda Adams of Hazel and Jim Adams of Gob.
The bride-elect is a 1979 graduate of Murray High School.
She is the granddaughter of R. B. Windsor and the late
Loretta Windsor of Lynn Grove, and Lola Morton of Murray
and the late Paul Morton.
Mr. Adams is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed by the Murray Division of the Tappan
Company. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White
of Hazel and Vivian Adarris and the late Hill Adams of
Coldwater.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, June 29, at 7
p.m. at the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ, Murray,
with John Dale officiating at the ceremony. A reception will
follow at the church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Hurry, Hurry, Hurry
To Our Basket Sale!

FF

•••

While Selections Last!

Summertine is leisure living
at its finest, and leisure life
style also means summer
camp for several of Murray's
young folks.
John Purdorn, Jonathan
Overby and Todd Contri are
attending the University of
Alabama's golf camp held on
the campus at the University
in Tuscaloosa. Murray State's
golf coach, Buddy Hewitt is
one of the instructors. Also,
Ward Simmons and Greer
Houston will be taking oft soon
for their camps over on othe
East Coast.

0

for the first time, after a long
time of passing doors by, he
must have help from the inside.
Sharing is one secret of the
doors.
+++

By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — My
fattier has been treated for a
kidney disorder. He was
given a BUN test. After
these tests were taken he
was placed on a low-protein
diet. Could you give me any
Mel Purcell just won
information on kidney trouanother tennis tourney in
bles and also on a lowLouisville last week, and he
protein diet? Some of the
symptoms I know of were
did it in fine form. He'll be
that he was bleeding from
home from the University of
his kidneys arid had a tired
Tennessee this week for a few
feeling and he had some
days, then he'll begin his
hurting in his back and legs.
summer tennis circuit.
He is 68. '
Mel will participate in the
DEAR READER — BUN
stands for blood urea nitroPan American games, held in
gen. Its a test to determine
Puerto Rico, and he'll also
Jerry and Peggy Shelton
how much urea .,is in thc
play on the Junior Davis Cup
took a biology group for the
blood. Proteins .are cornteam.
posed of amino acids. The
second time, from Murray
protein is broken down into
+++
High School and Calloway
amino acids in the intestine.
Beauty expert George
County High School to Hawaii
The amino acids enter the
for a couple of weeks of-Study_ Masters was in Louisville last
bloodstream.
—
Week
his
With
Medal
and fun. Jane Sisk will acgi cp many people eat a
Beautf"
company the group again,and "Masters' Touch of
lot more protein than their
body needs, these amino
she told me she plans to really Several of his points on beauty
acids are chemically broken
get into the underwater diving include:
down. The part of the amino
Hairstyles should be loose
and snorkling this year. I
acid that contains nitrogen
know you parents will miss and flowing as a woman gets is stripped off.
Two of these
your children, and be thinking older. Hair that is too short is
units are joined together to
aging.
of them, as we were ours last
form urea. This excess nitroDark fashionable lipstick is gen in the form of urea is
year.
then eliminated through the
too garish.
+++
kidneys. That's why you can
Use a lot of water in washing
Bill and Lanette Thurman
measure the urea elimiface.
the
cream
Use
a
and
celebrated their 23rd wedding
nated in the urine and have a
anniversary in a very exciting take it off with a wet cloth.
good idea about how much
Put rouge on the rounded excess protein a person is
way. They took a trip to
consuming.
the Bahamas, and just lower part of the face.
I am sending you The
Use a tactile "Buff puff" to
returned home this week.
Speaking of Lanette, when she remove dead skin and cuticle Health Letter number 12-12,
Your Kidneys And How
spoke to our women's group at from the trice.
They Work, to give you some
+
++
church a couple of years ago,
basic information about how
Special household hint of the the kidney filters the blood
she left us with this thought,
and I found it in my file and week; Put your pantyhose in and eliminates such subthe freezer. Mary Ellen stances as excess urea as
thought you would like it.
Pinkham has written a book well As excess water, excess
"Corridor of Doors"
glucose and retains subPeople are like closed doors titled "The Best Of Helpful vances that you need. Other
hints,
750
Hints,"
with
inalong a corrisior...
readers who want this issue
A little light shines around cluding the one about 'pan- can send 50 cents with a
them but the only way to tyhose. She says they last long,. stamped, self-adreally know them is to go longer if you wet them dressed envelope for it. Send
thoroughly, wring out, place in your request to me in care of
inside.
this newspaper, P.O. Box
A person's life is like a plastic bag and freeze. Once
:126, San Antonio, TX 78292.
someone walking down this frozen, you thaw out in the
When a person's kidneys
bathtub and hang up to
corridor.
are not functioning adeThey may keep to them- dry—Try it!!!
qUately, they can't filter out
the excess urea left over
selves and never leave the hall
from excess firgestiqn of proOr, they may go into each
tein. The BUN level builds
room and savor the exup. In this situation, it's
perience in that room.
PADUCAH PATIENT
common to limit the amount
Sometimes a person may be
Mrs. Ada_,-Richaedson of of protein in the diet.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
hurt trying to open a door and
Murray has been dismissed
never try again.
from
Lourdes Hospital, kb6ut 15 years ago a urologist diagnosed 'a - growth on
Or,a person may be hurt but Paducah.
one of my testicles as a
instead of quitting...he may
try other doors and what's
behind them to stop the
hurting.

/
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D

spermatocele and said not to
worry about it unless it became much larger. Several
years later, after it had
enlarged. I consulted another doctor who aspirated
fluid from it and said it was
non-cancerous but adyjsed
surgery if it continuefl to
grow.
Recently I developed a
small growth on another testicle and a 'third urologist
advised it might never get
any larger because of my

age. I'm 58. He said it was
immaterial if I had surgery
I'd like to know whether or
not I am risking my health
by not having elective surgery. What causes such a
growth like this anyway'?
DEAR READER — Having the unanimous agreement of three urology specialists about your condition
ought to be very comforting.
In medicine we don't always
get such a unanimity of
opinion. Often there is some

difficulty in deciding what
something is that you can't
look at under a microscope.
I'm certain that with the
agreement of all three specialists that the diagnosis is
correct. These are really
little cysts that develop in
the tubes that carry the
sperm cells away from the
testicles. These little cysts
are not really important as
long as they're not large
enough to create mechanical
difficulties. They do not become cancer.

SIMMTS

Snappy summer
dress fashions!

Many things can happen in
the corridor of life...
A person may find a book of
knowledge and open it—instead of doors...and accept it
instead of people.
When someone opens a door

Phil Ramsey's mother
makes Ham and Yams
just like ours.
But she'd rather eat
ours.
011111111111111100w,..,,
,
/77/f
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Look to Bright's on the Court Square for the
most fashionable summer dresses to be found
anywhere. From sundresses, sleeveless, cap
sleeve, short sleeve or long sleeve, Bright's has your styles.
Select from cotton or polyester blends in beautiful summer
colors. Junior, missy and half-sizes at 38.00 to 78.00

Shop Friday Nights:til

BRIDAL EVENT—Miss Barbara Keel, fourth from right,
bride-elect of Danny Osbron, is pictured with the hostesses at
the refreshment table at the tea shower held at the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. Murray.
They are, left to right. Miss Trilby Evans, Mrs. Ralph
Darnell, Mrs. Tommy McClure. sister of groom-elect, Mrs.
Howard Cloys, Miss Keel, Mrs. Audrey Brown, Mrs. Terry
Orr, and Mrs. Ron Wright Not pictured is another hostess,
Mrs. Roger Pace.

Active iunior
separates for
summer '79!

Tea Shower Held
Honor, Miss Keel
Miss Barbara Keel, brideelect of Danny Osbron, was
complimented with a tea
shower on Friday evening,
May 25, at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank.

kers

Inc.

For Mrs. Ramsey, eating °Dr
Ham and Yams is like enjoying
her own good cooking, without
cooking. It's sure nice when
someone else brings 'em
piping hot from the kitchen.
We make
you feel
at home. CI
-

it
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RESTAURANTS

So. 12th Street

tauing a large variegated
ruse surrounded by various
flowers and greenery.
. The flowers in the brandy
sniffer and on the reTreshment'
table were arranged by the
i;room-elect's sister, Mrs.
Hostesses for the event were Tiiifirny McClure.
Miss Trilby Evans, Mrs. Receiving the guests with
Ralph Darnell, Mrs. Ron Is' bride-elect were her
Wright, Mrs. Audrey Brown, iiiother, Mrs. Fred Keel, and
Mrs. Terry Orr, Mrs. Roger tile groom-elect's mother,
Pace,and Mrs. Howard Cloys. N1rs. Henry Jones. Mrs. IRssie
Pickard. grandmother of Miss
For the occasion the Keel,
assisted in greeting the
honoree chose from her dests.
Each received a long
troussea a red qiana dress and
stemmed - red rose with
was presented a corsage of rainbow
ribbon.
red roses with rainbow
The refreshment table with
colored ribbon by the ii red
and white color scheme
hostesses who also presented ,,itained
the tea and coffee
her with a covered casserole
ver service and punch bowl
of her chosen pattern • of Arlh
nuts and mints being
pottery.
served from silver apik
Mrs. Darnell attended the p,.intments. .The white iced,
TagtSte-r- table —w'tttetr"-wirs- tiK,
and'decorsted by
covered with. an. appliqued Mrs. Keith Hosford, hada red
batise cloth of various colored pise in the center of each
flowers. The bride-elect's piece. Silver candelabra
wedding book and red plume bolding red tapers flanked the
pen.centered the table. Also on a rrangernent of red silk roses'
the table were a large colored %Inch was presented to Miss
picture of Miss Keel and Mr. Kiiel by Mrs. McClure.
Osbron, a bride doll, and a
One hundred and forty
huge brandy sniffer con- :,uests
.
attended or sent gifts.

Juniors really go for Bright's active summer
sportswear. Select from tube tops in all colors
arid styles, 3.00,to 10.00; Knit tops in SM
.
L.
terry and poly/cotton at 11.00 to 21.00; rompers
in terry, assorted colors, SMI,at 13.00 to
15.00; short in denim plus colors, SMI„ 5-13
at 8.00 to 14.00; jeans in denim plus colors
in sizes 4 to13 at i$.00,o 711..00
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IDe.cut.-00041-By Abigail Van Buren
Can't Fault Him
In Fault-Finding
DEAR ABBY:I've stolen all my life. I started taking small
things from my friends. I've stolen Iney from my mother's
even shoplifted just
purse and also my father's pocket.
to get away With something. I've neveibeen caught. I guess
l'y e been lucky, or maybe I'm just good at it.
I'm also a terrible liar. I make up things just to get people
to listen to me. I don't have any friends, and I'd like at least
one. I work hard to impress people but always end up making a fool of myself. • •
I'd like to be a good person but I don't have the will power
to do what's right. Dishonesty seems to come more natural
to ma.- I need help before .1..ead_usa_in. Sail. So.. Dear Abby,
what can you do for .a 15-year-old -failure? I can't talk -to my
parents.
A NO-GOOD GUY
DEAR GUY: A guy who knows his faults as well as you
know yours is no "failure" in my book.
You are fair enough to blame only yourself for your
weakness, smart enough to know that you lie to attract attention, and sufficiently honest to admit you want friends
and a clear conscience.
If you have a school counselor, make tracks for that office.
If not, tell your parents you have some personal problems
you would like to talk over with someone at the mental
health'clinic. Once you get the help you need, I'll bet on you.
- DEAR ABBY:You wrote,"Under certain Circumstances,a
child CAlghtbe darker than its_slarkest parent."
Abby, since there are only two parents involved, you
should have used "darker- instead of "darkest." Just
thought you should know.
ENGLISH BUFF
DEAR HUFF: I knew. But "darkest" somehow sounds
better to my ear. Just as -"put your best foot forward"
should be "put your better foot forward" if one wants to be
absolutely correct. However, I'll opt for putting one's bes1
foot forward whether I'm referring to a person or a centipede.
DEAR ABBY:I called a young lady I know and invited her
to attend a sailing regatta with me on he 4th of July. It's
one of the nicest affairs of the season and entails the raceSTh
the afternoon, followed by dinner and dancing at the yacht
club.
Instead of saying yes or no, she asked me to call her
around the 25th of June and she'd tell me then.
Abby, if she turns me down, I'll have to ask somebody
else, and by then all the best girls will have been asked. Why
do you think she's waiting. and what should I do?
PUZZLED
DEAR PUZZLED: She could be waiting to see if she gets
a better offer. Call her and tell her if she can't give you a
definite "yes" now, you'd like to call somebody else. That
should take the wind out of her sails.)
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $I with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Eldridge And Lyon
Wedding In June

1/3OFF

Here they ore Some of the worlds most beouttiul
d,omonds at unbehevably low pr.ces Come ,n ond
see for yourself You'll be stunned w,th the
hr.II.once Amazed at the values -

MANAS in Paducah ... MICHELSON'S
in Cairo, Union Gty, Murray and Mayfield . . .

Fraues Drake

The Jackson Purchase p.m. and repeated on ThurFOR FRIDAY,JUNE 8,1979
28,9 a.m. to 12 noon
of the American sday- June
Chapter
be
Your privacy is likely to
Norman
Fishman, M.D.
What kind of day will
Care
interrupted. Others are Association of Critical
tomorrow be? To find out what
Pfizer Diabetologist, will present the
and
prying. Be careful handling Nurses
program. The doctor is
the stars say, read the
machinery and of danger on Laboratories will co-sponsor a
with the Kelo
forecast given for your birth
three hour educational con- associated
the job. Watch impulse.
Research
Diabetic
FounSign.
Lourdes
held
at
be
to
CAPRICORN
ference
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Hospital, Paducah, on Wed- dation in St. Louis, Mo., and
ARIES
Worry about minor work nesday, June 27, from 6 to 9 spies on the Medical Staff at
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
rnes Hospital in St. Louis.
problems interferes with
Unexpected developments
opeducational
This
socializing. What's more, a
re finances could lead to an
i.iortunity will be presented for
change in dating plans could
argument. Save controversial
the benefit of AACN members
in some way leave you upset.
or far-out ideas for a more
and all interested doctors,
AQUARIUS
propitious time.
L.P.N.'s
and
RN's
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
TAURUS
associated with the'care of the
Preoccupation with your
i Apr. 20 to May 201
career may arouse touchiness
diabetic patient.
Little things mean a lot on
in a romantic companion or
A minimal registration fel
The Fellowship Hall of the
this day when the slightest
family member. Unexpected
of $2.00 payable to Jacksoi,Church
Baptist
Grove
inconsideration could lead to
changes may cause domestic Locust
Purchase AACN will be taken
was the scene for a household
hurt
and
feelings
upset.
Miss Sheree and pre-registration is highly.
for
given
shower
recriminations.
PISCES
Registrations
. Brandon, bride-elect of Jerry encouraged.
'
GEMINI
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 )(C
may be accepted at conevening,
(May 21 to June 20)
Friday
on
Jones,
Don't let minor differences
ference time on a space
Don't speak out about things
of opinion escalate into a full- May.26.
available basis.
Mrs.
that bother you on the work .,.scale
Norsworthy,
Roy
Mrs.
acale
If• • someone is
•
. . battle
Applications for -enrollment • scene or you're !dm!)
,to bring'
-Atm
tnstter,
ntagonistic, don't respond in
on an argument and possible
Thomas Houston, Mrs. Harold may be sent to Sister M. Lucy
kind.
break with a co-worker.
YOU BORN TODAY are Houston, and Mrs. Myron Culp Bonifas, 935 Lone Oak Road,
CANCER
more
success-oriented than were the hostesses who Paducah, Ky., 42001; or
Miss Loir Diane hldridge
(June 21 to July 22)
the typical Gemini, but you presented yellow silk daisy persons may call Linda pate
Don't feel slighted if not
and John Wilson Lyon
should avoid a tendency to be corsages to the honoree, her at 554-3130, day or evening, or
.
invited to a party. Resist the
expedient in your choice of mother, Mrs. Max Brandon, Sister M. Lucy at 442-7227.
temptation to complain or you
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Eldridge of Juneau, Alaska, anA born money- and the groom-elect's mother, evening, for any questions or
occupation.
may find yourself dropped off
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of the:
reservations.
maker with executive ability, Mrs. Jack Jones.
someone's list.
daughter, Lori Diane, to John Wilson Lyon, son of the Re',
you can succeed at large
Honored. guests were the
LEO
and Mrs. Wilson Lyon of Kennebunk, Maine.
enterprises.
bride-elect's grandmothers.
(July 23 to Aug. 22
Miss Eldridge, a 19'79 graduate of Juneau High School, is
Mrs. G. C. Ashcroft of Murray
Domestic problems may
currently employed by the FedAlaska Federal Credit Union
Mrs. H. 0. Brandon of
and
prey on your mind to the
PADUCAH PATIENT
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Charlton of
Hazel.
tht
of
career Interests.
detriment
Grogan of Murray
Edwin
Murray Route 4 and Mrs. Maurine George of Murray,and
The refreshments of punch
Someone at home may not be
a patient at the
great canddaughter of Mrs. Grover Charlton and the lett'
served from a has been
were
cake
and
in the mood for company.
Hospital.
Baptist
Western
Beatricerharlton of Hazel.
daisy
table covered with a
__
VIRGO
ant P.
Paducah.
The groom-elect is serving with the United States Coas:
matching
with
cloth
print
Mrs. Lovie Finney gpened
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 "r
Guard in Juneau.
her home for the May meeting napkins. The centerpiece
Others feelings are easily
Chapt.
the
at
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
22,
July
Sunday,
on
held
be
will
The wedding
of the Coldwater United featured three bridesmaid
hurt now. Be tactful and avoid
Bobby Puckett of Hardin
by the Lake in Juneau with the Rev. Lyon, father of th:
flowers.
daisy
mixed
and
dolls
Methodist Church Women.
the critical word or you may
has been dismissed from the
groom-elect, conducting the ceremony. 4 reception wil.
The hoste&s - presented Mm
was directed
receive a tongue lashing in
program
The
Western Baptist Hospital.
hall.
follow in the church fellowship
piece
seven.
with
Brandon
return.
by. Mrs. Lucille Potts with the
Paducah.
After the wedding the couple will leave by airplane for 1
,k-wear set
LIBRA
:opening prayer by Mrs. Jane
days in Hawaii. They will reside in Juneau.
mr.1
)
--nE
Oct..22
was
te
23
(Sept.
"Life"
on
talk
A
Lamb.
brideI 1111114111
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Charlton, grandparents of the
Maintain a sharing attitude
given by Mrs. Potts, and three
tog
Mo.,
Louis,
St.
from
airplane
by
18
elect, will leave July
re finances. Otherwise, critics
poems—"Joy of Unselfish
to Juneau for a month and to attend the wedding festivities.
will find fault. In particular, Giving," "How To Find
joint assets are under stress.
and '-'The
Happiness,"
Avoid anger.
Happiness You Give Returns
SCORPIO
To You"—were read by Mrs.
111
INOMISSINI
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 "v
Patsy Locke.
It is vital that you pay atwas made of
Announcement
Hours
ben
Gayle Herndon invited the with strawberries
104 Mtention to the feelings of loved the plant and bake sale on
preminent.
104
Sat
New
the
members of
now.
Important May 18 in front of the church.
ones
Bel Au Center
Deedy Dunn gave a less
"Providence - Homemakers
relationships are- arbject to
were served
Refreshments
a: :
Club to meet at her home for on "Consumers Beware,"
change. Avoid ruptures.
by Mrs.. Finney to the 15
Housd,
. Whie Selections Last!
SAGITTARIUS
the May eighth meeting with along with Karen
members and four visitors
lesson,
another
presented
21
Nov. 22 to Dec.
Patsy Pittman, president,
present.
"Marital Enrichment For A
presiding.
gave
Herndon
The devotion on "Charac- Ages." Gayle
Guard of the
ter" - with scripture _ from report on "Safe
1
Micah 6:8 and John 3:16 was Home.'
Officers elected for - the
given by Iva Mae Allbritten.
were: Sylvia
Karen Housden called the roll year, 1979-80.
Helen
president;
Puckett,
answering
with each member
with her favorite spring food Claud, vice president, home
furnishing; Beth Falwell,
secretary and treasurer,
publicity; Deed!: Dunn,
cultural arts: Iva Mae
Allbritten, devotion; Patsy
Pittman, recreation, international; Fonda Grogan,
music; Maudie KennerlY,
crafts, food and nutrition;.
Wanda Osbron. clothing;
Bonita Williams, family life, 4Fit -Dorval Hendon, beakh;Taylor,
Peggy
home
management; Gayle Hernhousing:
Opal
don.
Shoemaker,landscape; Karen
Housden, issue and concerns.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Herndon,. and the
recreational winner was Mrs.
Claud.
The June meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs.
Allbritten with Mrs. Grogan
and Mrs. Taylor to give the
lesson on "Recycling Your
Wardrobe."

Miss Brando
Honored He
With Shouvr
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Finney Home Scene
Of Program Meet
By Church Women

Hurry, Hurry, Hurry
To Our Basket Sale!

Gayle Herndon Opens Home For Meet
,Yew Providence Homemakers Club

Pier 1 impo=:,t.se
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Who'll Pay You 9.425% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?

DAD'S DAY
DIAMOND DEAL

/3OFF

EducationalConference
Ftir Nurses Is Planned

Your Individual
Horoscope

aVVE

Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182) days). The minimum deposit
amount is S10,1300, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is subjed to change at maturity.
This 9.425% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through June
13, 1979
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WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:

KENTUCKY
FAVORITE CLUSTERS
Reg
$4
Now

FIERY
SOLITAIRE SIMPLICITY
Reg c239
$350

$

NOW

OUR NEW
CLUSYER LOOK

A TAILORED DOUBLE
NOW OF DIAMONDS
NOW
;71

'495

NOW
;1;1

'199

3 BRILLIANT DIAMONDS
SET ON I BAND

"" 11295

S1900 - •

NOW

A ausTre Of 7
FIERY DIAMONDS
Reg

$280
NOW

179

Sof yi•so
POPULAR
CENTURION CLUSTER
11•13
us°
NOW

TA I I AL
BEST SECLER

S299

CHARGE IT Lou Budget Payments

R•g
$500
NOW

369

LUCKY HORSESHOE
14 DIAMONDS
R eg
$
NOW

95

$g

•J

)
8,0/ 440 assidisce
LIFETIME
MONEY BACK 4,
WARRANTY
ILLUSTRATIONS ENLARGED TO SH.OW DETAIL

Mrs. Newel Doores
Hostess For Meet
Of Coldwater Club
Mrs. Newel Doores opened
her home for the May meeting
of the Coldwater Homemakers
Club. She also presided in the
absence of the president.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Ronnie Bazzell and Mrs.
Fuqua.
Mable
The
-recreational• -period •—was--conducted by Mrs. Bazzell.
Visitors present were -Mrs
lame Mayfield, Mrs. Lexie
Latham, and -children, _Brad
and Nicole Bazzell. Other —.
members present were Mrs.
Clara Bennett, Mrs. Vivian
Adams, Mrs. Arlene Adams,
Mrs. Cathy Adams, Mrs.
Mary Bazzell, and Mrs. Olen
Youngblood.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, June 12, at 1
p.m. at the home of Mrs Dan
Bazzell. Mrs. Dewey Bazzell
. will give the craft lesson on
"Flower Pot Covers." '
BACKYARD MUSIC
Put a little music in your
backyard and life with Ns
suggestion from the June 5
Family
Circle.
Attach
groupings of shells, narrow
lengths of aluminurn tubingsr
slender rods of bamboo wah
twine and hang from a tree.
Let the wind do the rest

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

TERMS
3 months

$100

ANNUAL
INTEREST

ANNUAL YIELD
DAILY
COMPOUNDING

5.5%'

5.653°.

1 or 2 years

$1,000

6.0%

6.183%

2or 3 years
1
2/

$1,000

6.5%

6.715°.

4 years

$1,000

7.25%

7.518%

i years

$1,000

7.50%

' 7.787%

8 or 10 years

81,000

7.75%

8.O57°

on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to forFederal law requires a substantial interest penalty
interest to the passbook rate.
feiture of 90 days interest and the reduction of the remaining

PEOPL9/BANK
MURRAY t KY.
Member FDIC
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Four-Lane Glendale
Dear Editor
There has been a lot of talk lately
concerning the Glendale Road project.
It seems to me that it has turned into a
personal disagreement between the
city council and Mr. Brandon with very
little thought given to the citizens of
Murray and Calloway County
Since Mr. Brandon has given the
right of way to the city it seems that he
should have some say as to what is
done. Also the need f6r four lanes has
clearly been shown by the Mel Conner
study and the Kentucky Department of
Highway study.
It seems to me that the city council is
acting with very little of the foresight
that Mr. Brandon has.
Wouldn't it have been nice if some of
thesarne foresight had been used-when
building Sycamore, Poplar and 12th
streets'

or

.ate
,or
or

Since Glendale will be the only effective method, and the cheapest of
distributing traffic evenly from the
southwest to the southeast sides of the
city, let's not let foresight turn to
hindsight and be sorry of another
mistake.

The cost of four lanes would be very
little more and the benefit now and in
the future to motorist, Murray and
Calloway County , would far outweigh
any negative effect. I cannot see how
the council can refuse to go along with
the four lane offer.
Respectfully,
Joe Edd Boyd
Gatesborough Circle
Murray, Ky.

rdin
the
ital..

Dear Editor:
Let me take this opportunity to express to the citizens of your county my
sincere appreciation for the courtesy
extended during my successful race for
the Democ-Fatic nomination for
Attorney General.
I feel very fortunate to have carried
your county in the primary election and
look fiti-hylard to renewing old
acquaintances and making new ones as
the fall campaign progresses.
Very truly yours,
Steve Beshear
Lexington, Ky. \

Scavenger Hunt
More Than Usual
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Most
scavenger hunts last several hours;
Mrs. Richard B. Lauber is involved in
one that will run for a year.
It may take that long to collect an
item on her list.
"I need a piece of a stalagtite or
stalagmite from Mammoth Cave.
Sounds easy until you learn that since
1916, it's been against the law to remove
anything from a national park."
There's another problem. Mrs.
Lauber lives in Juneau, Alaska.
''I can't come to Kentucky to make a
personal search but I'm sure somebody
has a chip that I can borrow. But it
must have been acquired before 1916
because Richard and 1 don't want to do
anything illegal."
-Her husband, now retired from the
bench, was one of seven original judges
appointed after Alaska gained
statehood in 1958.
What else is on her list'
- A record album called "The
Prescription," which was cut by the
Phoenix Angels Steel Harp Orchestra.
She's asked the Library of Congress for
help.
— The dining room wine list of the
Hotel DeParis. "I located a hotel in
Cannes by that name and another in
Switzerland, so I wrote to both of
Welt."
— The autographed apron of the
winner of this year's national chili
cookoff in Rosamond. Calif., in. August.
The fifth item, an autographed
calling card from Queeri- Noor, wasn't
difficult to obtain. The Queen's an
American, married to King Hussein.
wrote to the palace and had the card
within a few days."
The scavenger hunt began last
January at a dinner party in Juneau.
There were five couples present, including the Laubers.
"All of us have been longtime friends
and we thought it would be fun to test
our imagination and skill over the
period of a year. We decided to become
scavengers."
Each couple prepared a list of five
items, dropped them in five hats, and
then drew for their assignments.
"The suggestions we wrote down
were dillies," said Mrs. Lauber, ex-

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Is there a logical connection between
liberty, law and morality? Many
students of government and human
nature have thought so, and the case for
this link was stated very enthusiastically by an eighteenth-century
visitor to the United States, Jacques
Pierre Brissot de WarvIlle.
Advising his fellow Frenchmen in
New Travels in the United States of
America (London, 1791), following his
1788 visit to our shores, de Warville
wrote:
Morals supply perfectly the
necessity of laws; laws supply but
imperfectly,. the place of morals.
Would
you augment your
population...? Would you augment
the ease of individuals, industry,
.alticulture, and everything that
contributes to general prosperity?
Have morals!
Such is the effect of morals hi the
United States, whose form of
government
still
frightens
pusillanimous and superstitions
men.

C0491. Vearr8
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Appreciative

By George Hackett
Kentucky Closeup Auoda.
writer
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plaining that one couple has to find:
— A feather from a whooping crane.
— A ticket from Stuttgart to Munich
on the now-defunct Orient Express.
— The recipe for corn soup from the
Imperial Hotel in Japan.
— A log cabin syrup container made
of tin.
— A picture of a Scotish Guardsman
in full dress uniform "In front of
Buckingham Palace. "He must be
smiling," said Mrs. Lauber,"and that's
something they never do."
During the second week of January,
1900, the Laubers and their friends will
meet at another dinner party to compare notes.
"The winning couple will get a $50 gift
from each of the other couples," Mrs.
said. "If there's a tie, we'll pick
the winner by secret ballot."
She's spent a lot of money on
postage, trying .to track down
stala_gtites or stalagmites from
Mammoth Cave. —
"I'm willing to spend more, if
somebody can tell me where I can
obtain a chip. Legitimately, of course."
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Why I
Like KET
It is a satisfaction to know that
through the carefully selected
programs telecast by KET the
children of this generation may have
continuing access to a rich cultural
heritage.
We trust that at an early age they
may become addicted to KET's
presentations.
Sincerely,
Helen Milburn Hodges
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A Parade Is Not AParade Unless
You Throw Canfly And Gum
chewing gum."
three-year-olds. David, who is as sharp
Gently assured that there would be no
as a tack, was going to get to 'march.
candy, suckers or chewing gum thrown
For several weeks the Sunday School
along the route of this particular
teachers had been talking about the
parade, he had one last pronounparade, and the children were quite
cement.
excited about it all.
"Well, then," he said, "I'll just wave
One evening at home, the parade
and holler at Daddy and Pa-Pa when I
came up in a family conversation and
go by." Which he did. •
David boldly announced to his parents
+++
that he planned to carry the flag in it.
Edgar and Marynelle Shirley, who
"There won't be any flag in this
have been living in retirement at Port
parade," his mother gently told him.
Richey, Fla., for some four years now,
Well then, he proclaimed, he would just
have been back in town for a visit with
beat the drum.
their daughter, Patsy (Mrs. Jimmy)
"No, David," his mother said, "there
Fain, and son, Tommy, and their
won't be any drums to beat either in
families.
this parade." This puzzled him for a
For the benefit of newcomers to town
moment, but not for long.
,"Well, then," he exclaimed, "I'll be 'like Mike and Mickey Gottfried, Edgar
used to operate Shirley's Florist. They
the one who throws the candy and
were also faithful, active members of
First Baptist Church where Edgar was
—114
a deacon, church clerk and Sunday
School worker and where Marynelle
taught Sunday School and was active in
the women's missionary work.
Last Sunday, they were back in the
pew they occupied so often at the
church for the morning worship service. At the end of the service, the
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
pastor, Dr. Bill Whittaker, who is afCopyright, 1971
fectionally known by his flock as
i+444-0-0444444-44-0-6
Brother Bill, invited Edgar to say a few
These observations are not those of a research scholar delving
words and to pronounce the benedicinto -the past of a history of a beleaguered people, but are simply
tion. - those of one who happened to be present in that dreadful moment
In doing so, he recalled an experience
of the past. Well can it be remembered the cloppy-de-clop of a
he and the pulpit committee had when
they were "scouting" Brother Bill, who
mounted guardsman who maintained a vigil 'each night in the roadat
the time was pastor of the First
way of father's home on Poplar Street,-just west of the old hospital
Baptist Church at Sturgis. They wanted
site which at the time was the residence of Judge T. P. Cook, preto hear him preach before possibly
siding circuit judge, who also was under surveillance/as well as
recommending to the Murray
congregation that a call be extended to
father, under the illusion both were under the sway of/Night Rider
him to come to Murray to replace Rev.
bands.
Richard Walker, who had returned to
The provoking editorial of the previous week appearing in the
the mission field in Brazil.
Murray Ledger apparently spurred the militia into action, combined
+++
with the county judge, sheriff arvi special prosecutors. A wave
Serving with Edgar on the pulpit
committee were Jamie Washer, Dr.
or arrests followed. Grand jury was in session, composed of J. C.
Paul
Lyons, Gus Robertson, Jr., and
Denham, fireman; John G. Wells, C. C. Smith, T. W. Fain, L. D.
Glen Grogan. They had heard Brother
Curd, W. R. Carson, Dal Miller, W. D. Edmonds, A. J. Slaughter,
Bill preach in the Sturgis church and
Alvin Edmonds, Tom Lamb and Noah McDaniel. The county
had been very impressed. They decided
attorney, N. B. Barnett„objected to the naming of Slaughter on the
to hear him again and felt it would be a
good idea to take their Wives along for
grounds that Slaughter had made favorable expression regarding
their opinion.
Night Riding. The allegation against Slaughter was based on an
'We knew better than to hire a
affidavit subscribed by C. F. Dale, Dr. Walter Johnson and Bud
preacher without our wives' opinion,"
Waterfield. The judge asked Slaughter if he had any reason why
he chuckled.
r
Brother Bill was then in a revival
he should be stricken from the grand jury roll and he responded
somewhere in the Sturgis area, and the
that he did not. The judge declared he was eligible to serve.
five Murrayans and their wives showed
Judge Cook began his charge to the grand jury by reading the
up in the congregation one night during
statute regarding the Ku Klux Klan and the law regarding banding
the meeting.
together of armed bodies, and in connection read his charge:
Noticing the 10 strange faces in the
congregation, the pastor of the church
"Your neighbors may be involved, or a near friend, or some
where the revival was being held, as is
near relative may be involved, but this should not matter if you are
customary, paid some glowing comtrue to your state, your God, and to the oath you have taken. Like
pliments to the young evangelist and
Abraham, if _need be, offer up your own son to sacrifice. You do
concluded something like this:
nor have to-indict him yourself. I will excuse you. You have the
"Brother Bill is highly regarded by
his people at Sturgis and we have
courage to do the right regardless of who they are or where they
several from his congregation there
come from. If you do not you are a traitor to the trust which has
with us tonight." Then with a wave of
—been imposed upon you and which you have pledged yourself in
his hand, he asked, "Would you folks
the presence of God and witnesses that you would diligently perform.
please stand.
Of course, no one stood.
"I call your attention to this fact, that those who have banded
"It
got him a little frustrated when he
together, taken men from their homes, their castles, where they
learned we were from Murray," Mr.
have a right to stay, the homes their arms have built up with a
Shirley laugted, "but I think Brother
family to protect, with precious children to care for, and cruelly'
Bill knew all along who we were and
whipped and mistreated them: even if it is your own brother, or
why we were there."
+++
mine, or my son, it is your duty to indict.
expected,
As
the
Shirleys are active
"Not only these, but those who helped in any way are equally
in the Baptist Church at Port Richey —
guilty. Do your duty well from a conscientious standpoint. If your
he as a deacon and Marynelle as a
verdict is guilty, give it as such, and if not guilty, as such, and say,
Sunday School teacher.
'As for me and my house, I have done my duty.' The evidence
"The first thing they did when we
joined the church," he said, was to put
will be before you, so each do his duty and not be afraid to do
me on the nominating committee. Now,
what is right. I do not know personally anyone who has been guilty,
how do you serve on a nominating
so be honest and do your duty.
committee when you don't know anyone
Kentuckians are not afraid, the citizens are not afraid, the
in the church? It isn't easy."
citizens of Calloway County are not afraid and have always stood
When the Murray State Homecoming
Parade is the only parade a fellow has
ever seen it's not unreasonable to
assume that all parades are like that to
him.
At least, that's how little David
Butler, the three-year-old grandson of
James and Naomi Rogers, identifies a
parade.
David's parents are David and Gayle
Butler, and he lives in Louisville where
his dad is assistant pastor to his father,
the Rev. LaVerne Butler, at Ninth and
0 Baptist Church, one of the city's
largest.
A few weeks ago as the church was
preparing to observe Mother's Day,
part of the observance was to be a
parade through the sanctuary during
the worship service by the one, two and
..-•-•-•-•-e-4444444++++

The Story Of

Calloway County

1822-1976

up ttt the Mr. I am from Calloway County and am proud of it,
but the evils exist, as much as we regret it. They have existed and
#1 exist, and it is in your hands to put it down. If you fail to
fiu,Dct, God only knows what the consequences will be. I know you
to be level-headed men, not afraid to do your duty," he concluded.
To Be Continued

Bible Thought

Then Peter opened his mouth.
and said, Of a truth I perceive that
God is no respecter of persons. Acts
10:34.
God doesn't judge a man by his
skin color or his national origin,
and neither shoat

Nat Ryan Hughes, a lawyer from
Murray, has been elected as district
governor for District 671 of the Rotary
Club by delegates to the Rotary
International Convention in Honolulu,
Hawaii. Over 53 clubs are in district
671.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mae
Aamstrong, 80, Carlester 1Cotton
Olive, 54, and Rex M. Watson, 62.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins of Farmington Route 2 near Coldwater will
observe their 55th wedding anniversary
on June 12.
Charles Edward Eldridge, son of Mr
and Mrs. Charles Leroy Eldridge of
Murray, will be awarded the doctor of
medicine and hospital internship
degree on June 8 at the University of
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glenn Doran
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Patricia Anne, to James Gardner
Weatherly, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
R. Weatherly of Murray.
Murray State University Graduate
U. Sammy Knight received his gold U.
S. Army Second Lieutenant bars
following a commissioning ceremony .
held June 2.

20 Years Ago
The name of the Murray State
"College Training School has been
changed to Murray College High
School, according to Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president of Murray State.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Opha
Armstrong, 55, and Tom B. Mogan, 82.
John H. Hornbuckle, Jr., gunner's
mate second class, U. S. Navy, is
serving aboard the task landing ship,
USS Saline County, out of Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Jimmy Thompson, 17 year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Thompson of Hazel
Route 3, has been elected first vice
president of the Kentucky Future
Farmers of America. He is a member
of the Murray Training School Chapter
of FFA.
Births rported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Garrison.
The Rev. Walter Mischke will begin
his pastorate as minister of the First
Methodist Church, Murray, on Sunday.

30 Years Ago
Registration for summer school at
Murray State College now totals 862
students, according to Erl Sensing,
publicity director for the college.
Jeanette Paschall, Marilyn Walker,
Jennell Foy, Hazel Dyer, Mary 41.1er
Ellis, Swann Parks, Gene Summers;
Lubie Parrish, Edward Palmer, and
Tommy Workman are Calloway County
4-H members at 4-H Week at Lexington.
They were accompanied by Rachel
Rowland, home demonstration agent,
and Clarence ,Mitchell, county soils.
assistant agent.
Deaths reported include the Rev. T.
G. Waller, 36, *ho died from injuries
sustained in a car and truck accident at
Dexter yesterday.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Carroll on May 31 and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Dyer on
May 31.
Frances Fuqua will be director of the
Vacation Bible School at the Mt.
Hebron Methodist Church, June 13 to
18. Her assistants will include Mrs. Edd
Billington, .Mrs. Edgar Smith, Mrs
Clay Smith, and Mrs. Dwight Reed.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 7, the 158th
day of 1979. There are 207 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1942, one of the
decisive engagements of World War II,
the Battle of Midway, ended in an
American victory over the Japanese.
On this date:
In 1654, the coronation of Louis XIV
as King of France took place at
Rheims.
In 1769, Daniel Boone began his exploration of the Kentucky wilderness.
In 1862, the United States and Britain
signed a treaty for suppression of the
slave trade.
In 1940, in World War II, organized
resistance to German invaders ended in
Norway.
In 1967, Israeli forces, driving into
Egypt in the Six-day War, reached the
banks of the Suez Canal.
Ten years ago: the Reverend John
Burgess of Boston was elected the first
Black bishop of the Episcopal Chureb-7—
Five years ago: the military
government in Greece said it had
quashed a plot by highranking retired
military officers to overthrow the
regime.
One year ago: President Carter said
in a commencement speech at
Annapolis the Soviet interpretation of
detente seems to mean a continuing
aggressive struggle for political advantage and increased influence.
Today's birthdays: Singer Tom Jones
is 39 years old. Star catcher Thurman
Munson of the New York Yankees is -32.
Poet Gwendolyn Brooks is 62. pianist
Philippe Entremont is 45. *Violinist
Jaime Laredo is 38.
Thought for today: "Impossible" is a
word only to be found in the dictionary
of fools — Napoleon Bonaparte, 17691821.
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Ashland Oil President
Laughs At Rumors,Polls
LOUISVILLE, Ky. iAP —
Robert Yancey scoffs at
motorists who scoff at the
gasoline shortage.
He laughs at the public
opinion polls claiming that
three out of four Araericans
believe the whole thing's a
hoax to drive up prices. He's
annoyed by rumors that oil
companies have vast stocks
hidden somewhere off shore,
waiting for gasoline to reach
$1.50 a gallon.
"It will climb to that level
and keep on going if
something isn't done to control
prices charged by OPEC,"
said Yancey. president of
Ashland Oil Inc. "I don't have
the answer. Nobody's been
able to find their pressure
point yet."
Yancey doesn't blame the
Carter administration for the
present situation."We got into
trouble wherr'—the ii dousriS
revolted and oil supplies were
cut off from that country."
Production has started
again and, said Yancey, "I
think they've been turning out
about four million barrels of
day, beginning in April. You
can see what's been missing
from the supply picture."
He said the free world uses
about 50 rnillon barrels of
crude oil a day and, until
recently, the United States
was consuming 20 million
barrels.
"All a motorist has to do is
look at crude oil inventories
and he will soon realize there
isn't enough. to
keep
. everybody happly."
He said Asmland Oil, the
nation's 13th largest refinery,
is turning out 190,000 barrels
of gasoline a day "but it never
seems to be enough."

Chamber Of Commerce
Gives Boost To Groups

Approximately 35 percent
goes to company-owned
stations and the remainder to
the independents. "There has
never been an attempt on our
part to force the independents
out of business," he added
during a telephone interview.
Yancey admitted there's
often a wide discrepancy
between prices at his company's stations and those
down the road but "it all
comes down on one thing —
how much are you paying for
oil?"
Last year, Ashland Oil's
profits increased 49 percent to
$244.8 million. Part of that
increase, he explained, was
due to th sale of the company's
Canadian operation.
"We get 1.8 cents from
every . gallon Of gasoline sold.
The money goes for taxes,
back into the, business, and
int0 dividends."
Yancey said he is aw
—are of
the public's skepticism of a
gasoline shortage and Ashland
Oil is doing something about
it.

.LEXINGTON, Ky. i AP) — was not a political enTwo groups opposed to dorsement of any candidate.
"It is merely a statement of
collective bargaining for
public employees have our concern regarding an
received a boost from the important public policy
Greater Lexington Chamber issue," he said.
However, he said, The
of Comnierce.
_
Owen Lewis, chamber —issue of collective bargaining
president, said Wednesday the for public employees will play
chamber would purchase $200 an important role in the minds
memberships in both The of the electorate in choosing
Committee of 200 and Ken- candidates to support this
fall."
tuckians United.
The action, Lewis said,
actually was reaffirmation of
a longstanding chamber
policy to oppose public employee unions.
"We are joining them and
pledge our support because we
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
have had the opportunity to The Owen Childress,
a 22see firsthand in Lexington the year-old riverboat
that sank in
actions of the Fayette County the Ohio River last
Dec. 31,
Education Association has been raised
after more
tracheTs'
Ah4 realize ian five months on the but.
this is only a mild demonof the river.
stration of what could happen— torn
Robert Hard, vice president
if they seize control of our of American
Commercial
schools," Lewis said.
Barge Lines in Jeffersonville,
The chamber said in its Ind.,
said this week the
position paper it perceives in Childress
is being placed on a
the FCEA a threat to the
floating drydock near the spot
school system.
where it Sank just west of
"Further, that threat may French Island.
be .widening to encompass
When the boat was raised,
other public Employeegroups
salvage crews found a 70-foot
in our community," the
hole in the hull due to the
chamber's board said.
towboat's collision with a
The Committee of 200 is a
sunken barge shortly before
Local citizens' group. Kendawn on Dec. 31.
tuckians United, officially
Plans called for the hole to
known
as
Kentuckians be patched and
the vessel to be
Against Control of Governemptied of tons of sand and
ment and Schools by Public
debris that collected inside it
Employee Unions Inc., is a
before being moved entirely
statewide organization.
unto the drydock, Hard said.
tekvis said the board
decided to join the groups
Jean Francois Champollion
before the May primary
election, adding the decision deciphered the hieroglyphs on
the Rosetta Stone in 1822.

Riverboat Raised
From Ohio River
After Five Months

DRILL TEAM DRILLING—The Flags an Rifles drill team of Calloway Coukty High School has begun practice for the
1979-80 school year. The team, under the direction or Cecil Glass, performs with the Calloway County High marching band and at basketball and football games. Team members are selected by a committee from the Murray
State University musiC department and the Racer marching band. Members of the drill team are (left to right): Angie
Thweatt, Gwen Gentry, Lisa Garland, Missy Farris, Donna Coles, Tina Brandon, Melissa Paschall, Rhonda Cook, Laurie
Murdock, Tina Morris, Laurie Reeder, Tonva Smotherman and Townya West.

'We're working up a slide
. presentation and commentary
that takes you from the crude
oil wellhead to the gasoline
pump. It's difficult to explain
but we're going to try," he
said.
Yancey said he is opposed to
By ROBERT H. REID
gas rationing but believes it is
Associated Press Writer
inevitable "unless conKRAKOW, Poland (AP) —
servation takes place. The
Rope John Paul II visits his
OPEC members have learned
birthplace in south Poland
they can create a shortage and
today and prays at the Auschboost prices at the same time.
witz and Birkenau death
This isn't a short term
camps after a jubilant
situation.
welcome for the former arGasoline consumption was
chbishop of Krakow.
down six percent last'month in
Following morning prayers
this country but he attributes
at Kalwaria Zebrzydowska
thiS to "scare conservation.
Monastery outside Krakow,
Pe•ople
really weren't con- the pontiff was to drive to his
serving. They were afraid of
birthplace at the little town of
being stranded on the highWadowice for a speech in front
ways."
of the local church.
He said Ashland Oil is
Then a 'helicopter was to
working daily to resolve the take him to Auschwitz, 18
crude oil problem. "We buy
miles away, where he was to
most of ours on a contract visit death cells and the death
fames Weatherly, chair- basis. If we can get
wall at Block 11. At nearby
it
man of the Department of delivered, we won't have any
Birkenau he was to attend a
Engineering Technology at problems in • the months
Mass celebrated by priests
Murray State University, has ahead.—
who were prisoners at the twin
been elected vice-chairman of
camps in which the Nazis
the Paducah subsection of the
exterminated an estimated 4
Institute of ,Electrical and
million people.
Electronics Engineers for the
Thousands stood in the rain
coming year.
-cheering -as the pope's--The largest such technical
helicopter landed in the center
society in the-world, the IEEE
of . Krakow
Wednesday
internatiorial
is
an
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — evening, bringing him from
organization of electrical
The state 'Utility Regulatory west Poland to the ancient city
engineers and closely related
Commission has directed both he served as archbishop until
professions.
sides to file briefs by July 3 in his election as pontiff of the
Weatherly joined the
a $44.6 million rate increase Roman Catholic Church last
Murray faculty in 1975 after
request by South Central Bell October.
four years as an electrical Telephone
Crowds 20 deep chanted and
Co.
engineer with the Tennessee
The URC heard cross- clapped as the pontiff traveled
Valley Authority, and was examination Tuesday
of a flower-bedecked route to the
named the departmental witnesses from
the attorney cathedral at the hilltop Wawel
chairman a year ago.
general's office, the city of Castle.
He received both his Louisville and Jefferson
Poland's mightiest bell,
bachelor's and master's County, and
the U.S. Defense weighing 16 tons and dubbed
electrical Department
degrees
in
all of whom Zygmunt for a Polish king,
engineering
the are protesting portions
from
of the tolled a welcome as the
University of Tennessee at request.
motorcade climbed the apKnoxville. He is a member of
South Central Bell alsO put prbach to the fortress.
The pope said evening
the American Society for on several witnesses for
Engineering Education and rebuttal testimony.
prayers at the tomb of
will be Murray State's
patron
saint,
The rate increase request Poland's
representative to its annual has been suspended
until Aug. Stanislaw, then retired to the
conference later this month at 8. and a commission decision same simple bedroom he used
when he was Krakow's ArchLauisana State University.
- is expected by then.

Photo ey P. A. Watson

In South Poland

Pope John Paul Visits Birthplace

James Weatherly
Appointed To
Paducah Institute

Briefs To Be,Filed
By July 3 In Rate
Increase Request

bishop Karol Wojtyla.
The crowd in the square
outside did not disperse, and
he appeared at a window to
shouts of "It's your town! Its
your town!"
"Aren't you going to sleep
the pope asked repeatedly,
and each time the cro,Aki
shouted back, "No!" "Well I
am," .,the 59-year-old pcint:ff
said, and calmed the thilong
by having them join him in a
raver.

The pope came to Krakow
after
three
days
in
CzesWhowa, site of Poland's
holiest Catholic shrine, the
Jasna Gora Monastery, where
he challenged the Communist
government to recognize
religious rights and improve
the conditions in which the
church operates.
He told Silesian workers at a
Mass outside the Monastery
on his final day there that
work was "the fundamental

dimension ot man s lite

on
Earth." But he warned them
against the atheism their
communist government
promotes, telling them:
"Do not let yourself be
seduced by the temptation to
think that man can fully find
himself by denying God,
erasing prayer from his life
and remaining only a worker,
deluding himself that what he
produces can on its own Ell the
needs of the human heP.rt."
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Comfortable Approach To Summer Give Dad A Classic,

Dress Shirts
These neat, crisp dress shirts by Beau Briu-nmel
Beau collar and front pocket Permanent press
fabrics of polyester and cotton tells you the
quality is there to stay. Choice of several styles
in assorted solids, stripes and plaids. ColOrs include blue, tan, white, green, maize and brown.
Long and short sleeves. Sizes 14"2 to 17.

Sunday
June 17th
Is
Father's Day.

399

'WAS* bi
1.

Of Course
We Will
Gift Wrap
FREE!

•

STOCKADE'

Quality that keeps you comin'back.
Bel-Air Center

it's
s ea

4

(It'll keep you comm'back!)

SIRLOIN

r:

National Store Has The Answer For...

KC Stri

•

r

iMm

COME TASTE OUR

This weekend,
Sirloin Stockade proudly
features our KC Strip A thick, juicy cut
cooked just the way you like it We guarantee it With a big
baked potato or french fries and a thick slab of toast, you'd
expect to pay more than $3 99 But that's all it is at Sirloin
Stockade Add a trip to our Soup n Salad Bar, maybe Only
99C And what you have is an uncommon value at a rather
uncommon steakhouse Sirloin Stockade

Ne
pia
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Downtown
Murral,,

Kentucky
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Toll Roads Not
Feeling Effect
Of Gas Shortage

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Kentucky's toll roads have not
yet felt the impact of the
gasoline shortage, according
to the state Transportation
Department.
We have not at this time
noticed any sign of an impact
on our revenue collections,"
said Harry Suter, adc. •'-'7711.1t
ministrative officer for toll
facilities, said Wednesday."It
maybe that in Kentucky it is a
little bit early to impact us."
However, Suter said it is
safe to assume that any large
scale cutback on the national
scene would impact Kentucky
toll rece)pts. He noted that
receipts did drop during the
gasoline shortage in the fall of
1973 during the Arbaian oil
embargo.
Kentucky has nine toll roads
totaling 631 miles.
-An Associated Press survey
Tuesday of the nation's 40
major toll roads and more
than 100 toll bridges found that
dropped
have
receipts
Next time you get the urge to nationwide in the past month
•

r

-

1407 W. HO°

Choice of 1 With
$1250 Order

DAYTOIMA'S
4-1raim

FLOUR

Hyde Park

TOILET
TISSUE

Hyde Park

SUGAR

49c

5u.

LIMIT 3

LIMIT 1

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Exotudiag
Tobacco 11 Dairy Products

To Consolidate
Its High Schools

Green Giant Cut

Sunlite

ow•egs Beii-Siak.

SUNFLOWER OIL
CRACKERS

SLICED
BACON

HiiiiiiiitiT C"hwashing
vr;s,r,) i BEANS

i6 oz

Nabisco Prerniurri

Castsa w av

80 •4,

US;Choice
ROUND
STEAK

10 oz $399

Hyde Park

TEA BAGS

100 ct

$in

-

Hyde Park Pancake

Rosedale

24 oz

2

or slices

Limit 3 29 oz

Bush Cu t 15 oz

3/s1w

16 Oz

ASPARAGUS SPEARS

Pringles Twin Pok

MAID CHIPS
-

9 oz

/

26 oz

COOKIES

15 oz

36 oz •

CORN. BREAD MIX

99'

More On Hyde Pork Milk

MitK
MILK

99c

Hyde Park Homogenized

MILK

•

2

gal

2

gal

COTTAGE CHEESE

BRIQUETS

Half or Whole

99C
59c

4146".i°rflb $

DINNERS

79 /

If you want quality, good fitting slacks, shop our slack
dept. We have the newest patterns and colors now for
father's day at 200.off of regular price
P

SHORT SLEEVE

doz

S1 39
8 qt size

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST
MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN

KNIT SHIRTS

TIP STEAK
u
TIP ROAST

S159
lb

L

S Choice Sirloin

DRESS

Lb.

PRODUCE DEPT
Yellow

.)wen's Best Pit Barbecue

U S Choice Sirloin

PORK

All Leon lb

$189
j

S239

HAM

lb 5298

U S. Choice Boneless

SHIRTSp.).‘

20%

RUMP ROAST
STEAK

lb

S239

PORK CHOP

FSKY
LOOKO
MEN'S WEAR,INC. °

Pork

Dependable Since 1912
Downtown Mayfold

SPARE RIBS •

FRIED

CHICKEN

S239

PlitiTes0 CHEESE

lb

$329
9 pc

CANTALOUPES

I 5 sz

15`
19c
79c
69`

SLAW MIX

9
lb

)wen's Best Baked

49 •TURKEY BREAST
3 down lb

$1
Pit

Owen's Best Pot Baktsd

Ham

CABBAGE

Lb
lb

Fresh Smoked
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
MASTERCHARGE IL VISA CARDS
YOUR
USE

lb

Texas Fancy Jumbo
Best

U S Choice Chicken Fry

OFF

ONIONS
New Crop Green

)wen's Best Deli Baked
lb

19

•Y,

DELI

J.

59C

CHICKEN
BREASTS

7 oz

DOG FOOD
KERR FRUIT JARS
AND FREEZER BAGS
NOW IN STOCK

69
39c

Ker Jar

o
Fresh

Hyde Park Moist & Meaty
Doz

$169
I

Merit Snack

Golden Grain Macaroni 8 Cheese

12 oz

JAR PSAPS
Lids
Hi'C
DRINK MIX

10 Lb Bag

CRACKERS

Hyde Park

Hyde Park

$119
20 ct

Old Hickory Charcoal

HAMS

$159

gal

Green Top

TRASH
BAGS

Bryan: Boneless
Fully Cooked
Smokey Hollow

$1 89

gal

Hyde Pork Lo-Cal

And

Sizes to 46 Waist

39'

oz

Hyde Park
Save
H.'s& Park

BUTTERMILK

% OFF

$1I 09

Miracle Maize

DOG FOOD

Wright

20

2/39

Nabisco Ore

I

99c

Hyde Pork

( SALT

•,

Hyde Pork Moist 8 Meaty

FOR FIT-STYLE
QUALITY & PRICE
YOU CAN'T BEAT

SLACKS

3/s1
79'
59`
19'
4
18!:
17 oz

PEACHES

Oz

.;:ttsic1Nr.

Camp

GREEN BEANS
SYRUP

$4 39
y

,t

Nescafe Instant

COFFEE

49'
59c

1 Lb Box

Lb.$11

Daytona's

59

4 Roll Pkg.

Logan County

,r4e

All 3 With.
$35.00 Order

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Plain or Self Rising

play around in Florida . .
Come to Daytona's Castaway, Or so.
the states most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Check these features . .
O 660 It on Beach & Ocean
0 300 Rooms. Efficiencies.
Suites & Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge
O Night Club. Dancing &
•
Entertainment
O 2 Pools Kiddie Pool &
Playground
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.(AP)
•Volleyball & Shuffleboard
— Five community schools
O Basketball, Game Room
will be consolidated • into one
O Sauna Exercise Rooms
Logan County high school,
O Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
O Color TV & Refrigerator
with the help of state money,
n • Tennis & Golf Privileges
under a plan.approved. by the
C 65 Miles to Disney World
county Board of Education.
Daily door-to-door BUS
Service available
The $4.5 million school will
F1 Free chaise lounges
built within one mile of a
be
C Ample self parking
Come play in our playground. major sewer line on the outifs Daytona's mqst. complete skirts of Russellville. It will
year 'round fun resort,
Adairville, Auburn,

GREAT!!!
Father's Day
BARGAINS

solos S-7 lasa-Tbur
Fri astil tat $4

Gold Medal

PLAYGROUII1D

replace
Chandlers, Lewisburg and
Olmstead high schools.
BEACH MOTEL I
The board voted 3-2 Monday
2075 S Atlantic Ave
night to use money offered by
P0 Box 7437
the state for the consolidation.
I Daytona Beach, Fla 32016 1
A number of the 100/Persons
Ph (9041 255-6461
1 attending the meeting opposed
1 Please send new color
I brochure & rate sbeet
the consolidation. Most of the
'Name
from
were
opponents
1 Street
Lewisburg in north Logan
State
County, school Superintendent,
Merle Johnson said.

'

.
4COW-3101%T
Nucococi.
s, t i.boor
Specials 111••11
PHONE 753-4682 Jess 7%NW.Joao 13 WI GUY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Owen's Best
Beats All
The Rest.

or whole lb

5219

BarbcUe

BEEF

(,olden Ripe

BANANAS

lb

29c

,i.
Fresh Crisp Head

LETTUCE

1,
. 4...,'

\,

ea

39'
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Struggling Over Washington's Portrait
they were offered. I think we and Ives picture book.
"Gilbert Stuart lived here
could
make
acuntil he was somewhere
commodations."
The portrait of George between six and 10 years old,
Washington is the familiar one just a boy," Mrs. Pettigrew
on the dollar bill. It and a said.
mill
father's
"His
companion portrait of Martha
now hang in Boston's Museum prospered, then went out of
of Fine Arts, on loan from the
Boston Athenaeum.
The Athenaeum, in great
414
need of dollar bills, wants to
sell the pictures and the
Smithsonian Institution's
National Portrait Gallery, in
Washington, wants to buy
them,for $5 million.
"The Athenaeum bought
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP)them through public subSeveral alleged election law
scriptions," Mrs. Pettigrew. violations have been referred
said. "They raised $1,500 for
to the Jefferson CountY grand
Gilbert-- Stuart's widow, in
jury and county election
commissioners
by
the
1831, just. to help her out. The
LouisvilleJefferson
County
portraits were really all he left
her."
Honest Election Committee.
The committee is preparing
through public
_
subscriptions, Bostonians are
-reportef itsfindingsnow trying to raise_ the money
which will include testimony
to match Washington's offer
of three people who came
and keep the portraits in their
before the committee.
cite.
Among the findings:
:Mrs. Pettigrew, for her
- Several voters received
part,stays above the fuss.
unsolicited assistance at two
"My husband and I are busy
mighrises for the elderly enough watching over th
Dosker Manor and Hillebrand
place and showing people
House - and at other
through," she said. --Did you
precincts in the county.
know
we have begun
- Most voters seen
restoration of the grist mill? It
receiving assistance were
should be finished soon."
accompanied in the voting
The snuff mill, vintage 1750,
booth by only one poll worker
and the nearby grist mill are
instead of the two required by
PADUCAH, Ky. AP( - themselves testimonials to
law.
Paducah's city budget is local concern for keeping local
receiving
Many
expected to top $10 million heritage where it belongs,
assistance did not sign oaths
next fiscal year, 9 percent
Fifty years ago the old
,
required by law.
greater than the current year homesite, with its living,
- Several polling places
and highest in the city's quarters above and snug,mill ' were inaccessible to the
history.
below, was falling apart.
elderly or disabled.
Preliminary figures
The neighbors, alarmed, got • The committee voted
by the 'city together to save it. They
prepared
unanimously Tuesday night to
'manager's office indicate the formed the Gilbert Stuart
refer its findings to both the
million
city would collect $8.9
Memorial Association, Inc.,
grand jury and Board of
in general fund money and and raised the money
Election Commissioners.
revenue
$1.1 million in federal
themselves. A board of
Committee member Sally
sharing fuinding during the 12- directors sees to the upkeep.
Schoen said she -and another
July
beginning
period
month
Today, it is a place of
member, Judy Marks, obchapellike serenity. You reach
served
elderly
voters
General fund revenue will it by turning off the highway
receiving unrequ est ed
be increased from two main onto leafy aisles flanked by
assistance at Dosker Manor
sources: a 77 percent increase rock fences and wild violets.
and Hillebrand House who
in refuse collection rates that The millpond, the mill with its
were not signing oath cards
took effect April 1 and revenue worn, wooden gears, the
and were accompanied by
annexed
increases from an
mossy millwheel, make a
only one assistant.
area on the west end, city scene almost fancifully
-They know they're wrong,
officials say.
idyllic, a page from a Currier
and I think they're taking
advantage of the elderly," she
said. "I think they do it intentionally and I think they
giould be brought to account
for
Committee member Andrea
Duncan said similarapparent
violations took place at
Avenue Plaza, another highrise for the elderly. "There
would be an elderly person
and one other set pf feet in
there. After I introduced
myself, another set of feet
would go in,"she said.
She said she visited another
precinct where "there were
electioneers six inches from
the machine."
So many polling places were
deemed inaccessible to the
elderly and handicapped that
the committee established a
subcommittee to determine
the needs of those groups and
recommend changes.
Among those appearing
before the committee was
Louisville lawyer Glenn Price,
who was a campaign worker
for gubernatorial candidate
Harvey Sloane on election
day. He recommended asking
the commonwealth's attorney's office to investigate
and prosecute "what has
seemingly been going on for
years and years and years at
Dosker Manor ..."
Come to Long John Silver's for our
Jack Will, Republican
Special 0' the Day. Our Chicken Planks
candidate for 34th District
Special is three boneless whitemeat
state representative, also
Chicken Planks . two crunchy
appeared. He cited 13
hushpuppies, golden fryes and fresh
cole slaw.. all at a special price.
TWO PAINTINGS
NEW YORK + AP - The
Offer expires: July 1, 1979
Metropolitan Museum of Art
We give you lots of reasons to love us.
says it has been given two
major 17th-century European
•
paintings by Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wrightsman.
Tbe paintings are "The
Miracle of Christ Healing the
_ SEAFOOD SHOPPES
Blind" by El Greco and "The
Penitent Magdalen" by
So. 12th Street
Georges de La Toth.
By JULES LOH
AP Special Correspondent
SAUNDERSTOWN, R.I.
(API - Neither side in The
Great Controversy has asked
her opinion, but if either
should, Mrs. Kenneth Pettigrew, a Yankee through and
through, would vote for New
England.
Gilbert Stuart, she feels,
would have wanted it that
way,too.
Americans west of either
the Charles River or the
Potomac might be less
familiar with The Controversy
than those in this part of the
country. It rages over where
Gilbert Stuart's portraits of
Martha
and
George
Washington ought to hang,
•
Boston or Washington.
Nobody has yet suggested a
third site, Saunderstown, on
the-banks• of-the -iikiLtataxiit•
where Mrs. Pettigrew is
curator of the old snuff mill
that was Gilbert Stuart's
birthplace.
-We really don't have the
facilities here to keep the
pictures," Mrs. Pettigrew
said. Then she added, "But if

Paducah's Budget
Expected To Top
•
10 Million Dollars

Chicken
Planks
Special

$2.19

business because of the
Revolution. His father %as a
loyalist, a Tory. I ale ays
thought it ironic that his son
should have painted so many
pictures of the Founding
Father - at least 111 of them,
maybe more."

(LAN Claims Price Hikes Needed
,For Equipment And Improvement
WASHINGTON (AN,- The
Louisville
&
Nashville
Railroad's price hikes for
hauling coal are necessary to
pay for equipment and rail
improvements, an L&N official told a skeptical House
subcommittee.
"If we do not get an
adequate return, we won't be
able to move coal in the
amount the country needs,"
executive i•ce _president
Phillip Lanier told the House
Commerce investigations
subcommittee Wednesday.
But Rep. Albert Gore Jr., I)Tenn., repeated charges he
made last,. week that the
railroad has failed to prove
the hikes represent anything
hut . exploitation of its
monopoly grip on customers.
Subcommittee
chairman
Rep. Bob Eckhardt, D-Tex.,
said L&N and other major
coal-hauling railroads seem to
base their transportion
charges on the difference
between coal and oil prices.
These prices are only one
factor in determining transportation rates, replied
Emried Cole, a lawyer for

Jefferson Grand Jury To
Check Election Queries
(.1
examples of inaccessible
voting places and suggested
alternatives. One was at'a
school that had been closed by
the county Board of Education
last year.
The group also heard from
Bill Lathon, an . unsuccessful
candidate for the Democratic
nomination for 12th Ward
alderman, who recommended
seeking rigid enforcement of a
rule against electioneering
within 50 feet of a voting
machine; said all polling
places should be in public
buildings rather than private
homes, and recommended
that only authorized election
officials see result sheets
voting
from
removed
machines when polls close. •

unsuited for the hea.
Seaboard
Coast
Line system improvements since
equipment
now in use
he
added.
1973,
Industries, which owns the
Rep. Tim Lee Carter, R-Ky.,
L&N.
Gore was particularly angry- charged that 1.41iN had the
at the L&N for raising the rate worst accident record in the
The River Shannon is thr
for coal delivered to the country since its takeover by longest river in the Briti.sh
Tennessee Valley Authority's Seaboard in 1973. Lamer Isles. Lying wholly within the
Gallatin power plant - in denied that, but Carter said, Republic of Ireland, the river
Gore's district - from $2.31 "If it's not the worst, it must flows through the heartland
of
be second to worst."
per ton to $8.71.
the country for 214 miles. With
satisfactory,"
not
"It's
Lanier said he had no
its 32 tributaries, it drains a
figures on the L&N's actual Lanier acknowledged, saying fifth of all Ireland.
cost for carrying coal to the the system's rail bed was
Gallatin plant, but over the
years "the TVA has got one of
the biggest bargains in
"r"
,- •
transportation of coal of any •---- CLIP AND
AYE
institution in this country."
Lanier said the Gallatin
increase translates into an
extra 90 cents per month in
household electric bills.
The company has asked the
Interstate Commerce ComWTIN THIS COUPON AND ONLY $1O,(0 WE CAN INmission to approve coal
TRODUCE YOU TO THE REWARDING WORLD OF
FLYING THIS IS A LIMITED OFFER'
transportation hikes of about
38 percent.
Lanier said such an increase
"is not huge in money terms."
Murray-C_alloway Co Airport
LAN rates were too low for
Call Today For An Appointment
years, making continued
improvements impossible, he
said. -TAN has spent or
committed $1.2 billion for .
I
,
414

-*
TAKE YOUR FIRST
fLYING LESSON

MURRAY AVIATION CO.

489-2414

AREHOUSE
IIPETvilgtSALE
Apprpgiosate Sizes - All Fret Quality

Rustic Blue
Twilight
A. Gold
D. Beige
Chocolate
B. Gold
Cinnamon
Sand

D. Blue
.Copper
B. Gold
Rust
Sand
Moucha
Butternut
Olive Mist
Light Tan
Green Print ,
Beige
Musk
M.Frost
C. Chip
Kutani
Beige

8x12
7x1I
7x12
7x11
4x12
8x12
9x18
63[12-

$31.99
49.99
36.95
49.95
19.95
69.95
119.99
49.95

Rust
A. Gold
Walnut
Holly
Thistle
Muffin
A. Gold
Rust

12
/12
12:x19
12x13
12
/14
12
/15
12x26
12/24
I2x15

$103.95
171.95
156.95
121.95
127.50
221.95
154.95
135.96

6x12
8x14
9x12
12:12
8x12
9x12
12
/18
12
/13

39.95
69.95
86.95
81.95
49.99
75.00
119.95
90.95

Cream Beige
A. Gold
Pipe Sheen
Mint
G. Brown
Star White
Fern
Parchment

12x60
12x110
12x79
12x68
1h73
12x90
12x63
12/79

$8.6'9 yd.
5.59 yd.
6.49 yd.
5.89 ycl,
6.59yd.
8.90 yd '
6.59 yd.
6.49 yd.,

12
/42
12/71
12x53
12x32
12x56
12x34
12x34
I2x22

6.59 yd.
8.95 yd.
6.49 yd.
5.99 yd.
5.89 yd
8.69 yd.
7.99 yd.
8.99 yd./

12x31
12x33
12x34
12x29
12x16

237.95 Desert Sand
.299.96 Paprika
219.95 I.. Gold
239.95 Gold Dust
113.95 Green
129.95 Sage
122.95 Ginger Snap
140.80A Wintergarden

12i15
12x12
12/17
lt;Armstrong

6x2•1
6x6 '
6x7
6x6
6x8
6x5

Sundial
Castllian
Sundial
Castllian
Solarian
B. Basic

4:1044

a

74.

Woomi7fflajt,
899.95 6x23
24.95 6x20
29.95 6x46
26.95 12
/24
79.95 1h19
16.95 12x13

Prestige
Spring
Highlight
Villager
Highlight
B. Floor

•

.rtV

ROOM SIZE CARPET REMNANTS
Size

79
78
63
53
49

12x16
12x22
12x16
1209
1238

Color

Pattern

Reg
yd.
9.99
Butternut Spotlight
yd.
9.95
Quartz
S. Sensation
17,99 yd.
IA. Green
B. Taking
8.99 yd.
Gold
Marvelous
12.99 yd.
Star White 50 Stars

Safe

'‘\

sr'

7.89 yd.
7.39 yd.
12.20 yd.
5.99 yd.
8.90 yd.

Expert Installation
Available!

MANY MORI ROLLS AND ROLL BALANCES TO SELECT FROMI I I
GREAT SAVINGS
EXPERT INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
COME EARLY FOR IIST SELECTION

GLongjohnSilverN,

.1

SALE ENDS JUNI II, 1971/

Announcing

Dana W.Gish
Registered Dental Hygienist
Is Associated With

Dr. Harold 6. Gish
502 Maple
753-2971-

Hpurs:
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
8-12 & 1-5

Free Seco

isiiiiiiielhe Mester tiller's,

Southside
Shopping ctr.

-

at•tfr exteisled credit terms.
4

So. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

•

4 ctorti. A
el%

$129.95
119.95
7.99 yd.
6.99 yd.
7.99 yd.
99.95

753-3321
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Taming Of The Shrew
Opens In Park Tonight

vier

Murray's Playhouse in the Park wl present the Shakespearean comedy "The Taming of the
Shrews this Thursday, Friday and Saturday, and again June 14, 15, and 16, at the city-county park.
Curtain time for all performances will be 8:00 p.m. Ticket prices will be S230 for adults and $150
for children and senior citizens. For more information, call the Community Theatre recorded
program information at 759-1752.

GETTING HIS EARS BOXED — The servants live in fear of their master Petruchio (Wes
Bartlett),
and this beating cleat to Grurnio(Via cmon)shows why.

INOF

011=1111

a

WHAT? DRUNK OR DEAD? — A lord (James I. Schempp)stumbles upon a drunken Christopher
Sly (Larry Bartlett) and schemes to fool the poor man into believing himself a nobleman. The plan
includes the hiring of a group of players to perform for sly. The ministrels then begin the playwithin-the-play,"The Taming of the Shrew."
.
55 Vat.c/..ea

THE THREE MUSKETEERS? — Servants Grumio(ltiCh Shnon), Tranio
(Ben Moore), and
Biondello(Mike Pins) Discuss their master's intriging but humorous
plotting.
Photos By Wiliam Philips
WW;11401,4*YeArealf06140464i404464044S14414/4/416e414000/gii,,xwi
,
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Complete Stereo
Music System
Clarinettea

„.

•

*****

VISA

Tape
not
rnCluded

CHAFIGf /7'MOS r s /ORE s,

•

Stock Up on Realistic" Recording Tape
60 Minute
Cassette

169

Reg. 1.69 Each

90 Minute
Cassette

44-602

Htit.

Compact AM/FM Stereo 8-Track Player

OF TANDY CORPOI ATION

T

PORTiPLAY • by Realistic
4

He'll enic ,411 his favorite tunes

on tape C' ;-\WFM stereo Big
334,spea.,rs Works on AC.

Reg. 219 Each

,
,-

'batterie5 'rom the cigarette
lighter ir . s car. Batteries.
adapter ia'',3 Only 717.x16'4x
4'z2" 14-926

• - , , :. n.,y.,, le*lioggit

.,.:

Reg.89.95

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Closed Sun.

IM 1

Alria1iMMINNO444 -''.3'!

RADIO SHACK HAS EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED IN ELECTRONIC GIFT IDEAS FOR DAD!

/
A DIV'star,

Reg.
359.95

Save 45%

44403

A.4co-,' '.,.-, t. • '.

259

95

Give Him the Gift of Portable Music He Can Take Anywhere!

Perfect for recording from any source High
output, low noise and extended response
Made in USA by Radio Shack Stock up now'
,A07a$r

•--Make 8-Track Copies of Cassettes or
Cassette Copies of 8-Tracks
• Record Cassettes and 8-Tracks,
Individually or Simultaneously,from
Phono, Radio or Other Recorders or
from Aux or Mike Jacks
•3-Speed Changer with Cue/Pause
Lever and Dust Cover

0 AM/FM Stereo
Receiver!
0 Stereo Cassette
Recorder!
o Stereo 8-Track
Recorder!
0 Stereo Record
Changer!

44

\
\\\I

Does It All!

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

Mast awns
also ava,latale al
Rad.° Shack
4:Wale's
Look for this
ill your -0
neVihorhoOd

Radio
lhaek
DFAl.

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STOREC
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Man Missing Contacts Parents

Mooney Claims Subcommittee
Rejection Can Be Disasterous
FRANKFORT. K.. 4AP) —
environmental
Kentucky's
protection chief .claims a
subcommittee's
legislative
rejection of some of the state's
_ proposed air quality rules
—would be disastrous for in•
dustry.
Eugene Mooney, secretary
of the state Department for
Natural Resources and
Protection,
Environmental
said Wednesday that Kentucky now may have trouble
meeting the June 30 deadline
for getting the regulations,
which implement the federal
-CIehAif Act -approved by
the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency.
He said failure to meet the
-iteadfirie -eettitl-.--f-*4.
..sanctions against Kentucky
which could include a ban on
new or expanded industry.
,The Legislature's adregulations
ministrative
,review subcommittee earlier
Wednesday rejected 29 of the
108 regulations submitted by
Mooney's- department: It
approved the remaining 79.
The three legislators on the

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscrthers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger S.
RINDS by 5:30 p.m MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. on
Saturdays ore urged to call
753.1916 between 5-30 p.m..
and 6 p.m. Mondayjriday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Safer•
days, to insure delivery of the
newspaper

Calls incest be
placed by 6 p in weelidays or
4 p.rn. Saturdays to guaremtea
delivery.

panel said they felt the 29
regulations that were rejected
violated the intent of the
Legislature by setting standards tougher than required.
by the federal government.
We have been told in clear
terms by the House and
Senate that these regulations
shouldn't exceed federal
requirements," subcommittee
chairman, Rep. William
Brinkley, D-Madisonville,
said.
A special session of the
General Assembly earlier this
year adopted a resolution
stating that the regulations

should not be,. more stringent
than federal standards.
The rejected regulations
deal with industries that emit
hydrocarbons, or ozone, which
contribute to smog.
The main complaint by
industry representatives, led
by the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, was the application of the regulations to
all 120 counties in the state.
The chamber contended the
rules should apply only to the
seven counties that have been
found to exceed federal clean
air standards.
However, Mooney rejected

The Consumer Extra To
Discontinue Due To
Insufficient Circulation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API —
The Consumer Extra;- -an experiment in the concept of
tailored newspaper products,
will be discontinued after June
19 due to insufficient circulation.
The Consumer Extra, a
weekly 12-page tabloid, was
started last September by The
CourierJournal and The
Louisville Times. and was
mailed separate from the
newspapers. It was designed
to aid consumers in such areas
as product selection and
saving money. .
Robert P. Clark, executive
editor ,of the Louisville
newspapers, Wednesday said
circulation had not been
sufficient to make the weekly
12-page tabloid profitable.
Circulation had fallet from
more than 4,000 initially to
about 3.000, with break-even

circulation for the publication
-estimated at 18,000, Clark
said.
Publication of the tabloid
followed study by the
Louisville newspapers of the
idea of tailored newspaper
products. The Consumer
Extra as a departure from
the 'original idea of tailored
within
sections
the
newspapers themselves in
that it was delivered by mail.
Delivery of such material by
the newspapers' circulation
jape awaits full corn,
puterization of the circulation
records and several other
changes being made in the
delivery system, a news
release said.
"We have learned much
about tailored products in this
experiment," Clark said. "It
will serve us in good stead
when we consider making
such special-interest sections
a part of the delivered
newspaper, for those who
want them, at some future
time."

Griffin Named
Chairman Of
District Board
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
1AP
— Warren County
Judge-Executive Basil Griffin
has been named chairman of
the Barren River Area
Development District board of
directors.
The selection came at the
board's annual meeting
Tuesday night.
Other offic-ers chosen by the
Franklin
were
boardHenry
businessman
Broderson, vice chairman;
Luska
Mayor
Glasgow
Twyman, secretary, and Hart
County Jucige-Executive Jack
Sims,treasurer.
Griffin replaces J. B.
Galloway of Glasgow, who has
been serving as interim
chairman.
The district includes 10
counties in south-central.
Kentucky.

THANK
You.•

a last-minute plea by suts.
committee member Rep.
Albert Robinson, R-London, to
amend the regulations to
satisfy the industry objections
and meet the EPA deadline.
Mooney said he feels the
regulations do not exceed
federal standards.
Mooney can legally iniplement the regulations over
the subcommittee's rejection.
However, he said Wednesdayhe has not decided if he will
take that action.
The next administrative
step would be for Mooney to
refile the rejected regulations
withthe subcommittee. They
would then be directed to the
interim Joint Committee on
Agrical_Lure and Natural
Resources, which meets next
week.
If that committee alsi
rejects the regulations, or
doesn't act within 30 days,
Mooney could then file them
again with the review subcommittee and they would
become
effective
mediately.
However, they would also be
automatically reviewed by the
1980 General Assembly.
Mooney said he does not
know if the EPA would accept
the state's air quality plan
with
the
Legislature's
rejection of some of the rules.

ROANOKE, Va. (AP) —
Charles M."Chillie" Falls Jr.,
missing since his car was
pulled from a raging river at
Logan, W. Va., more than
three years ago, has contacted
his parents here.
-He's alive and he's been in
touch with me," said his
mother, Elsie Falls.
She added that her son
called her a few weeks ago
and spent a weekend in
Roanoke- when he learned his
father was in a hospital.
- Her son, now 29, is not living
in Roanoke, she said. She
declined to, say where he is
living.
"He was a very mixed up
young man," said Mrs. Falls
of the disappearance .in
February 1976.
,0•110.
She said Falls called." his
family 'because "he got his
thinking straightened

receiving Social Sec urit y
benefits for the boy, based on
the presumption of his father's
death. She said she has
notified authorities that he is
alive ,and she will return the
money.
Jason and his mother have
talked to Falls by phone
*several times, but they have
not seen him. "I really don't
know where he is," Mrs. Falls
The younger Mrs. Falls said.
She is "very glad that
noted her main concern is
Chillie
is alive," and she no
their son Jason, now 6.
faces the "torture of
longer
Jason - is "absolutely
wondering what happened and
delighted" to have a father
again like his friends, she' why."
Falls, a graduate of the
said. He had been told his
of Kentucky, had
father was dead, but Mrs. University
director of the
as
job
a
left
Falls said he understands a
of Commerce
Chamber
Logan
mistake was made and his
process of
the
in
was
and
father is alive and well.
decorating
interior
an
opening
"He's quite a happy boy."
disapMrs. Falls had been business when he
out.. He's working and trying
to get his life straightened out
again."
Mrs. Falls added that her
son and his wife Sara "will be
divorced."
Sara Falls, who distributed
posters seeking information at
the time of the disappearance,
has since moved from Logan
to Pikeville, Ky., where she
edits a weekly newspaper.

peareo.
Falls was headed into Logan
from Man, W. Va. at about
7:30 p.m. the night he
disappeared, his mother said.
Two girls spotted the
headlights of the car sinking
into the Guyandotte River
about that time.
The car was pulled out of the
water nearly 24 hours later a
half mile downstream in the
flooded river.
Police found Falls' shoe on
the front floor of the car, and
his wallet was found on a
nearby bank with the contents
scattered.
Police searcheck up to 10
miles of the river for three
days before giving up.
But his wife distributed
posters with a description and
asking assistance in finding
his body 14.cause "I believe he.
is not alive."

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-188 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS Of MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

753-6434
I. Economy Quarts
m Pepsi-Cola
•••FPS.-COLA,.•*

— 1.ST-ominy•• •nt •t0iStEPEOTII401NASK3 09

PepsiCo,

Now in 6-packs of money-back bottles.
The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
ounces. Some soft-drink companies sell their product in
bottles that look 1ite quarts. But they're rbally only
26- or 28-ounc€ bottles. The bottles in Pepsi-Cola's new
Economy Quart six-pack are re& quarts ... 32 refreshing
ounces. So look carefully before you buy. And when
they're empty. bring 'ern back for a refund the easy way
. in the handy carton you took them home in.

4

Vet Uo'p Work.
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At Grain Elevator

VOTERS, FOR YOUR
CONFIDENCE,SU'iT,
LOYALTY AND YOUR
RE-ELECTING ME AS
YOUR STATE SENATOR!
RICHARD

WEISENBERGER

Pa

MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— A veteran city police
lieutenant, who resigned in an
apparent dispute with the
chief of the force, has taken a
full-time job at a grain
elevator.
Lt. Carroll Lutz, a
policeman with 10 years experience, resigned May 31
after expressing unhappiness
with Chief J. E. Bowles.
"I can no-longer work for a
chief of police who I do not
respect nor who respects my
ability as a supervisor," Lutz
said in letters of resignation
submitted to most city council
members.
Bowles said he did not ask
Lutz to re,sign but, '`In my
opinion his work wasn't up to
the standards required of the
police department."
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Kaintuck Territory
Is Now Open

Under New Management
.
Flours 10:00 a.m:to 8;P0 p.m. Weekdays
1230 to 8:00 p.m. Sun. Closed Mondays
T. G.SHEPPARD In Concert
Sunday June 10
2:00 and 5:00 p.m.
Rain or Shine
In After 100 Next Day free
BOTTLED HY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO.PADUCAH,KY UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo ,INC ,PURCHASE, N Y

S orts
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Decisions
Decisions

Perdue Confronts Bain's Putting Problems
A Difficult Choice: Forgotten With Playoff
College Or Pros? Victory In George'Hart

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Both__ are from Evansville, Ind., both were
members of the Murray
State baseball team and
both were picked a day ago
in the major league draft.
But for Doran Perdue
and Andy Rice, that's
where the similarities end.
"I don't )(flow. It's going
to be a hard choice," said
Perdue, Rho still has .a
year of eligibility left on the
'Bred squad.
A
junior
second
baseman. Perdue was
chosen in the eighth round
by the Kansas City Royals,
while Rice, a senior pitcher, was tabbed in the 19th
round by the Houston
Astros.
"I was really getting
worried," said Rice, who,
like Perdue, was contacted
at their respective homes
by phone this morning. "I
didn't find out until this
-Doran Perdue, chosen in the eighth round by Kansas City in the major league baseball
morning when I read the
draft, must decide between college or the professional circuit.
By Tony Wilson
paper. I was starting to get
4 r,
nervous.''
it would be hard to turn
nearly lived with us for the
Rice and Perdue made
down."
last two or three weeks of
no qualms about their goals
For Rice, though, who
the season,so it was no real
during the past college
finished with a career
surprise," he said. .
baseball season, one of the
record of 22-7 as a 'Bred
Perdue's maturation as a
best for Murray State and
the decision is easy :,go pro
player was the major
Coach Johnny Reagan.
young man.
reason for the jump in his
Each was an integral part
was about to go crazy
individual statistics, says
of the team that won the
worrying and all," said
Reagan. -After a 1978
Ohio Valley Conference
Rice, whose easy-going
batting average of .12, he
championship and finished
drawl and slow walk to and
finished with a sparkling
behind only Mississippi
from the mound was often
.400 mark, including a 9State in the NCAA South
the butt of good-natured
for-16 performance in the
Region Tournament.
jokes by his teammates.
South Regionals.
And each cited their
"I've been working out,
intentions of playing
Both he and Rice, who
throwing batting practice
professional baseball at
pitched one of only two
to the team at my high
some level. But the Royals'
complete games by any
school and running a lot,''
pick of „Perdue impitcher in the tournanient,
he said. "I haven't been
mediately places a burden
were named to the allcontacted by them i the
on the shoulders of the
tournament
squad. —
Astrosi yet, but they
speedy 5-7 infielder:
"Coach Reagan has. a.
usually don't call you for a
whether uto.stay in college
great program at Murray,
couple of days. M least
or turn pro.
and I really want to ,play
that's What I've been told."
"I've got a lot of thinking
there another year," says
Reagan knew, obviously
to tio over the next few
Perdue. "I think it would
that he would lose Rice, but
days," Perdue said. "I
be good for Me if I could
he was and still is unsure
haven't been contacted by
finish
school there."
about the status of Perdue.
them the Royals yet, so I
"We kept it in mind that
"It started getting late,
really don't know where I
Doran might go pro this
and I was afraid I might
stand.
year, so we've been sort of
not be drafted at all," said
really
"I'd
like to go back
looking around for-a-second
Rice."I just felt a sense of
to school, but if the Royals
baseman,"said Reagan.
relief when I saw my name
Andy Rice: selected in 19th round by Houston.
offer me the right situation.
"That Kansas City scout
on the list T"

One Writer Says Martin Will Be
Back With Yankees
Season
By WILL GRIMSLEY
'o
PS,.
If you're a petting man and
have any of those little green
George Washington portraits
left after the Belmont Stakes
Saturday, here's a tip offered
free and without obligation:
Billy Martin not only will be
back as manager of the New
York Yankees, he could be
calling the shots by the July
All-Star break — or shortly
afterward.
Who says so?
- Not Owner George Steinbrenner. "We are continuing
our talks — nothing definite
yel7fh-e big
says.
Not Billy, who still insists,
"I'll be back in 1980 with a
twoyear contract. .
How come a change in
inidseason? Easy. Steinbrenner watchers know he is a
man'who lives by his instincts.
Iledislikes drift: He demands
moilement. It's a throWbackito
his days as a college coach

and

assistant
t.

athletic
I

•

I•

June 17th
Is Father's Day

July,

Steinbrenner

began

in the trenches. If it means

was loaded with stars. The
least thing it needed was
conflict. Exit: the feisty,
volatile Martin. Enter:
Placid, low-key Bob Lemon -It
worked like a charm.
Through no fault of Lemon's
but largely because of injuries, the Yankees so far this
year have shown little get-upand-go. There are signs of
complacency and overconfidence. The champs look
as if they could use a swift
kick In the pants. That's
Martin's forte.
Ste-inbrenner_is not the kind
of man to 'let a dormant
situation exist for long. He is
too much a perfectionist, too
proud, too impatient and too
impetuous.
The bottom line is this:
Good ol' Bob Lemon can't wait
to shuck his uniform and trade
it_ for mufti. Scrappy Billy
.Martin can't wait to get back

Steinbrenner would quick to
oblige.

II

college try.
So • far ,his instincts have
been generally good. He hired
the controversial, thrice-fired
Martin originally because the
team needed an injection of
Martin's kind of fireworks.
Billy can sting tender nerves
but he can also manage a ball
club and ignite emotions.
George took the rubber
bands off the free agent
market by signing Catfish
Hunter for $3.5 million and
then courting Reggie Jackson
to change residences for $2.9
From then on, as theYankees moved to three
league championships and two
World Series titles, George
played his big chess game
with million-dollar chips,
filling holes with super stars
as the situation dictated.
When Yankee squabbling
dropped the champions 14't,
games out of the lead last

.

*THIS DAY SPRIA

Golf Shirts

In Six Color
N't?/$10
00 or 3/$2500.
Free Gift Wrapping'

Dmieland Center

Although plagued by putting
troubles throughout the day,
Sikeston's Mary Bain had the
touch when the chips were
down yesterday in the 12th
renewal of the George Hart
Invitational golf tournament
at the Murray Country Club.
Mrs.
ain, who also
maintathsj a membership in
the Oaks Country Club here
and who had wo_o_thtournament once before in IM,-*
ran home a 12-foot birdie putt
on the first hole of a threeplayer, sudden-death playoff
to win the championship
flight.
She had finished in a threeway tie at 82, seven over par,
with Betty Jo Purdom of the
host club and Rae Warford of
Ballard County.
Both she and Mrs. Purdom
had reached the 5-par playoff
green in three when Mrs. Bain
sank her *die shot, a
straight, up-hill effort.
Moments later, Mrs. Purdom
saw her 10-foot birdie effort
slip past the hole on the low
side for a par to give her
second place after Mrs.
Warford had posted a bogey'
six for third.
Finishing with 83s in the
flight were Jerlene Sullivan of
Murray and Jane Ann Nall, a
previous winner of the tournament from Mayfield. Mrs.
Sullivan was declared the
fourth-place winner when
their cards were matched on a
hole-by-hole,
match-play
basis.
The consolation prize in the
flight went to Vickie McLeary
of Fulton.
Medalist honors for the day,
however, went. to Mary
Bogard of the Oaks club in
Murray When she came In
with an BO — two strokes in
front of the championship
leaders — to take the first
flight trophy.
Other winners in the first
flight were: Dot Dreher'of
Paducah's Rolling Hills club,
second witW86; Vickie Nance
of the Oaks, third with 89;
Norma Smith, Paducah's
Paxton Park, fourth with 89;
and Wanda Brown, Oaks, fifth

Reg.
$1500

with a 90. The consolation
LuAnn West, Mayfield South
prize in this flight went to Highlands, was fourth with
Margaret Shuffett of the 106, and Euldene Robinson of
Murray club.
Murray was fifth with 107.
Winner of the second flight Thelma Eckerdt of Murray
was Frieda Hines, Rolling was the consolation prize
Hills, with a 91. One stroke winner.
back was Ruth Ziemann of
In addition lb—the chamPaxton Park. Edith Garris,on pionship trophy, Mrs. Bath
of Murray was third and Mary also will have possession for
Hooper, Rolling Hills, was the next year of the coveted
fourth — both with 94s — and George Hart
Memorial
Joyce Wright from the South Trophy, awarded annually by
Highlands club in Mayfield the Bank of Murray in
was fifth with 96.
memory of the late president
Sarah London, Hopkinsville, of the bank and mayor of
won the third flight with 97, six Murray.
strokes in front of Jane
It was presented to the
Woodard,also of HopkinsvWe, Missourian by Mrs. Lochie.
and Lois Jensen from the
See BAIN
Mayfield club.
Page 12, Coll

L

1104...a

Mary Jane Alford coaxes a putt during her round in the
George Hart Memorial golf tournament yesterday at the
Murray Country Club. Alford, the defending champion,
shot an 86.
By Tony Wilson

EXCEPTIONAL,
SAVINGS

•

1 Group Dacron & Cotton
S to XL.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

'Breds Ranked
17th In Poll

9.425

The Murray State baseball
team, which ran up 27 victories in 37 games this'season.
finished 17th in the nation in a
coaches' poll published by the
Collegiate Baseball News
recently.
Texas was No. 1, followed by
Miami,
Fullerton
and
Mississippi State. The latter
defeated Murray twice for the
NLAA South Region title.
• The top 25I Texas
2 Miami
3 Fullerton
4 Miss St
5 Arizona
6 UCIA
7 Arkansas
8 Peiverdine
9 Clemson
10 Hawaii
11 Delaware
12 Cincinnati
IS Gs Southern

6-month or 26-week Money Market Certificates*

14 Brigham Your,:
15 lamar
16 San Diego St
17 Murray
18 Indiana St
19 Florida
20 Tulane
21. Southern 111
22 New Orleans
23 Pam Amem a•
24 Michigan St
M Oklahoma

$10,000 min. dep.
Rate effective: Thursday,June 7 through Wednesday,June 13
Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest doily on this account.

"The place where thousand are saving million"

HOME FEDERAL

Murray Tennis Assn

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Clinic Schpduled

MURRAY BRANCH 1201 MAIN 759-1630

'•

Im.

The
Tennis
Murray
Association
will
hold
registration for a June tennis
clinic at 9 a.m. Monday at the
Murray High tennis courts.
The clinic will run from
June 12-18, and another is
scheduled for July. There is no
charge for the event.
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Expos Plummet Braves, Niekro;
Spencer Single Boosts Yankees
ball," said Montreal'V Tony
Perez, one of three- xpos to
get two hits in thØig inning.
"He Atlanta.pitcher Phil
getting behind
Niekro) sta
and had to Come in with his

By the Associated Press
The Montreal Expos gave
the Atlanta fans a run for their
money — in fact, II runs in the
fourth inning.
"We just started bitting the

Murray L gion
Edges aducah

fastball."
Ellis Valentine, who also
had two hits in the inning, was
delighted. "It's the second
time we really exploded on
them," he said. "I enjoyed
every minute of it."
But Montreal Manager Dick
Williams was compassionate.
"I'm sure they were not
happy," Williams said of
Atlanta. "That sort of thing is
really discouraging to a team.
I know because I've .been on
the losing end of 2k7 and 21-2
scores in my managing
career."

PADUCAH, Ky — Bill the next three innings, Murray
four-run, scored four times in the fourth
Milton capped
of
ninth-inning r y with a two- to tie the score with the aid
Mike
by
single
two-run
a
Murray
the
t..•ive
single
run
h
American Legion baseball Vaughn and three Paduca
9-8 victory over errors,
team
In the fifth, Murray's David
h last night at Brooks
Mathis walked, stole second
Sta. um.
urray trailed 8-5 heading and scored on Milton's triple.
to the final frame, but a But Paducah scored in its half
two
double by Bruce Taylor, a of the frame,,then added
before
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BASEBALL ROUNDUP
In other National League
games Wednesday, the New
York Mets defeated Cincinnati
5-3, the Chicago Cubs blanks
San Diego 3-0, Pittsburgh
--fdged Los Angeles 5-4,
Houston nipped Philadelphia
*-3 and St. Louis nipped San
Francisco 6-5.
Montreal trailed 2-0 when
Perez led off the fourth with a
single against Niekro, 6-9.
Before the inning was over,
the Expos had collected- nine
hitstand two walks, the Braves
had committed three errors
and a wild pitch, and every
player in the Montreal lineup
had scored at least once.
Montreal scored nine runs in
the inning before Atlanta
could get an out. It was the
most runs scored before an out
in a major league game since
March 24, 1953, when the
Brooklyn Dodgers scored 12 in
the
against
game
a
Philadelphia Phillies.

did my job. That's what I was
up there fee...it was as
satisfying as it can get."
Even more satisfying to
Spencer was the fact that his
winning hit came off Mike
Marshall, the Minnesota relief
ace who has appeared in 31 of
his team's 52 games so far.
"Last year,- Spencer
pointed out, "I got a gamewinning hit off Marshall — it
was a pop double — and after
(Minnesota
game
the
Manager ) Gene Mauch said
that as far as he was concerned, Marshall got me out.
Well, he didn't get me out
tonight."
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Toronto Blue Jays
nipped the California Angels 54; the Cleveland Indians
stopped the Oakland A's 6-4;the Baltimore Orioles blanked
the Kansas City Royals 3-0:
the Milwaukee Brewers edged
the Texas Rangers 4-3; the
Seattle Mariners beat the
Detroit Tigers 4-3 and the
Chicago White Sox outscored
the Boston Red Sox 8-5.
Ron Guidry, 6-4, who
surrended the tying run on
Bob Randall's RBI single in
the top of the ninth,earned the
victory for the Yankees after
limiting the Twins to five hits.
Jerry Koosman, 7-4, was the
loser, suffering his fourth
straight defeat.
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To Chop Or Not To Chop
NFL Owners Vote Not Burden Officials With Ruling Block
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express our concern," said
NFL Executive Director Don
Weiss.
"There is no intention of
imposing a specific penalty,"
he added. "If there were, a
rule would have been passed."
The meeting marked the
first for Georgia /1,-senbloom
president of the Los
as
Angeles Rams since she
succeeded her late husband,
Carroll.
Asked about her contribution to the session,
Rozelle said, "In addition to
adding attractiveness, her
presence put a rein on
Eagles
(Philadelphia
President I.eona rd Tose's
language."

Sports At A Glance

Natismil League
ATLANTA BRAVES—Signed Brad
Kornminsk. outfielder, to a minor league
contract.
CINCINNATI REDS—Signed Mike
Sullivan, pitcher

Hoop it up
at Murray State University
•

Murray Baseball Association

Basketball
Camp
June 17-22

Join MSU Coacbes
Ron Greene, Steve Newton,
Mike Dill, Carr McCalla,
and other area college
and high school coaches
for a week of fun and learning.
room
Cost is $13500 a week, which frvci
board, and tuition. For more information, t•all
the MSU basketball office at (502) 762-6804
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Tony Trabert Tennis Raquets
C-6's and Big Bubbas
K-Swiss Tennis Shoes
loto-Newk Tennis Shoes

Eddie Burgess Keys
Pony League Victory
Eddie Burgess strut* out 16
batters and finished with a
four-hitter as the Orioles
dumped the Phils 7-1 last night
in Pony League baseball
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Chicago 8. Boston 5
Baltimore 3, Kansas City 0
New York 3, Minnesota 2
Milwaukee 4, Texas 3
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Seattle 4. Detroit 3
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Holtzman 4-4
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For The Man Who
'Thinks Young
About Fashion

Artcraft Studios
111 Si /2ft 151 0339
MUIAIMING AT tile 000g

RACER SOCCER
CAMP

:Z()D„
LaCoste goes to fashion's favorite
shirt in yellow, green, navy, red, tan,
white, or blue, sizes S-L
1

Sunday June 10 through
Friday June 15
To enroll call MSU Summer
Youth Program 762-4150. Camp
Cost: $90 including uition, insurance, housing and meals.
,M=M1111111M116

$2000
,41)1ini 3A,w, 110.
\:(1.1110

',- Free Gift Wrapping '
liftemaimmixoniftemmk.
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DC-10 Groundings Cause
Lost Time Travelers And
Lost Money To Airlines

on
to
her
on
Ies
-

costs to U.S. carriers with DCBy DON HARRISON
lOs would range from $500,000
Associated Press Writer
Travelers — about 65,000 a for Western Airlines to $1.4
day — are losing time and million for American. He
patience, and airlines are estimated the daily loss
losing money — millions a day overall in the United States
— with the grounding of the would be $5.3 million.
Among
the
domestic
nation's DC-10 fleet.
Tempers have flared as airlines with DC-Its:
—United Airlines, with 3D
airline clerks stew over
alternate flights for the DC-I0s in its fleet. It was able
nation's DC-10 passengers, but to replace only 13 of the 125
on the whole, people seem flights affected $1,ednesday.
— Western Airlines, with
resigned to the order to park
nine of the jets. Clerks were
the controversial jets.
More tAn 80 flights were Warning persons holding
canceled Wednesday in reservations for today that
(Neap alone. Jack Hanley, they might not be acof Drexel Hill, Pa., was among coniodated. In Los Angeles,
those affected at O'Hare spokesman Dave Jimenez
warned today "will roughly be
International Airport. "I'm glad that they're a carbon copy" of Wednesday.
— National Airlines, with 16
-that
cdt tying bearly
there is someone concerned
about the problem," he said. percent of its passengers.
"I don't feel my inconvenience Analysts said it would feel the
is as important as. making order's impact acutely, and
spokesman Walt Robshaw
,sure those planes are safe."
said 25 weekly trans-Atlantic
The domestic DC-10 fleet, flights were scrubbed.
built by McDonnell Douglas
—Trans International
Corp.,- was grounded early Airlines and World Airways,
Wednesday by the Federal the nation's two biggest
Aviation
Administration, charter carriers. TIA's fleet
pending inspection of engine- Was cut from 10 to seven
wing assemblies.
planes. World's dropped from
Foreign air carriers were 11 tq$5, officials said.
not legally bound by the order,
Continental Airlines was
but were later told they could forced to ground 15 DC-10s,
not carry passengers or cargo according.. to Joseph Daley,
in U.S. air space. Many, in- vice president. Also affected
cluding Britain's Laker were Northwest Airlines,
Airlines, parked their planes.
which used DC-10s for 39 of its
Sir Freddie Laker, who had 219 flights
and
rolled up his sleeves to help American, with 26,0C-10s in
mechanics conduct earlier its vast fleet. .
inspections, grumped that the
FAA chief.-Langhorne Bond
FAA had gone too far.
said the"' grounding order
"I.. believe
that this woul4 be in ••effect until
grounding is totally un- Md5onnnell Douglas proves
necessary," he said in Lon--ihe aircraft is safe. That could
don.
Laker's budget Skytr.air{Of take a week Or more, he said.
The order was issued after
six DC-10s was shutdown,
stranding many trans-Atlantic two more DC-10s were found
travelers, arid'Sir Freddie late Tuesday to have cracks in
cornplained-Ahat the groun- their engine-wing assemblies
after they had been inspected
ding was/costing him $728,000
following the May 25 crash in
daily!.
Chicago of an American
Two
hundred
Laker
Airlines DC-10 that killed 275
passengers camped uutsigie
people.
Airport
London
Gatwick
near
Wednesday night, hoping for
seats on alternate flights.
Hundreds of others were
booked into hotels or returned
home':
Securities analyst Michael
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API ,=
Derchin, vice president of A deputy jailer indicted on a
Oppenheimer 4Se Co. of New charge of soliciting the
York, estimated the daily murder of Commonwealth's

JUNIOR TROOP NO.121 of the Girl Scouts of North Calloway Elementary School, Sue
Ford, leader, observed Girl Scout Week with other troops at the school. Pictured, left
to right, are, first row, Carla Wagoner, Marcia Ford, Jill Rowland, Buffy Elkins, Regina
Fox, Kelly Hanks, Valerie Duncan, Dana Cunningham,second row, Michelle ford, Johnna Jones, Debbie Key, Beth Woodall, and Kim Borders. Junior Troop No. 288, Peggy
Newsome,leader, not pictured, celebrated at the regular meeting,

Senators Describe Decision
'Workable And Acceptable'
WASHINGTON (API —
Kentucky Sens. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston and Wendell Ford
described President Carter's
decision not to block the use of
lowsulfur)Ippalackian coal by
certain Ohio utilities as a
"workable and an acceptable
solution."
The Kentucky Democrats
said in a joint statement
Wednesday that the president
acted responsibly in refusing
to invoke section 125 of the
Clean Air Act against the Ohio
utilities.
-The president's decision
reflects a great deal of study
and concern," Ford and
Huddleston
The
said.
decision shows that he understands the complexity—or
the situation and he has
recommended a workable and
an acceptable solution."
Carter had been asked to
invoke the provision of the act
as result of the loss of
southeastern Ohio mining jobs
due to depressed market
conditions. The provision
allows the U.S. Environ-

Indicted Deputy Jailer
Expected To Be Relieved

More Than 150 Adults To
Be Recognized June 16
More than 150 adults who tucky superintendent of public
have successfully completed instruction, will be the guest
Educational speaker for the ceremony to
General
Development iGED tests will recognize adults who have
school
high
be recognized at the first earned
certificates
annual Adult Education equivalency
Graduation Ceremony at through,_ the GED program.
Murray State University on Each GED recipient will be
awarded an Adult Education
Saturday,June 16.
Scheduled to begin at 1 p.m. Certificate of Achievement,- Larry
Moore, adult
in Lovett Auditorium on the
campus, the program will education coordinator at
honor GED recipients from kV—Murray State, said the public
,_.,,pf the _westernmost Kentucky is invited to attend the
counties =-1311118-rd. -Carlisle. recognition__ rui•am _ for
Hickman. Fulton, Graves, adults who have taken it upon
McCracken, Marshall, themselves to improve their
Calloway, Trigg, Caldwell, educational leveLs. He said
more than 500 visitors are
Lyon. and Livingston.
Dr. James Graham, Ken' expected.

BROWNIE TROOP NO. 136 of the Girl Scouts of North Calloway Elementary School
Sandra Parrish, leader, observed Girl Scout Week with other troops at the school. Pictured are Tina Radford, Kellye Geurin, Amy Wallis, Jennifer Garland, Sherrie Bogard,
Valerie Jones, Lisa Nanney, Debbie Mott, Lee Ann Key, Rhonda Dunn, Sherry Steen,
Jennifer Parrish, Michelle Youngblood, and Michelle Rogers.

Attorney —Larry Rperts
probably will be lira
cording to Ray Sabbatine.
assistant director of the
Fayette County Detention
Center.
The deputy jailer — also
named Larry Roberts, but no
comrelation ' to --- the
monwealth's attorney — had
been suspended .without pay
since his arrest several weeks
ago.
He was arrested when inmate Earl Lee told authorities
he was offered $20,000 to kill
the commonwealth's attorney.
. Deputy .. jailer Roberts
allegedly made the offer on
-behalf - 'of another inmate;
Frank Otto Wilhite, whom
Commonwealth's
Attorney,
Roberts prosecuted for
forgery and bribing a witness.
Wilhite now is serving a 15year sentence in the stare reformatory.at LaGrange.
Deputy jailer Roberts is
scheduled for arraignment
Friday.

mental Protection Agency to
require utilities to burn highsulfur local coal if the
president decides switching to
low-sulfur coal would cause
severe
economic
local
disruption to the region.
Huddleton and Ford had
argued the proviiiiin could not
be so narrowly construed to
define a state as a region.
"A dangerous precedent
would have been established if
the president had . invoked
section 125 in this instance,"
the senators said. "By not
invoking this provision, the
president has agreed with our
long held position that section
125 cannot and should not be

%IRO NIE TROOPS NO. 42 and 6 of the Girl Scouts ot North Calloway Elementary
School, Judy Jones, leader for 42, and Karen Goetz, leader for 6, observed Girl Scout
Week with other troops at the school. Pictured are Emily Bucy, Vickie Grady, Tonya
Norsworthy, Angela Woods, Gail Bailey, Stacey Houser, Jennifer Hill, Melissa Ramsey,
Kim Goetz, Missy Tabers, Kim Higgins, Brenda Sanders, Regina Hicks, Britannie Barton,
Lori Jones, Christie Jones, and Lisa Burnett.

GOOD/YEAR
SERVICE STORES

17.6 Cu.
No-Defrost
Refrigerator
Freezer

Let Us
Make Your
Home A Nicer Place...

SOUNDESIGN STEREO,
Receiver, 8-Track/
2-Way Speakers

• 100% Solid State— Modular Chassis
• Sharp Brilliant Colors from Black
Matrix Picture Tube
.
• Custom Picture 8 Sharpness Contro!
• VHF Pre-Set Fine Tuning •

Model 7059'
• BSR Record Changer. Diamond
Stylus Cue Pause ,Lever
• AM FM FM-Stereo Receiver
▪ 8-Track Player Recorder

FREE
FACTORY INSTALLED
ICEMAKERI

Tappan 30 EnergySaving
Pilotless
Gas
- Range

• Rolls Out on Wheels — Easy Clean
• Twin S7 Vetatjte 8uii,,
• Adjustable Meat Pan • White
• Dual Temperature Controls

• Adjustable Roll-Out Broiler
• Clock 4-Hour Timer
• Lift-off Black Glass Door With
Window • White
• Top Lifts Up — Easy Cleaning

Your wedding is not
out-of-town...
why should your tux be?
Your wedding. You've
planned it so welt But,
sometimes things don't go
as planned. Like, what if the
tux is ordered from out-oftown and it doesn't fit? At
The Tux Shop we don't hjive
to order from out-of-town.
That's right! Because we're
also a wholesale supplier to
many shops throughout the
country. If
anything goes wrong
chances are The Tux Shop
can duplicate your order
within minutes of your call
for help. It's your wedding
So when you're planning it
see The Tux Shop...do it ,
right the first time!

used to restrict the sale of coal
by establishing an artificial
border between Ohio and the
other Appalachian states."
"Under the president's
decision, Kentucky coal can
continue to compete on the
open market with other coal
from the Appalachian region
and all of that coal can be
purchased by users in Ohio.
This has been the basis for our
position since Ohio first raised
the specter of invoking section
125 last year," the Kentucky
senators said.
Huddleston and Ford said
they hoped the decision will
spur increased use of all types
of coal.

• File Flo' Reduces Lint on Clothes

• Reguiar PermaPress Cycles
• 5 Temps 3 Water Levels• VVh,te
• Single Speed Standard Load

Goodyear Installment
Pay Plan

Goodyear Revolving Charge
.Flexible Pay Schedule • Monthly Statement
•Customer Identification CAR CARD for
'or'ven ,e^ce at any Goodyear Store countrywide

G.E. Heavy Duty
Washer
Filter 'FloP
System

-

• Longer Terms Than Ava,tatie on
Our Revolving Charge
• Mon" . Statement• Low Monthly Paymp,

• It must be right
or we make it right
• We deliver what we sell
• Approved
factory service

G.E. Microwave
G.E. Time/Temperature G.E. Time/Temperature Eureka 6-Carpet
MicroTouch' Microwave
2 Power Choices/Defrost Cook Microwave
Height Dial-A-Nap Cookbook
with
Upright Mode
• cleans It
.Beats Combs Suctions
• -.).spr.sat-IP Ran, rots from
,Tng
•

• High Most oocl —
-.
1,0St
for Frozen Food 8 To
Meat
• Spacious 1 3 Cu Ft 'n,e'
• Easy-Read et 25 Mir.
• Microwave Cookbook
ided

Model 2945
• MicroThermometer' Control
.High Med Low-Defrost Levels
• Spacious 1 3 Cu Ft Interior
• 60-Minute D, gitai Timer

Model 2947
• Automatic Simmer N Cook' Control
• Audible Touch Pad Controls
• Low Med Med High Higl%Levels
• Includes Microwave Cookbook

Eur•lia 6-Piece Tool Set
•
PO r,HARrA

$19" VALUE

Goodyear Service Store
Store Hours: 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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Jobless Rate In
Lexington Rises
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Some During April
LEXING1ON, Ky. (AP) —
Unemployment here rose
slightly in April, compared
with March, according to the
Kentucky Bureau for Manpower Services.
Fayette County's April
jobless rate was 2.9 percent,
compared with 2.8 percent in
March. The county had a total
laborforce of 102,952, of which
2,942 were jobless.
Unemployment statewide
was 4.7 percent,down from 5.5
percent in March, the agency
said.
Scott and Harrison counties
had the state's lowest-rates,
2.4 percent each, while Letcher County's rate, .10.9
percent. was the highest.
•

recently held its
SPANISH CLUB — The Calloway County High School Spanish Club
farm Road.
College
,
Robinson
Don
end of the year party at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
right, front
to
left
to,
d
presente
were
gifts
Senior
served.
was
dinner
A buffet potluck
president,
Steen,
Teresa
row,
row, Cindy Duncan, Linda Davis: Cecil Herbert, back
ed
complet
students
The
Parkin.
Perry
and
,
Robinson
janeen Thom, Lisa Mathis, Patty
the evening with ping-pong, shuffle board,and dancing.
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the diaphragm beneath tier
lungs. An operation drained
the abcess almost immediately, but a lung infection
that followed almost killed
her.
Ms. Nammesma has spent
about two months under intensive care, most of that time
with a tube in her throat and
her breathing supported by a
respirator.
She is only now getting used
to walking again, but only if
she has help getting out of bed.
An oxygen pack must follow
her, and it may be weeks
before she is released. Even
after she returns to Michigan,
stie probably will need additional rest.
has
Ms. Nammesma
received more than 400 cards
and letters to boost her spirits,
and became something of an
institution at the hospital.
Said one nurse: "I-think it
was one of the respiratory
therapists who said it, but it's
true. She said that if we lost
Norma, it wouldn't have been
a patient we lost, but a
friend."
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Prices Good ThOu Sun.

Aladdinware
Beverage Server
Slid. Sedd Spout
12 as No 300

km,coffee foot 2 to 10 cops. keep worm
pile' keeps coffee Niro*, WA. No 5975

Presto
Cooker- Canner

Presto
Priissure Cooker

Adpistable pressure-true regulator
registers 5-10 or 15 pound pressure
automatically Coulon* canner rack InPolished
structlon/re(eipe book
al umunun tuush 12quart size

02p-AA17.1i

Michigan Woman Nearing Recovery
From Usually Fatal Lung Ailment
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) —
Norma Nammesma of Grand
Rapids, Mich,, is slowly
recovering from a near-fatal
lung disease at a Louisville
hospital more than 2'2 months
after she set out from home to
_ attend a convention. After spending the last 78
days at Methodist Evangelical
Hospital here, the 30-year-old
Ms. Nammesman is able to
walk, but it still may be
several weeks before she can
return hOme.
Back in March, Ms.
Nammesma shrugged off a
pain in her side as she left
Grand Rapids for a Louisville
convention of women in insurance. The driver of the
chartered bus got lost, and left
the conventioners at their
hotel at 4 a.m. on a Friday
morning, three hours before
the meeting was to begin.
After a few winks of sleep,
Ms. Nammesma woke and
started coughing. By 9 a.m..
she was in the hospital, having
some trouble breathing.
Within hours, doctors
discovered an ,abcess under

Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty*
Aid Dept.

Her trip home, when it
occurs, also will be something
of an event. One of themembers of the National
Association of Insurance
Women has arranged to have
Ms. Nammesma flown by
private jet from Louisville to
Michigan.
She will have had a birthday
this Saturday). and probably
will have lost about 30 pounds.
Back in Grand Rapids. her
mother and father • are
waiting. So is her job as an
processing
underwriting
the
with
Amery isor
Automobile Club of Michigan.

•

Her sister, Carol Baar, has
gone home to Michigan after
spending weeks here at Ms.
Nammesma's bedside,.
Doctors have not told Ms.
Nanunesma when she can go.
"The doctors come in to listen
to, my lungs and each time
they say, 'Sounds good.
Sounds good.' But they
haven't said much more than
that," she said.

El'

Triam micin Tablets

Bic Shavers

For relief of nasal congestion and headache due
to common colds & hay fever.
24 Tablets

It. a drag of gosios, INN& ill
oipo shove after loom
too.
Pothogo of 4

ThaMMICIfl Tablets

•
•
•

*Ma NO.10.1•••

They have told her she is
lucky to recover. "They tell
me that 90 percent of the
people who have this condition
die from it," she said.

SAUSMA
4,,c•

Q.T.
Suntan lotion

Armour
Vienna Sausage

Sy Copporton•

Night of Olay
Beauty Cream

Hurry, Hurry, Hurry
To Our Basket Sale!

Coppertone

$295

*WMlllllll llllllllNINNMMINUNIINNOUNINN

Hours
10-6 M-F
•10-5 Sat
Be! Air Cent,'

Pier 1 imports
ate c't)n.

While Selections Last!

Lysol
Disinfectant

With Levi's get-away gear.
For very littlejack.

Efferdent
Denture Cleanser
Tablets

Sweet'N Low
Granulated
Sugar Substitute

Faberge
Organics
Shampoo

Aim
Tooth Paste

cup. And enicy,
Then_ decide

which one's
your bag. Or
cap. Or belt. Or
wallet A special
counter display'
shows all. And it
tells how you can
get it straight
from Levi's'
Accessories.
Like we say,
for ve,ry little jack.

It's easy.
This summer, when you
Just ride
hit the road, you'll probably
into Burger
pack light. And now you can
Queen. Step up
pack right
the counter.
to
I
With Levi's get-=
a large
Order
jack.
little
very
away gear. For
cup of CocaIn fact, almost half what
Cola
you'd pay on the street ,
in the
special
Levi's"

Nevco Spice Rack

Pepto Bismol
Stomeds. Dierelsise
12 et Beetle

P.. Upset

It jars, 32$- labels. ktiplafwit proof 'topper.
No. 14441

$349
Vaseline Intensive Care
Baby Powder

Corning Wore
Grab It Bowl
Bowl Has Many U1.1.
liontly
Is et.
No. 0-150-11?

Family Size 24 oz.

Vaseline Intensive Care
Baby Oil

In fact, most of the items deal on the road?
Just one, way.
you see here can be had for
your trip at Burger.
Start
bucks.
less than ten
Queen. .
,So how do you get this

Ifsaving big is your bag,
we'll help you get into gear.
507iNorth 12th
444-6 t
Murray, Ky.

rt..' are registered (s*de marks width Identify
,
rot- (nte end '
the same product .4'he Cora Cola company
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Sao Francisco
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Pyrex
9" Pie Plate
No. WO

..$259
Pyrex
Liquid Measure
Cup
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No. 516
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Use for applying lawn and garden fertilizer,insecticides, weed killer.

Buffalo
14 Pc.
Combination
Box & Open End

Garden
Mulch

,Gunk Bug
Tar Remover
<1,k:specially useful for clettrupg auto
ftntshes, chronic Knits & wheels Bumpers
Reg 8147

9
19
$

3Ft. x 50 Ft.
2 Mil. Thick
/
11

Ftoll

blocks Out Weeds

&

1 HP, 22 'gal
tank rhatuniurn
at0l5
nI5
pressure

Vegetable

Air Compressor
$24995

Dust
In 2& 4 Lb Bags

&Up

Car Wax
Guaranteed To Outshine,
Outlast & Outperform
Any Car Was
so.
Or Polish or Liquid
or Paste
Reg.$5,27 Save $2.00 ea.

$327

Miracle Grow
15-30-15
Concentrated

Dusters

Porch
Swings

4 Types Available

All At

Discount Prices

Michigan
Peat

80 Lb. Bag
Concrete or Sand Mix

sls7

Lawn
Lime

411.11
411110

LIME

.Free Flowing
.Non-Burning
.Extended Release

Naturally
Composted
40 Lb. Bag

Bag

z

PLANTS•
GARDENS

37 Bag
2
1

Plant Food

'23"

4 Ft.

5 Ft $2595

$4.00 Extra For Assembly
Rally

Decorative
7

.Bark & Marble
Chips

Discount Prices

199
$
each

i

Vinyl Top Wax
Cleans Deep, Helps
Keep New Beauty
Reg.$2.57

arfAv,

Beautifies Planted
Areas,Conserves
Moisture, Keeps Down Weeds

•

50 Lb. Bog

Each

Hose
Reel

Turtle Wax Extra Liquid

Sells Elsewhere For $359.00

Sackrete

$337

Garden & Vegetable

Guardian

411

Wrench Set
$2257 SAVE $10.00

89c

Detergent Proof-Cleans &
Waxes In One Quick
Easy Step.
Reg. $3.17

wig

It control Air
tank available
aLso

Triple Action

$1 37

Reg.$32.57
Sok

Grass

Sevin Dust

For Insects & Disease

Sizes Range
From

Just

turtle
wax ®

of the Week

Plastic

kl) Heirun es Grease
i•rune Reg $147

A Proven Long Lasting
Fertilizer.
Box of 5

Tool Set

Block

Engine Brite

50

Tree &
Shrub
Spikes

Jobe's

•
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orne items not exact as •ictured
HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY, KY
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Grease Eater & Foam Clea4er $
Reg $1.99
Father Type

10 Gallon
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Tuff Stuff

Doc Sprayer

1 e1 1

il•

SIMON!:

Leigh Spray

1

Moils or Screws
To Wall

ammomils

88c

11 11 II • In AnNoliiimme firll
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April Woods Got 4 Nits!

Seals& Inflates Tube
& Tubeless Tires,
eliminates tire changing,
& use of jacks& tool
Reg.$1.27
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Sale

Super Specials From Unde Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept
Shakespere
Wondereel
Free Spool

1 Piece,5'6" Rod
With Ceramic Guides
3/8 oz.- 5/8 oz. Baits
Reg.$19.97

With a 5-1 Gear Ratio
For High Speed Retrieve

•••••,,..•••
0
Kitt••....1•
01W,

Iir.o 0:rat 10

SERIES

WWI.in

▪ L▪ B
L
L1611

II

..t

11••00011

1 •••••
,

CC••••011•1.
1 cs •
4,

4" x 9" with-15 comparcments and
carrying strap
Reg.$6.47

romat asr
aca

•OLOIL
•••••• Wel

Reg.$21.99

Sale

Reg.$16.97

1900

Featuring Zebco 33 Reel de
6100 Six Foot Medium $
Action Rod.
R2g.$21.97
Sale

Tackle Box

TWO tre 9•010valk,
n....onco / or,,
a4 ammo O
••••••••01.0 •••
O• MUM OP
,
.001101•1 MAME,
I.•.• Tye Ar....ni

$
617

Zebco Rod & Reel
Combination

Old Pal
Woodstreom
Mini Lite
Double Sided

With a 5-1 gear ratio, internal trip
bail-with one year limited warranty.

l.rry
•••.
COPP.
•ULL•
MIC••••D
•••140•C•

1.00W MON
.01F0
VIMP•ar•

Asst. Colors

Spinning Reel

Or••• ,C•I0
CO•••••••10,11 Ff0 •
ft.arric

tw,
,
E•ra

$997

Shimano ML-10
Ultra Light

Comasaa •
tAtiv ACTION
Nader la
11•J•KOrr aro
roam)or as Pert Nal Or

BOO

Boat 'Cushions

Official Size & Weight
Nylon Wound

$1597

1597
II

ssealiec° Bat
ball

Lew's Stick

Baitcasting Reel

U.S. Coast
Guard
Approved
Bouvant

Salt:

97-$13

°°
$5

Base 12x9
Center Height6'10"
Wall Height 4'10"
Reg.$115.97

Cabin Tent s1 10oo

Sale

rr-r/
O

Top
Ringer
Official

ri
4)*

tATFISH

Reg.$16.47 s„,,

Fishing Rod Kit
10 Ft. Slip
Ferrule With Hook, Line
Sinker & Float

wHarrington & Richardson
Model 88 Topper
Single Barrel

Shotgun
12-20410 Gauge
$4697

79

each

4 pkg. of 2

Buy Now For

Father's Day & Save
Miwes Nand Made

Shirts
Meet's Levis
,

Men's Dress

Now

20 /0

Men's Dress

Socks

Sale Price
on

19 94

Reg $7p9 sae

Reg.$14.99

Black or Brown

fir

NAM Leather Belts
188
$788

Super Bells

. Shoes
Solid or .
Patterns
Sizes \
Sto 3X \

2,9,
/
Sizes 71
91
2,10, 101
/
2
/
Reg. 19.97

Sa!e $14 7

Men's Packaged
Dress Or Sport

4•
1.

Boots

27

12 oz. Container
datfish "Devil
Worm" Also
Available

Bamboo
Paratrooper

Catfish
Bait

tli!t_SE

Horse Shoe Set
$1397

20%9

ire,41102mwerm--.--•

Coffey's
Magic
Bite

Navy, Brown, Black.(iroY
Reg. $1.19ir
Now

3

pre.

288

Sale

Men's Dress

Hats

20%

off
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Federal Agents Say Quantities
Of Schools' Picric Acid Destroyed
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API —
Federal agents say they have
found and destroyed small
quantities of potentially explosive picric acid in
classrooms of several Kentucky schools.
The search for and removal
of the substance began
following federal government
Warnings in April, according
to the federal Bureau of
and
Tobacco
„Alcohol,
Firearms.
Gerry Benedict, agent in
charge of the bureau's
Louisville office, said police
and federal agents last month
removed small quantities of
the explosive from a. number
of schools, including Ahrens.
--Seneca:— -Souther-a, -'Thomas
Jefferson and Western High
schools in Jefferson County,
Bullitt Central High School
near Shepherdsville and
Bethel High School in Bardstown.

Earlier officials removed
quantities of the chemcial
from Murray High, Calloway
High and Murray State
University laboratories. The
picric acid found locally was
detonated at the city landfill.
He added that the largest
quantity of the acid found in
Kentucky or southern Indiana
was "several quarts" at Sue
Bennett College in London,
Ky.
Picric acid has been a
common laboratory chemical
and its explosive properties
have been known for at least
200 years. Its use became
controversial only recently. .
ATF issued a statement, in
April in Washington 'warning
that the acid is dangerous if
liz ,
d I ruwed • to— --crystal
Benedict said that after that,
bureau offices throughout the
country started getting calls
from •people who had the
substance. The acid, closely related to

TNT, has been routinely used
as a testing agent in
chemistry, biology and
science classes.
Picric acid also was the
major explosive ingredient in
miiitary bombs from about
the time of the American
revolution through World War
II, but armies stopped using it
because it was too unstable,
according to John Strattan,
science -supervisor for Jefferson County schools.
Diluted with water, the acid
is not elplosive and is useful in
the laboratory, he said. But if
it'is allowed to dry out it
crystallizes, and in that form
is highly explosive.
If it crystallizes in contact
with a bottle cap, simply
-unscrewing Ehooapcouldsalt
off, experts say.
Strattan and Duane Penner,

safety director for the Jefferson County schools, said
amounts found in the fi%e
county schooks averaged an
ounce or two.
But they saikl two ounces of
picric acid is as explosive as
two ounces of TNT.
Benedict, the ATF agent,
said Tuesday, "That's not
enough to blow up a house, but
it could destroy a room. It
could blow up a car. And it
could kill a person."
He said, however, that
apparently none of the
samples collected in Jefferson
County was crystallized.
He said the acid found in
schools was picked up by
federal agents, with the help
of local police bomb squads,
and then exploded under
'Safe-coritfelfed .eriniEtions
places.

DC-6 Carrying Marijuana
Worth Millions Crashes At
Kanawha County Airport

SC011t.
00-1111'.

OPTIONS REBATE

Make your best deal on any
Scout in stock —and get 10%
back on all factory-installed
options, through June 15.
Buy the Scout model you want from our
wide inventory, and International will send
you a rebate check for 10% of the sticker
price on every factory -installed option. But
hurry on in, because this offer is good only '
, if you purchase and take delivery of a new
Scout.by. June 1 5—and they're going fast.

Free $6.95 Rand-McNally Trail Guide
With Each Demonstration Drive

TRUCKTRAILERSBUSES,Inc.
di
U. S. 641
South

Murray, Ky.

Louisville; Steven H. Riddle,
By TED HARTZELL
Associated Press Writer - -28,- of Louisville; David
CHARLESTON, W.Va. Thomas Seesing, 28, of Texas;
of
( AP) — A mysterious DC-6 and 4habay S. Zarintash, 36,
City.
York
with
New
loaded
plane,
cargo
The smoke of the burning
millions of dollars 'worth of
marijuana, may have been aircraft was replaced Wedas
afternoon
making the first of several nesdaydeliveries when it crashed at authorities began burning the
were
the Kanawha County Airport... bales of marijuana that
splayed across a hillside when
authorities believe.
The plane, registered in the plane burst open.
••I understand somebody
Nicaragua, was carrying
come and spray down
will
a
at
a
marijuan
of
about 10 tons
said Airport Manager
there."
street value of $13 million when
'Ralph Cowgill. "If not we'll
day
--Wednes
early
it crashed
have a marijuana patch . . .
morning, U. S. Assistant that will be unequal c I
Attorney Wayne Rich Jr. said anywhere on earth."
Wednesday.
The plane touched down
But for the crash, the cause the . airport's commerc,.
been
not
of which has still
runway- and plummeted dowl
determined, it "very possibly a hill at the end of the runway .
would have been a successful overturning and ignitin4
shortly before 1 a.m. Wed-/
drop," said Rich.
Rich said eight men were nesday.
arrested on federal charges of
Federal officials are
conspiring to distribute vestigating the possibility ti.
marijuana f' Michael P. plane was stolen. Hen s•
Flanagan, 34, of Boca- Raton. Witthohn, local coordiror
Fla.; Gregory L. McCafferty, for the Federal A',ia (ri
25, of,Cleveland, Ohio; Leon J. Administration, said.
re
cast, 43, of New York City; pretty sure that it was st en." Breck Dana Anderson. 27,
believed to be a resident of
Another FAA official,
California; Jerome Lill, 25, of Shirland Kemp, i:.aint,kr.nee
inspector at the a(r- rt. said
the FAA's New Yo k ,rffice
;. that
received a report .N1 da'
a plane bearim be saine
registration — AN FN
fr in
reported 1 stol n
Nicaraitua in .pril b% the
SALDEE, Ky. AP) — owner, The own r reportt-dly
David Crider of Prestonsburg said his pilot tad stolec. the
has experienced a student aircraft.
:
Pilot's nightmare — getting off
But Kemp /said the se7ial
course and running out of fuel
numbers of /the plane that
during a solo flight.
,
reprtedBut Crider was able to make crashed and the one
an emergency landing at stolen con let. niakini2it
the ti.%
Saldee, just off Kentucky uncertain
Route 1110 in Breathitt County were the s e
about 2:30 p.m. Tuesday. ,
The re istration ANBFN,
Crider was taking Right which w on the piai.e
tail,
lessons at Hazard's Combs could ea ily have been ;mit
;ed
he
had
said
Crider
Airport.
on. Witt ohn said
taken off from the airport, and
was trxing to find_ his _.way'_
All 'wis men nu;
back after getting off course.
in
ilitary servn e When
Officials say Crider's the
Cessna 150 tan out of fuel as it they complete their tra:ng
was flying over Saldee and he they keep their itu-ns and
s€4 the plane down in a freshly eq •merit at home, read: for
plowed herd. Police say the im ediate call t.,
pilot was not seriously injured Sw tzeidarid can
although the plane flipped ar iy of 690.00O
48
hi rs
over upon landing.

Pilot Lost And
Run Out Of Fuel
On Solo Flight

Money
Market
Certificates
6 Months

Paschall, Tammy Turner,
GRADUATING SENIORS honored were, left to right, Sandra Hutson, Lisa Mathis, Karen
A four-year award
Denny.
Mary
and
Taylor
Heidi Johnson, Inc Kelleher, Ricy Hale, Larry Cunningham, Connie
was presented to Mary Denny. /

CCHS Choir
Members
Honored

ws
b: -7 --

1

Awards were presented to
several members oi the
Calloway County High
oral
program at a banquet rior to
the end of the school y ar.
The group was e ertained
by the Combined qlrls—Choir,
the Mixed Chorus the Freshman Choir and t e Columbia
Blues.
The honorees are shown in
the accompany g photos

Photos By . A. Watson

RICKY HALE received
the outstanding senior
award. He also participated in the All-State
Chorus.

ACCOMPANISTS' AWARDS were presented to Anita Underhill, Tanya McCuiston,
Tammy Crouse and Angela Manning

MANNING
ANGELA
was the recipient of the
unoutstanding
derclassman award.

QUAD STATE CHORAL FESTIVAL participants were,
left to right, Ricky Hale, Heidi Johnson, Mark Roberts.
and choral director layaughn Wells.
•

Wondering
What To Get
How About A Mail

Gift
Subscription
To Last All
, Year.
CallToday
1Vgiermy_Ledger & Times

This rate is in effect Junci 7 through June 1

DEPOSIT: $10,000; GOARANTEED RAII.
TERM: 6 Months (182 days); MINIMUM
Auction
Each Week's Rate is based on the Treasury

1

A Card WillBe
Sent

Save With

[rale- Security Federal
Savings 8 Loan Association

753-1916

filtik mat
LENDEr

MustBe PaidIn Advance

7,
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EVERY DRY IS SIRE DAY
2. NOTICE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER]I

THE PERSON who took the
Coleman lantern from 306
South 16th Street garage.
Please return, no questions
I beast-ed

Answer to Wednesday s Puzzle
5 Lampreys
ACROSS
6 Prophet
I Talk idly
7 Possessed
6 Mortification
0000 000
8 Mans nick- 0000
it Simpler
name
13 Closed
BOOM
9 Threat
securely
00000000 OD
HI Draw forth
14 Near
08000 ORO QUO
12 Check
15 Folded
00 000 MU 00
17 Greek letter 13 Declared
16 The sweetOM ooDOCCO
18 Brim
sop
DU Eatiumumai
20 Hindu guitar
19 Yield
All display ads,
0000
ULIODL
21 Moccasin
Buccaneers
classified displays and
MOM°
00
22 Wading bird _21
00C
23 Baked clay
24 Seine
CUM
regular display, must
. 25 At no time
25 Keen
ULM WM
UUL
be submitted by 12
Place
27
26 Bows
29 Energy
noon, the day before
28 Strict
04 Emmets
31 Inclined
37 Lift
30 Performs
publication.
47 Bitter vetch
13 Seaman
39 War god
32 Opera
reader
Ajl
48 - dance
41 Time peri34 Kind ot
singer
51 Cooled lava
ods
cheese
classifieds must be
33 Ingenious
43 Toward
. 53 Chinese
36 Football
35 AtSportion
submitted by 12 noon
measure
shelter _
team
37 Speed conbefore
the-------:da y
test
publitation.
38 Harem room
40 Depend an
42 River island
43 Threebanded
2
armadillo
45 Observe
46 Negative
prefix
47 Ingredient
29
49 State Abto
50 Towered
52 More vapid
54 Expunge
[ Photo Copy
55 Twirls
Machine

Fsnno own nem
ononso on ono
oonn

Hickory smoked bar-be- 1
que, 25 years experience. Roberson NihBurger Inn, 413 S. 4th
St. 753-9151.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

--

GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8.
'But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness; and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6133. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE. 759
4600. Bible Facts and Free
Stdre. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12:30 On WSJP.

DOC MOO

NMI' III "Miff°
•
III
oI
i
!•
il Iiil ill

al
il IN ail
JUSill III
Mil iil
III
gUU•I34 H
U
Id
il
! illUUI" il

Om.

DOWN
I Tolls
2 Fuied por
lion
3 While
4 Gratuity

moill

al

am

111

51

2

Piece

living

Room

Suites

Reg $379.95
Now $189.95
3 Piece Bedroom Suites
Reg $.379.95
Now $299.95
Mini More Specials • Cash
and Carry

Sales & Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
163-8123

47

46

'
SPECIAL.
THROUGH
JUNE

RICKY ALEXANDER
CUSTOM
DOZER WORK
489-2695

NOTICE

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

Larry's
Clean-Up
& Body Shop
753-7669

IA THE 0.ASSIFIED

CAR RAWAY
FURNITURE
105 N. 3rd St

fashioned
OLD
REAL
hickory smoked bar-b-q, by
the shoulder or by the pound
packaged to go at Big Joe 5
Bar-13 0, Coldwater Road
759-186.1.

Willie's
Antiques
Saint ea 121, tors ea leactiss
sad watch br
4
1
280, /
sage owl Moot.
Outside Items Concrete
Lions. Bears, Flower Pots,
and 13Ird Baths
Inside Remo Glass, Bottles,
Jars,Stoneware, and Junk.

CARTER STUDIO
COPIES AND
RESTORATION
753-8298

BEFORE LfOU KNOW IT
WELL NAVE HUNDREDS
OF APPLE BUSHES!

SORE AM... I'M
PLANTING 5E175 Al...
OVER TN I5

HOW ABOUT
POTATO
TREES?

"IDLEDIAMONDS?
Let us reset
them in lovely
'Ear-Resistible-

14414•844014

EA R
STUDS

everouAwre.
a moderarepncesse....../nrinantalleasss.•

FINCHES Mr(
,
S. 4th Murray

BIKE CALL
Hear -11i1Wei
Thursday "B Causes of •
Divorce," 759-4444 or
"Children's Story
Jacob and Rebekah's
Trick," 759-4445

'CUSTOM DOZING
$32.00 per hour
Free Estimate
753-6391
SALVAGE PANELING
CENTER

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES
WANTED

5 miles south, Hwy. 64
Murray, Ky. Hours: Mon.-Fri.
Ilto5; Sunday 12to5

.Must be High School_
graduate
.Must be 19 years of
age.
.Must be willing to
Relocate.

P.N. Hirsch & Co.

PANELING SPECIAL
$2.99
WALNUT PANELING
$6.95
,4 5458
PRESSED BOARD
$2.99
5/8- x418
PRESSED BOARD

Monday thru Friday
Between 10 a.m. & 4

STUDS NO 25

Apply In Person

-PEANUTS
1 r.46,
Ti,
A5Rt
,
6
.0 1./R
110
.
(

DO YOU OWN ANY

Equal Opportunity Employer
M/E

$5.49

3 4-x4x14

51.19
2x4
PLYWOOD PAWLING
$6.95

4x 8

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
WHAT
HAPPENED ?

BACK

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

IP. HOME FURNISHINGS
FRIGIDARE ELECTRIC
dryer, good condition, 640.
Phone 753-7213.' •
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
LIKE
NEW: 10 speed
Raliegh Record. Call 753 7318
days or 753 8674

NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30ti15:00

4.1.44•44 & hetess wit Sm.cal 7U 1145

advent Nottry Pubic Strvito

PRICE SHAVE $1.75

HELP WANTED
re,
WHAT
HAPPENED

Demonstrators - MERRI-MAC offers the
best party plan program anywhere. Our
guaranteed line of toys, gifts and super
Hostess Program makes it easy for you to
earn $$$$! No investment, delivering or
collecting. Call collect now-

my
BACK PULLING 5,ARGE
LIP AFTER HE FELL
OFF A CLIFF
I STRAINED

Ann Baxter 319-556-8881
or write
SWINE

THEY LiSECI TO
.1(
LM HOME! COmE RUNNING
i
WHERE 15
NO
SC_REAMI
ANC)
' To GREET ME
EVERYBODY
AT 11-4E DOOR
1 4P
:
0
ei
WrTI-4 HoGS ANO -4
KISSE5

MERRI-MAC
801 Jackson,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001
WE HAD Tx)
5,-roP DOING

b-7
sf.0...0

MIAOW

Loorir ?

'4"iclg; YOu END ALI
THI$ JUST FOR TI-4J'5s
JUNGLE LOONY'5
YARN ABOUT

-

HOLD T.JOKKO.
WE'VE GOT .4
Vlo1RK TO DO!

Goi_r? .
•
-Y I

/NO STEEL VAULT._ NO ( I'VE -\123UT IF YOu vE
BEEN LviNG,
GAMBLED
COPS-NO GUNS,„
slOKKO„,I'LL PDT
2 FOR LONG
excEr-r -OURS
YOU IN THAT
SHOTS
TORPEDO,. A A.000EN
BOX;
BEFORE.
BOX FILLED WITH
GOLD.. SPLIT FOUR
WAYS./F YOU AND
BO ARE IN.

r

The Nelson Shroat Co.

cr'a

COUNTRY BUT CLOSE

1

•

GORGEOUS SETTING

Enjoy seclusion while looking at the beautiful
countryside which includes your own pond. The 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, bookcases and fireplace
make this cozy home just the right place for
grelt country living. Cedar vertical siding exterior gives this home the right rustic touch.
Must see for $22,000..

This bungalow is in the county but just minutes
from town. Sitting on Hwy. 121, this home is
ready for living. Living room, 2 bedrooms, bath,
dining room, kitchen and utility room for only
$17,500.

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

HELP WANTED
RN's and LPN's, full Of part--time employment on the 3 to 11 shift or 11 to 7
shift at Care Inn Nursing Home, 4th and
Indiana Ave., Mayfield, Kentucky. Excellent salary, insurance plans with PSC
drug card, credit union and paid holidays
and vacations.(502) 247-0200.

It

Starks Hardware

Kelly's Termite
& Pest cAnitro I

Got
the Shield
For your
Life•Health•Home
Car•Farm.Business

Pepper
Egg Plant
Miniature Roses
Bedding Plants

Ronnie Ross
and
Danny Ross

5c-106-20c

20c
20c each
$2.99 each
1/2 price

Now shipment of shrubs jest orrivoilt Also have: Nanning Baskets •
House Plant.. °Revs.
-Closed Seeslay end Mewl*-

Hutchen's Plant Farm

LOOK TO THE SHIELD

901-782-3406
Located 61,2 miles West of Hazel, Ky.,turn west on State line Road at
at sign, go 1 mile
left
miles,
turn
51-z
go
Hazel.

Huge Auction
210E
Main
Pb.
753-0489
MOW OF Min
4111111..11101
14 WANT TO BUY
5 HP AIR compressor will
trade good 2 hp air compressor. Call 753-8124.
JUNK CARS. Call after pm,
474-8838.
JUNK CARS delivel, or will
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 5271315.
WANTED TO buy: standing
timber, top prices paid. 4892334.
WANT TO buy a 10 foot
aluminum Jon boat. Call 7538323.
r5. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE. Fly killer; 65 hp
Mercury propeller, CB antenna, hoop net. 436-2516.
1971 MUSTANG, REAL nice,
2995. Boat ladder and skiis.
436-2516.
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753-1551 or 7539104.
16.HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE: Trestle table
and chairs, $125; couch, $50;
electric fireplace, $50; roll-away bed, $25; lamps; heir
dryer; Hoda. Call,345-2299.
NEW SEARS Quincy Hall
double headboard, save $30.
Cabinet sewing machine,
good condition, $75. 753 6245.

Saturday, June 9 at 10 A.M. Rain or
Shine, at Shady Oaks Mobile Home Court, just
out of Murray on Mayfield Hwy. (121 N.),
Jack Norsworthy and Sens owners.
Will,sell Antiques: 1954 Chevy 54,000 mi., horse
drawn wagon (neither ever sit outside), quilts,
crock jugs, jars, etc., dinner bell, horse collars,
milk can, school desks, rockers, chifferobe, wagon
wheels, wood barrels, kitchen cabinet wiroll front &
flour sifter, glass door pie safe, dinner kettles,
dining tables, high HB oak bed, straight razor, muffin irons.
Also: air conditioners, refrigerators, ranges,
western & English saddles, bicycles, store scales,
chain saw, camper stove, refrigerator and sink,
tables, lawn mowers, upright freezer, new couch ittt
love seat sets w/scotchguard, vacuum cleaners,
elec. heaters, RCA TV, ladders, new mobile home
wheels Se tires, water coolers, window fans, auto
stereo tape player, pictures & frames, hand tools.
elec. tools, appliances, pots, pans, etc.
Lunch available, not responsible for accidents,
detailed announcements day of sale. For your auction needs and information call

Terry Shoemaker Bob (Frosty) Miller
492-8594
436-5327
AUCTIONEERS
This will be an all day sale with many items that are
not advertised.

Presents Affordable Homes

BRAND NEW

GOOD CONDITION

This new cabin in Ky. Lake Dev. has 2 bedrooms,
living room with beamed ceiling, bath, kitchen
with appliances and most of the furniture stays
with sale. Only $9,900.

Very few older homes are this well maintained.
Ready for living with no work to do. 2 bedrooms
upstairs great for children. Living room, 2
bedrooms, bath, kitchen, and utility are downstairs. Sitting on a lovely lot in New Providence
for only $18,750.

A LITTLE IMAGINATION
A little imagination Ls all you need to see the
- potential of this older home that has 3 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen, bath,- floored room up-,
stairs, 2 out buildings, antique above ground
cistern, and 3 fireplaces. Sitting on an acre there
are several fruit trees and grape vines. $13,500.

t•1444414 tli441i4

EVENINGS
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
•
Chester Thomas 753-8274
Marie Hicks 759-1056

Sam Norris 753-8661

759-1707

LARGE CAN drink machine, i.
$350. For information phone
753-7737.

WORMS, RED worms, Nite
Rex's Worm
crawlers;
Farm, Irvan Cobb Road,
Highway 732. Phone 436 5894
27. MOB. HOME SALES
22. MUSICAL
Is A Specialty At
FOR SALE: 1977 Windsor
mobile home. 2 bedrooms, 2.
PIANO IN STORAGE
baths, central air and heat,
spinet-ceased'
Ilearitifil
12th & Poplar
gold carpeting throughout,
store/ locally. Reporteel N.
built-in stereo system, like
753-12V
new. Responsible party csa
brand new. $12,000 firm! Call
FREE PARKING'
436-2193.
take at big saviogs es lee
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40,
payment holanne. Write lapis
S. LOST & FOUND
underpinned and tied down,
Mom lapis,awed 04001.
all electric, funished. Price
LOST KEY case, light tan
$3250. Call 753-2762.
colored wrth 9 keys and one
23. EXTERMINATING
MOBILE
bottle opener. Lost around
MORGAN
1971
Parker Ford or Captain D's
home, 12 X 60, all electric.
parking lot. $10 reward! 753Priced to sell. Call 437-4816;
5273 ask for Ed West.
3 MOBILE HOMES. 1971, 12
LOST: BILLFOLD in IGA.
X 60, 2 bedroom, 2 baths,'
Saturday night. Call 753-5956.
central air, fully furnished
and
underpinned. 1972, 12 X
LOST: GRAY, female cat
50, 2 bedroom, air con
,f0lost
with calico mar
ditioned, furnished, and
near 308 South 10th. If
underpinned. 1974, 12 X 60, 2
Call 753-2334 or 762-3393.
.
bedroom, 2 baths, all elec
6. HELP WANTED
tric, central air, dishwasher,
year
one
FOR
R
BABYSITTE
fully furnished, carpeted,
boy. Weekends only, 10
and underpinned. Call James
till 6. Call 753-3006.
at 753-7724 or 436-2430 after 6
new 24 MISCELLANEOUS
FOR
pm.
MANAGER
Minnens store opening soon
TRAILER FOR sale: 10 X 5.5,
SORS,
COMPRES
AIR
Experienced
Murray.
in
Rand, etc. 2 bedroom. Call 753-9104 Of
t retail person preferred. Quincy, Ingersoll
442- 753-1551.
Write Minnens, Inc., P.O. Sales, Parts and Service.
1976 TOWNHOUSE 14 X 70
Box 993, Paducah, KY 42001. 9396.
pertinent CLOSEOUTS! CARPET, MOBILE home, custom-built
all
Give
for owner. Two bedrooms, 2
educational anp employment vinyl linoleum, roll balances, full baths, large kitchen and
discontinued
background. 4i_n equal op. remnants,
wood burpaint, interior and exterior. livingroom, has
portuinty employer.
ning fireplace, double in
Sherwin
savings!
NEED SOMEONE to do Big
roof and
shingle
sulation,
outside work around house. Williams Company,753-3321.
wood sides. Central heat and
FOR
EDIA
ENCYCLOP
Call 753-3102.
air, 11 hurricale straps with
for grade school and high school, 22 tie downs. Call 753-1372
JOB
PART-TIME
753Call
set.
per
$100
sets,
2
do
to
between 8 and 5 or 489-2788
dependable person
after Sand ask for Jack.
medical exams for insurance 7737.
SALE: 24" riding 1979 14 X 70 VICTORIAN.
companies in area. Some FOR
medical knowledge needed. mower, good condition, 275. 354 8669.
753-0788.
Phone
RN, LPN, or Ex-military
1969, 12 X 60, STYLE MAR,
medic preferred. (502) 737- SUPER SAVING on carpet new
unpole,
utility
2298.
vinyl
and
remnants; derpinning, tie down straps,
RESPONSIBLE WOMAN to discontinued paint; in stock front and back porch. Call
discontinued 527 1760 after5 pm.
babysit.for an infant, part wallpaper;
time, lfl my home. Call 753- carpet samples; and ladders. 28. MOB. HOME RENTS
•
up and out
also
rent
the
Yre
9621.
MOBILE HOME,2 bedroorti,
Steam Carpet cleaner. We do
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
heat,
picture framing. with central air and
custom
CAPABLE MAN needs work. Sherwin Williams, 753-3321.
water furnished. 753-2377.
Excellent carpenter, house
work
farm
helper,
painters
or truck driver. Call 492-8467.
Better Boy-Jet Star-German ( Pink)-Indian RiverWOMEN WOULD like to
Rutger
hang. wall paper and paint.
Call after 3 pm,437-4617.
each
11. INSTRUCTIONS
o-Cayenne-Jalapino-Sweet Banana-Hot
Bell-Piment
in
lessons
banjo
give
WILL
I
my home. Please call 753- • Banana
9385.
each
12. INSURANCE

We've

eh.

24. MISCELLANEOUS

Tomatoes

1St 14414.14 Shoo

OWWMY POOR

2. NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759-4600.

It

"HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"
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/h_mcdtklit
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.

13. REAL ESTATE

CIASSIFIED

13. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL
_ ESTATE

0,

4$. FARMS FOR SALE

10 ACRES AND 3 room
house, east of Alm° Call 527

DEVELOPMENT
black
1764.
s'4(31,13f4i,
DRE ART AKC REGISTERED
TS.FO
PROPERTY in the city.
ISHE
FURN
F32.AP
7 months
s,
Spaniel
two
Cocker
or
m
one
bedroo
Approximately 5 acres inside
,
MENTS
HOMES FOR SALE
SHADY OAKS 2
46.
the city limits with city
bedroom, Zimmerman old. 753 1346.
2533
trailer
,
_ _Call 489_
service
BEDROOM brick
FIVE
is
d
STUD
1=j1
conviences. Also include
Apartments, South 16th 753 DOBERMAN
THREE BEDROOM trailer, 6609
veneer house, 2,200 square
Blue Caesar,
home. A steal at
small
nice
0
's
Daniel
ed
turnish
oned,
air conditi
feet, basement, l' 2 bath,
pedigree AKC
$59,500. Nelson Shroat Co.
se-s43
SMALL FURNISHED champion
Call 759 1915
large family room, fireplace
7W-1707.
MAJORS
e at 100 5 753-3277 after 5 pm.
inquir
ent
BOYD
apartm
bath,
1222
2
753OM,
in living room, breakfast
BEDRO
s,
TWO
Terrier
(half
POOS
can's:2,11
Ri
R
Sy
St
TE
1 21 h •I
FOR All YOUR
nook, dishwasher, garbage
REAL ESTATE
weeks
nice Mobie home $175 perl 13th
6
$20
).
Poodles
use
half
townho
disposal, air conditioned,
month, $75 depos'it Centra TWO BEDROOM
1
753 8080
T11.1PHONE, 7511651
REAL ESTATE
range, old Call 436-5610
central gas heat, 52 gallon
heat and air No pets apartment, all ,carpet,
al,
dispos
x
12'
erator
this
CALL
refrig
is
NEEDS
glass lined electric hot water
4808
listed
754
Just
allowed
ieS
SALES
C
,
PUBLI
Se'
onal
41.
Professi
,
washer and dryer hookup
neater,'front patio, lot 60 X
IMMEDIATE
with
ous h
home
I
v.
• 'TWO BEDROOM, Riveria central
mobile
Friendli
65'
al
The
7550.
753
air. Call
150, excellent location, 704
SALE, Friday and
E
GARAG
ANCY
Courts SLSO Call 7594496
OCCUP
aphome,
and
BR.,
2
Neat
ure
furnit
all
Olive, near Health center,
THRqE ROOM apartments, Saturday, June 8 and 9, 1703
after 6 pm
library, Middle School
electric heat, carnewly refinished, near Johnson, off Doran Road
pliances Two full
Four bedroom, tri10 X 55, TWO BEDROOM
Priced to sell at $42,750.
, summer
school, parlially furnished,
things
of
l
lots
Baby
apn
with
centra
kitche
peted,
home
and
level
mobile home All electric or $200
baths
Showed by appolytment only,
per month, all utilities. clothing, van cabinet with
private tot with water fur- Call after
of
lots
and
ed.
9.
includ
John Pasco, 75195791 or 753
features
ss;
pliances
5 pm,753-663
electric heat. Only
Coleman cooler. mattrecar
nished Ben Nix, 753 3185
s,
RBURY
closet
eads,
CANTE
Nine
bedspr
RENT
of
Less
0
FOR
room.
rLs:
.
east
S
$22,90
4.curlai
Only
HOUSE
es
34.
minut
29. HEATING IL COOLING
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
ESTATES
E BEDROOM house and truck
large rooms including
than , replacement
Murray. $16,250.00.
FOR SALE: 10,000 BTU York THRE
brick, 2 baths, living room,
and
Friday
1-345
SALE'
Call
well
E
good
GARAG
room
with
family
25 x 12
cost.
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
Extremely attractive
air conditioner, $125. Cali -2205.
ay, 1412 Dudley, from
Saturd
SON
WIL
236 5596
chair,
garage, central gas heat and
with fireplace, central
3 bedroom, 2 bath
BEDROOM house 7 30 till 5. Couch,
E
RANC
INSU
electric air, brick porch and
eads,
NG
bedspr
LOOKI
con115h9?
BEEN
solid
G E. AIR conditioner, like THREE
chest,
heat,
gas
Lake,
tables,
home with lots of nice
Kentucky
near
and
your vacation or
patio, landscaped, kitchen
set,
2
For
r!
a REAL ESTATE
answe
kitchen
your
Here's
rgew, 18,000 .BTU. Phone 753- comple
cot,
in
folding
ed,
furnish
lovely
and
tely
struction,
has many cabinets, built in
features for comn and
bedroom . brick with gas
living you
ment
,032.
retire
ANYTIME
e
and dryer. clothing for childre
153-32
washer
cluding
s
dishwasher, disposal, utility
to
landscaping. Priced
heat basement close
le, convenient
fortab
iC FLA( Expj_013_ _3 10 VOLT,
lake
uirecL_ al I._753 adults, also householctitem
this
see
444-raq
must
-flegos
*ft- c-ennee4iah4,-arra---: room
downtown '
realistically low $50's.
10,000 BTU winclo-WGARAGE SALEt-FiidaY9-5,'
family living. Den- front home. It is
896.4 after 5 pm.
lots of storatle, walluir*
520's.
in
the
ced
121
l...pri
y
nospita
Highwa
conditioner, used lust 3
2,
9
rud
ay
Koppe
Saturd
Phone
560's.
Low
with fireplace, central
closets.
41. LOTS FOR SALE
ew
Call 753 1492 or Judy at 437
situated on a beautiful
• months, $250. Also a
So.. 3 miles in Fairvi
tment only,- 753-4133
RENT OR LEASE
Realty, 75.3-1222. We
,
-u46...offered 0, toret'a
electric heat, fenced
3 ACRE LOTS with-- city Appoin
lot
t
. Coolerator 110 volt unit for 36
-fron
Acres subdivision. Clothes
water
Lake
3844
1592
(713) 526
Jobs Realtors.
and
members of
are
Water available. .just five or
5125. Phone 753 4333.
hoys, girls, men'sitems:
2-car
backyard,
the
g
St., Houston, TX 17098.
ookin
overl
limits.
.
city
s
from
minute
baby
D
's;
BRAN
g
Ser...omen
Multiple Listin
; PRACTICALLY
garage, and realistic
Guy Spann Realty, 753 7724. Need elbow room? Come see
Office Space for dishes; toys; lots of other
Cypress Bay area of
new Hotpoint 13,000 BTU air
vice.
spacious Colonial style
price. low 60's. Listed
things. Call 753-8856.
LAKE LOTS of your choice this
A glass enlake.
conditioner, 2 months old,
the
home, lust a short walk to
rent. Call 753- MOVING SALE' TV.,end
Spann
Guy
up.
from
$1200
h
rud
throug
excellent condition, 5 year
Koppe
a
offers
closed porch
--town and the University
subdivision .
Realty, 753-7724.
warranty. $300 firm. 753 0601.
tables, baby clothes, men BEAUTIFUL platte
Realty, 753-1222. Look
of
for
Thereare 3 bedrooms, 1' 2
view
5:00.
after
7618
cular
d
specta
toys,
g,
clothin
y
s
alread
and women'
LARGE BEAUTIFUL baths, lots of storeage,- and
30. BUS. RENTALS
spring. All
for our new signs
this
more.
of
pment
ies
much
of
develo
activit
east
and
water
,
4
miles
lot,
the
records
wooded
you can protect your car in
FOR RENT: Restaurant and
6. lots are large-most are
everywhere!
16th and Farmer, 8 till or
Murray. Also timber for sale the
basement garage
the lake. The house is
all equipment. Also a store
rain
imately an acre. Lots
9th,
approx
June
day,
7551.
'Satur
753
Cali
and
g
shelvin
Assume a great loan if
of
and
types
building with
ped
equip
s
well
Mini
variou
for
e
suitabl
shine.
INVESTMENT HUNTERS
TWO LOTS for sale: Croppy qualified Low 530's. 111
coolers. Also a 2 bedroom
Complete subdivision
ready for immediate
should see the remodelec
Warehouse
4 PARTY CARPORT sale, homes.
Hollow, 3 pump pump shed, North 7th Street Call after 5
apartment with stove,
m 1 36
acres
49
asses
encomp
and
ay
2
ms
each
Thursd
conwith
_The
duplex
bedroo
9th,
S
'utility pole, septic, 14 X 70 pm,753 $4414.
occupancy.
refrigerator and air
sold for only
Storage Space - 610
be
to
lots
s.
new
and
kitchen
fixture
7.
home
till
Prof
8
mobile
,
Ser:ices
normal
a
Friday
ditioner and
floating dock wiN- concrete slab. $5,000 firm. TWO BEDROOM demon. Call 753 1492 ord
For Rent
located near University
with TN.Frier:41asTime,"
. 436 2193.
.offere
E PARTY garage 535,.000
,haokup with septic and
THRE
8221
strator cottage, completely
753
at
Brenda
provide a place to dock
Priced at 136,500 T 494. For
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the
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WE HAVE A HOME IN YO
!Arm\
011111111111

Plus quality, beauty and convenience. These are
a few of the adjectives that describe this three
bedroom, two bath home just listed. This home is
less than 2 years old, is sparkling clean and
features a family room, fireplace with
heatalator, heat pump for economical utilities
and central air. A 40' antenna and rotary remain
with the house. Located 1 mile north of Cold-water on Highway 121 North, in the Ben Defield
Subdivision.

LAKE PROPERTY
2 acres on Kentucky Lake with 260'
/
Just listed 11
tract with
lake frontage. Beautifully wooded
property of
piece
choice
A
.
access
easy water
$19,500.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO RENTING

IS LIVING NEAR SCHOOL
'IMPORTANT TO YOU?

"SOUTHERN COMFORT"

This three bedroom, two bath home is located-On'
a quiet residential street near the University.
Features 23x13 master bedroom suite with bath,
reasonable utilities and many extra features.
Priced at $45,000.00.

Rented dollars are v,asted dollars. This three
er
privacyftheaetures
bedrtreoromschh000
ca
rnie. at:or:reis
tose otherwise
needs and allows you to investhose
wasted rental payments. Located "2 block from
nice family
rohoam
c
in, lots
linkoffenstocerlerckrdcyea.ex.tra garage and
and plenty of
shade.

Located on Kirkwood Drive is this fine homebuying opportunity for you! Den with fireplace,
central gas heat and extremely low utility bills.
Phone us today at 753-1222.

shall)2
Located only Smiles from Murra Y is this
area for
fenced
with
om
bedro home and 3 acres
Kopperud
horses. Priced in low 21Y5 Phone us at
Realty today

We have 2 sharp duplexs for sale. Phone Kopperud Realty today and let us tell you an easy
way to live and earn by letting rental income
help you beat the inflation crunch!

our new sign
means business

NEW LISTING
established
Great starter home located in quiet
lots of exand
ace
firepl
with
Den
.
orhood
neighb
.
$30,000
garage
and
deck
tras like wooden

711 Main
Murray, Ky.
153-1222
(24-Hour Phone)

Nestled among the trees is this 3 or 4 bedroom
home designed for family living and affordability. Two story home haying_ lovely yard
and concrete patio for those relaxing sununer
days ahead. Better move fast, though, price is
only $42,500!

DUPLEX APARTMENTS
HOME AND 3 ACRES

THREE BEDROOM CHARMER

NEW LISTING

lor sale sign refl. is our li,i al and
reit * white anTI blue
it also stands for tidal pro
home hovers and sellers
to
tiOn
.rtra,
and across the, ountrs ltiiviiit
street
the
across
ii
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!tomes for Living %tor:
ii to yourself In get the
SU owe
s
busines
menod
liveneo

-

A III •
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•

BUILT WITH THE
FAMILY-IN MIND
Mom will enjoy the spacious kitchen with breakTaEtarea. Dad can snooze in his favorite chair by
the fireplace in the den. The kids will have a ball
in the large recreation rdom, and your guests
will feel welcome in the living room, formal
dining room and on the arbor covered patio.
Everyone will sleep comfortably in the four
bedrooms. Even the dog will like the large, well
landscaped lot. Many other special features, and
located in one of the nicest neighborhoods in
town. Compare at any price.

COUNTRY COUSIN
Attractive brick 3 bedroom home with fireplace
and ventral heat and air. Located on 5+ acres
with large barn, pond and above-ground swimming pool. Pnced in the 40's.

Bill Rayburn 759-4900
Shirley Wilferd 153-304r
Geri Andersen 753-7932
Geotge Gallagher 753-8129
Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Don Bailey 759-4577
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MILE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

M. HOMES FOR SALE
49. USED CARS
BY OWNER house, Norge 1970 CHEVELLE 307, 2
range and Hot Point dryer
barrel,$400.759.4021.
1115 Circarama Drive Call 1974 CHEVROLET
MALIBU
7515229.
Classic, beige with brown
vinyl top, 27,700 actual miles.
47. MOTORCYCLES
CORRECTION ON NUM power and air, in excellent
condition, one owner $2300
SERI
125
YAMAHA
MOTORCYCLE, completely Call 753,3849 or 753-4755
1973 DODGE POLAR IA, real
rebuilt, S300. Call 759- 1946.
condition,
power
FOR SALE: 1975 Can Am 250 good
brakes,
power steering, air
racing dirt bitike, in good
Also
an
Electra/tux
vacuum
condition. (90)1 885 3400,
cleaner. 436 2337.
.44
Union City, TN.
FOR SALE. 1978
FOR
SALE 1978
YZ Coupe. Call afterToyota SR5
5 pm, 753,
Yamaha
motorcycle, exceoent condition. Call 753 0191.
1969 FORD GT, runs and
6054.
HARLEY - DAVIDSON drives good, looks good, has
good
engine Need to sell.
Sportster, excellent con4,
dition, must sell cpti 753 5275. Call 753-8170.
1970 FORD XL, in good'
5466 after 4 pm.
1978 YAMAHA XS 11, 2,000 condition, one owner, 1974 250
-Honda SL, good condition
miles. Phone 753.2932.
also. Call 753-0112 or 753-8347.
41. AUTO.SERVICE
310 G CASE CRAWLER
loader, 1968 model
1962
1972 Chevy Impala in
Chevrolet dump truck, single
axle trailer for transporting
good condition. Coll
loader. Call 436-2275
753 9964 after 5 p.m.
'A. USED CARS

room
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49. USED CARS

1966 Mustang, VI,
automatic transmission,
power stowing, Call
Bob Wm,7534333 Sr
753-2975.
- •- • -

2AGuAR, 1969, TYPE E,
excellent condition, not just a
car, it's an investment.
Serious inquires only Call
7530)87 for appointment.
1976
LEMANS
SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 VS engine, gets excellent mileage, S1950. Phone
3546217.
1974 MONTE CARLO midnight blue with white vinyl
top, 40,000 miles, loaded, in
excellent condition. 767 2557.
1977 MONTE CARLO, ex.
cellent condition. Call 759.
1334.
1974 PONTIAC TRANS AM
455, 53,000. 759-1017.
1978 PINTO HATCHBACK II
With moon roof, rear window FIRST
defroster,
RC
racing
Must sell.
1974 Buick Regal, ex.
--rairram-lexta.-06-24,600
miles,
27
perObion,
miles
cellent condition, air,
1973 GRAN iLikiNG, air 52950. 767 4251.
AM -FM radio, must sell.
)5
PLYM.
BELV.
conditioned, full power, new 1967
Call after 5, 753-9964.
radial tires, excellent con. stationwagon, 8 cylinder,
motor needs work. Call 753dition. $1000. Call 767.4472.
51. CAMPERS
Will consider reasonable
1966 GTO CONVERTIBLE. 8646.
APACHE
POP-UP tent
offer.
SUPER
CLEAN,
low
Call 753 1346 after 5 pm
camper. Has stove, ice box,
mileage, 1977 Chrysler
sleeps, excellent condition,
Red with white
Ar Cordoba
51400. Call 753-1858.
vinyl top and white leather
EARLY SUMMER SALE at
upholstry, AM-FM 8-track,
your STARCRAFT & ROAD
new
tires. Call 753 1372
RANGER
dealer. Prices
between 8 and 5, or 489-2788
slashed
on our best selling
al ter 5 and ask for Jack.
models. The kind of quality
1973 VEGA GT wagon, stick
and style you've been looking
shift, air conditioned, new
for within your budget. Full
tires, reasonable. 753 6245.
line of parts and accessories,
1972 VW VAN, 32,000 miles on
hitches installed. Bank
.A.
1111-4
rebuilt engine, askin $1400.
financing available. Corn
759-1159.
plete repair and service
.p.01111 11111
department. Whites Camper
SO. USED TRUCKS
0004111370111311144
East 94 Highway
Sales,
1977 CJ 5 RENEGADE.
towards Kenlake. Call 753
excellent condition, headers,
0605.
'1'
AM FM cassette, many
1972 VENTURA POP-UP
extras. Call 7672451,
1978 'CHEVROLET VAN, with canopy. Sleeps six. Call
753-0011.
fully customized. $6500. Call
753-6095 ask for Jim.
PECIAL
52. BOATS & MOTORS
1974 DATtUN
PICKUP
HOUSEBOAT,
42 FOOT
truck, automatic, new radial
Gibson, 1970 model, twin
tires. Call 753-6204.
Boston
i
pp
ck
RupSALE:
,
1972 Ford Chrysler engines,
dingy with
390
motor, Whaler 9 ft.
Reg $13811 eriorrelerriy
new
model,
1977
motor,
9morallieere
automatic, price $1100. Call
Now only
radio. Hailer-Digital depth
753 9957 after 6 pm.
finder, compass, barometer,
• Filler II Pump
1977 FORD PICKUP, 37,000 stereo tape system, 2 air
tinancing
• $tool bracing
AP
miles, good condition.. .753. conditioners, completely
•Sun ditch
1675 from 8 till 5 or 753-2615 or furnished, $21,900. Kenlake
Great Savings ON 22 MODELS
75,e495 evenings.
• Lily Pad SY immar
Marina, slip number 61. See
19 1 GMC LONG wheel base or call Ross McBride, Slip'
• Hoary Gauge Vinyl Linty,
pickup.
engine
V8
with
55.1502) 47443818.
number
• Pool Laddrir
CALL NOW!
automatic transmission and 28' HARRIS FLOAT boat, 115
• S•t•ty Trinc• & Stairs
tool box. 436 2372.
hp OMC, 10, used 2 seasons.
R. Fritz, (901) 885-2310,
SI. CAMPERS
extension 214. Days only.
out of fown call collect
FOOT
82
OVERCAB 1978 16' MARK TWAIN, 115
camper, sleeps 4, gas• hp Mercury, low ride Paris
PENGUIN POOLS
operator on
111111ff* '1 .114r,
Spre1. 1114.
electric ,refrigerator, gas Lin" trailer. All like new. 759iv
Duty 24 Mrs
46111
stove, air
conditioned, 1027.
I
.
Coll
7
days
•DONCIII
portable potty, sink with self
16' SQUARE STERN canoe,
O week
WWII PO
contained water, • excellent $200. 3.5 hp outboard, S35.
condition,$675. Call 753 7596. 753-9234,

L3ki,
6.7

ENTERING THE PICTURE

PetigUI

OWN THIS

Huge

$777

(502)966-4258

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
HUGH OUTLAND, roofing
contractor, exctellent
references. Call 753 1486 and
ask for Shelley.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753 1537.
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair. 718 S '4th Fast ser
vice. 753.7400. •
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
LAWN MOWING and yard
work by the day, week,
month. By appointment Call
753 6912..
MOBILE HOME anchors
and
underpinning,
aluminum, in 3 colors, and
fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio
awnings and aluminum
carports, single and double,
in colors. Phone 753-1873.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
1j5
o37
bs, a2peciality, also patching and seal coating. 753-

'rear

I BLAMED IT ON "THE ARA55,
THEN BIG OIL, CARTER AND THE
FILLING AIMS- •Iki
•

FAMILY

All
POOLS
INCLUIDE:

53. SERVICES OFFERED
AIR COMPRESSORS and air
tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
and Service. 442 9396.
CAN'T GET thOse Small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum
siding, patios,
small concrete lobs Call 436
2562 after 5 pm.
COMPARE AND save on
chain link fencing. Circle A
Fencing. 74„3-8407.
CARPENTERS
AVAILABLE, quality work,
realistic prices. Call for free
estimates, 753-9987 after 4.30
pm.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care 489 2774.
CONCRETE a BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753
5476. -----COLLEGE GIRL wants to
clean for bachelor's , elderly
couples; apartments,
trotters, offices. Reliable and
efficient.
Excellent
references. 753.0601.
CARPET-:_CLEAltlelfir. ire&_
astimates,
satisfied
I -eferences, V ibra-Vac steam
)r dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753,5827 or
753-5816.
FOR
YOUR
,, home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes
and commercial, call 753.
6123.
HOME .REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car
pentry
work,
small
masonary iobs, decks and
4
p9
a2t.i8
o6sIsbuilt, roorp paneled.

52. BOATS &MOfORS -.BOAT HOUSE and 33 • N.
Chris Craft Cruiser. Boat
house is '50 ft.• by 20 ft., furnished
-living
space,
chemical toilet, in good
condition. Cruiser is 1949
wodhull, twin engines,
chemmicat toilet, sleeps six,
repaired and bottom painted
one year ago, in good con•
dition, located near Cypress
Bay Resort. Must sell settling state. moth Cruiser and
boat house for $10,500.
Cruiser only S6000. Call (309)
232-8375.
EXTRA SHARP 17" walk
through
windshield
Runabout with 120 hp 10;all
ski equipment included. Call
753-5909.

PAINTING, INTERIOR and
exterior, free estimates. Call
after 8pm.
L
-24PiA
White
nock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-4545.
WET
BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442.7026.
DOG
GROOMING.
All
breeds.
By appointment.
Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe,436-2510.

DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areaas white rocked and
graded, brown and white pea
gravel
Free estimates
Clifford Garrison, 753 5429
after 4 pm.
DO YOU need stumps
remove9 from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753,9490 or Bob Kemp 435
4343.

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms new!
carpeted. Priced in high 20's.

Call 436-2142
After 6 P.M.

800 N. 20th
LOOKS LIKE NEW...

801 N. 20Th
PHONE
BUILT FOR LIVING...
7534374 This 3 bedroom, living room, TV room,

Beautifully decorated, 3 large bedrooms,
large kitchen, family room and 1 L2 baths.
Central heat and air, fireplace, and 2 car
carport. 2,210 sq. ft. Priced to sell in the
$40's.

dining room, kitchen, utility room, great
room with fireplace, 2,,,2 baths and 2 car
garage. Heat pump, 18 x 28 greenhouse,
expertly landscaped. Reduced to in the
$50's.

OWNERS LEAVING TOWN
NEED TO SELL QUICKLY

"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753 8080_j
room

In A Class By Itself
BOYD-MAJORS PROUDLY PRESENTS THIS NEW LISTING . one of the
finest, most luxurious homes in Murray. Located in exciting Gatesboro.
From the lighted fountain in the entry courtyard to the modern suana irt the
basement. Upstairs & downstairs, uniqueness, quality & spaciousness
abounds. This 5 bedroom, 6 bath prestigious home will captivate you.
Breathtaking details, yet with over 7,500 sq. ft. it's very economically heated
with central gas. Tree-studded 1 acre lot, beautifully landscaped, complete
with tennis courts. Owner will finance to qualified buyer.

"Prutesaional Sery it es
With The Fr,pn,Ov Triesek

TOP OF THE LIST
You'll find it all in this spacious, 3 BR., 2 bath
contemporary Brick ranch home. Inviting court
entrance lends a special welcome to your frien-

ds. Beamed ceiling great rm. w/fireplace, dining
rm., huge walk-in closets, designer kitchen, 2 car
garage, heat pump.. only a few of the many
reasons why this home should be on the top of
your shopping list.,

JUNE IS BURSTING
OUT ALL OVER
And we're bursting with pride over this beautiful
new listing at 1715 Holiday Drive. 3 BR., 2 bath
WV.,entry hall, large den w/fireplace, built-ins,

economical central gas heat. Double garage. 100'
x 150' lot. Owners leaving state. Their loss - Your
gain. Mid 60's.

FOR YOUR garden breaking
and discing, call 753 6123.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753-2211 or 153-9600
$5. FEEDS SEED
HAY, FESCUE and clover in
the field. Call 437 4254.
$7. WANTEIP
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins,$4.50 for S1.00
face. Kennedy halves 1965-69,
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
(9051642 5118.
WANTED: PERMANENT
job for a reliable worner. to
do housework 3 or 3' Rays
week,
per
would
be
responsible for 2 children
some of the time.. Live in
Lynn Grove area. Call 435
4500 atter 3 pm.
WANTED: YARDS to mow.
Call 753 0191..

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
ated

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE BY OWNER

SALE! SNARK Wildflower
sailboat, 111.2 fool, 3 adults,
hull 90 lbs„, hull reinforced
foam, unsinkable, with oars,
sails, aluminum mast and
boom, takes 5 hp outboad.
Never in water. Cost, $1000,
•
now 5500.753-5534.
1977 VIP BASS boat with 70
hp Johnson motor and all
equipment. Also an electric
adding machine. 753 5500.
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
circulating fireplaces,
roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 7535167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395 4967 or 1-362-4895.
BUSHHOGGING,
BUILDING tear downs, lot
clearing. Ca 753.2418
753-2418 between 8 am ar•V.• pm.

$a. SERVICES OFFERED

COUNTRY ARISTOCRAT
This lovely 2 story challenges comparison. On a
beautiful 1 acre wooded lot, not far from city.
The luxurious features abottid - large entry, den
w/fireplace, country kitchen, formal dining rm.,
4 bedrooms, 2 baths, central vacuum, intercom,
Kohler birthday bath. See This One Soon.

Murray
• Mayfield
Wingo

REMEMBER
"THAT OLD FARM FEELING"
Gentleman Farmer? Part time farmer? Modern
6 room B.V. home with many extras. Approx. 74
acres - 60 high producing tillable acres, 10 acres
of timber, 4 acre fenced pasture. Stock barn.
tobacco barn, equipment shed, dairy barn. 6"2
miles SW of Murray.

reakir by
a ball
uests
rmal
patio.
four
, well
s, and
in

-74
eplace
acres
swim-

WHAT YOU'VE ALWAYS
WANTED IN A HOME

DESIGNED FOR HAPPY LIVING

STYLED FOR TODAY

Excellent location, 4 BR., 2 baths, study, dining
iIn.,4ireplace, fenced in backyard. Central gas
heat, central AC - extra storage - all this and
many more extras make this a home you must

Tastefully decorated throughout, this 3 BR. P-2
bath By., will please you - large kitchen - family
rm., living rrii. newly carpeted & painted.
Draperies included. In quiet neighborhood, good
residential area Professionally landscaped,

see!

Low 40's.

This "Neiv" 4 BR., 2"z bath quality home, with
2,900 sq. ft. Many distinctive features including
fireplace with heatolator, wet bar, compactor,
plush carpeting, sewing/hobby room. Double
garage, paved drive. Lacge lot. Call About This
One Today.

COUNTRY LIVING AT IT'S BEST
Hwy.94 W. - Want nice country home plus yearly
income? See this roomy 1 BR. home, ele'ctric
heat, carpeted den, ample cabinets in kitchen,
nice dining area, on 30 acres, all tendable

productive. Check on this today!
•

•

Audra Moody 753-90.16
Warcen Shropshire 753-8277
Homer Miller 753-7519

SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA
"Do Business Where Business Is Being Done"

Barbara Erwin 753-4136
B.B. Hook 753-2387
Reuben Moody753-9036

lt
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1 Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Is Friday
For Mrs. Boggess
Funeral services for Mrs.
Lillian Boggess, widow of
Tony Boggess, will be held
Friday at 10 a.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Elder Fred
Coltharp officiating.
- Pallbearers will be J. D.
Garland, Elmo Boggess, Tom,
Keith. James, and Joe
Andrews. Burial will follow in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may 'call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight (Thursday).
Mrs. Boggess, 95, died
Tuesday night at a hospital in
Manispique, Mich. She was a
member of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of the
•
Latter Day Saints.
Survivors include .one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Opal
Sabol, Seney, Mich.; three
brothers, Jack, Alma, and
Eimer Andrews) 15 nephews
including Louis Andrews of
Murray whose name was
omitted on Wednesday; seven
nieces.

Services On Friday
For Mrs. Sue Evans

..IITHENEWSIN BRIEF...

Goble Griffin Dies
Tuesday; Former
Calloway Resident
Word has been received of
the death of Goble Griffin of
Stockton. Calif., who died died
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at a hospital
there.
He was 80 years of age. Born
Oct. 5, 1899, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Dannie Griffin and
Martha Hopkins Griffin.
Mr. Griffin is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Pauline Grace
Griffin, one son, Thomas
Griffin, two grandchildren,
and one great grandchild, all
of Stockton, Calif.; one sister,
Mrs. Mattie Burkeen of Almo
Route I.
Funeral and burial services
will be held in Stockton, Calif.

Memorial Baptists
Will'Hold Bible
School At Church

The Memorial Baptist
Church, Main and 10th
Streets, Murray, will open its
Vacation Bible School on
Monday, June 11. Classes will
be held from 8:30 to 11:30 each
morning through Friday,June
15.
Classes will be offered for
_children from ages 4 to 13 with
themes as follows: "God
Made Me and My World" for
ages 4 and 5; "Learning About
Helpers of Jesus" for grades 1
and 2; "Special Helpers of .
Jesus" for grades 4 and 5;
"Disciples of Jesus" for
grades 5 and 6; "Helping
Empty, Loney People" for
grades 7 and 8.
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White
will be the director of the
school with Milton Gresham
as his assistant.
All children of the community are invited to attend.
Dr. White said.

The funeral for Mrs. J. t3.
(Sue Atkins) Evans will be
held Friday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Henry
Hargis officiating and Mark
Pugh directing the song
service.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Green Plain
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Evans, 49, a resident of
1411 Walnut, Benton, died.
Tuesday at 10:10 a.m. at the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
She is survived by her
husband, J. B. Evans; one
son, Ricky Evans, and one
grandson, Ricky Evans, Jr.,
Centerline, Mich.; father.
Clinton Atkins, and brother,
Ted Atkins, Hardin; two
The Brooks Chapel United
sisters, Mrs. Orville Malone Methodist Church, located
And Mrs. Al-1,4amora nd, east of Dexter jut off HighDetroit, Mth.
way 1346, will hold its annual
homecoming on Sunday, June
10.
The Rev. Glenn Elliott,
church pastor, will speak at
Federal-State Market News Service the worship services at 11 a.m.
Sunday School will be at 10
June 7, 1979
Rentuck-y Purchase Area Hog Market a.m. A basket dinner will be
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
served at noon and singing
Receipts Act. 218 Est. 300 Barrows
Gilts .25- 50 lower Soles SI.00-2.00 lower & will be held in the afternoon.
US 1-2 200-Z30 lbs. .. 509.2549.50 few 40 00
Donations for the cemetery
1.25 2000-240 Its.
V19.013-39.Z
LIS 24 240-250 Its
Ri8.00-39.00 will be taken. Donald and
US 2-4 200-2210 Its
orao-sa.00 Daytha
Dowdy are treasurers
US 1-2 270450 Ilia
127 00-29.00 for the regular fund, and
US 1-3)00-45011*.
SO 00-27.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. . .
M.00-24.00 Tominy Mitchell and William
US 14500-650115s. . ...S28.00-29.00 A. Jones are in charge
of the
US 14300400 lbs. .
. V5.00-28.00
Boars 025.0040.00
trust fund.

Homecoming Sunday
At Brooks Chapel

By Inc Associated Press
NATIONAL
Travelers — about 65,000 a
day — are losing time and
patience, and airlines are
losing money — millions a day
— with the grounding of the
nation's DC-10 fleet.
Tempers have flared as
airline clerks stew over
alternate flights for the
nation's DC-10 passengers, but
on the whole, people seem
resigned to the order to park
the controversial jets.
The domestic DC-10 fleet,
built by McDonnell Douglas
Corp., was grounded early
Wednesday by the Federal
Administi-afion.
Aviation
pending inspection of enginewing assemblies.
Foreign air carriers were
riot legally bound by the order,
but were later told they could
not carry-pa,sserige& orrargor
in U.S. air space. Many, including Britain's Laker
Airlines, parked their planes.

law and has begun calling up
army reserves to combat
Sandinista guerrillas battling
the national guard in five
cities and holding Leon,
Nicaragua's second-largest
city.
A tank-led column of
Sonicrza's troops failed to
break through guerrilla lines
Wednesday to relieve the
embattled garrison at Leon,54
miles northwest of the capital
city of Managua.

Changes In Pastoral
Appointments Released

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( API — The
nation's fleet of DC-10s is
grounded for at least a week,
creating continued turmoil at
terminals,
airline
as
engineers seek to correct what
may be a design defect in the
big jet's engine mounting
system.
The plans of many travelers
coming to the United States
also are .being disrupted
because of a Federal Aviation
Administration decision to bar
foreign-operated DC-10s from
U.S. airspace until the
problem is resolved.
INTERNATIONAL
MANAGUA, • Nicaragua
(AP) — President Anastasio
Somoza has declared martial

Changes in pastoral appointments for the United
Methodist Churches of the
Bo uwasvi e;---Drershiregs,Jackson, Lexington, Memphis-Asbury, MemphisMcKendree, Paducah, and
Paris- "Districts were announced Thursday at the
Memphis Annual Conference
of the church held at Memphis, Tenn.
They include the following:
The Rev. R. L. Dotson has
been named for the Kirksey
Extended Ministry with the
Rev. Fred S. French going to
St. Luke's Aldersgate in the
Paducah district.
Serving the Dexter-Hardin
Church now will be the Rey. R.
Eulas Greer who replaces the
Rev. Steven C. Shapard who is
going to the LaCenterPleasant Hill ministry in the
Paducah district.
The Rev. R. Layne Shanklin
is returning to Calloway
County as minister of the
Coldwater Circuit replacing
the Rev. James C. Glass who
is going to the Foil's Chapel-

Musical Variety Show
To Begin June 12

Union ministry in the Jackson
district.
The new minister at South
Ploas.ant cs.EQYe will .be the
Rev. Paul F. Blankenship who
replaces the Rev. Dr. William
P. Mullins, Jr., who will be
minister at the Dresden
church in the Paris District.
The Rev. J. Steven Cavitt,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John B.
Cavitt of Murray, will become
pastor of the BrewersMcKendree Circuit in the
Paducah DiStrict,

SPEAKER AT the Ministry
Ordination for Steve DeVoss
at the First Baptist Church on
Friday. June 8, at 7:30 p.m.
will be the Rev! Edward L.
Wheeler, pictured. Associate
Director of the Department of
Cooperative Ministries with
National Baptists. Home
Mission Board, Atlanta. Ga.
Directing the music will be W.
Rudolph Howard. First
Baptist Minister of Music
Emeritus. DeVoss, 25. has
been called as Associate
Pastor of the Hawaii Kai
Baptist church. Honolulu. He
is a graduate of Murray State
University and the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville. He is married to
the former Pam Churchill,
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Churchill and
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Perrs all
of Murray. A council of
deacons and ministers will
meet at 6:30 p.m. in the
church chapel prior to the
ordination at 7:30 p.m.

-Twilight Cabaret," a 5.
Robert
E.
Murray State University
Johnson,
outdoor musical variety show associate professor of theatre
at Kentucky Dam Village at Murray State and artistic
State Resort Park near director of the show, said the ,
Gilbertsville, will begin its company of 10 studeots and
three faculty members have
sixth season June 12.
a
Offered in conjuction with developed
program
the Kentucky Department of designed to have appeal for
Parks, the production will the entire family.
He explained that the sorno
play for eight weeks at 8:30
p.m. daily except Mondays on dances, and comedy skits are
the patio at the former focused on the Gay '90s era.
No admission ,will be
bathhouse in the old beach
area. It will run through Aug. charged but voluntary C.,7.
tributions will be accepted.
Assisting Johnson with
directorial duties will be
James I. Schempp. associate
professor of theatre, as
technical director, Henry
Bannon, associate professor of
The Rev. P. S. Phillip will be music, as musieal director,
the speaker at the services at and Robin Crutcher' a cast
Four
We will be closed Thursday & Friday,
the First Assembly of God, member from Gilber ‘,111e, as
June 7 & 8 in order to attend our
South 16th Street and Glendale choreographer.
Student members of the
Road, tonight ( Thursday) at 7
son's out-of toxicn wedding
company
were selected during
The concrete pour on the
p.m.
Cairo-Wickliffe
Bridge
Rev. Phillip has served as auditions earlier this spring.
Sro' performances will be scheduled for today has been
an interpreter for foreign
cancelled because of the inmissionaris for crowds of up to held in the event OUrain
climate weather, according to
100,000 persons as supervising
a spokesman for the Kentucky
pastor for a group of -12
Bureau of Highways.
Assembly of God churches in
(hwasets tall Iterne-lewies d leery Ciarrten 01~41
The
pour
has
been
South India.
Dixieland Cotter
Murray, Ky.
753-7575
rescheduled to begin Friday at
The guest speaker has also
The
Bethel
lnited 9:30 a.m. and continue to
been the Dean of Students at Methodis
t Church, located on ,Saturday
at 8:30 a.m. Traffic
Bethel Bible Collge, Punalur, Murray
Route 3, will hold its
will be limited to 5,000 pounds.
South India, which is the annual
- Vacation Cloirch
oldest foreign Assembly of
School starting Monday June
God Bible College. Born in 11,
and continuing thostre',South India, Rev. Phillip is
Friday, June 15.
presently in the United States
Classes for beginner.
continuing his studies at the
throughthe 10th grade will be
Biblical Theological Seminary
BOWLING GREEN. Ky.
held frcirn 9,W 11:30 a.rn each
in Hatfield, Pa.
(AP)
— County School
day.
Superintendent Robert Gov.er
The public is invited to
The closing program s;)
attend the services tonight
says merger of the city and
held Sunday,June 17, at p
and for transportation persons
county schools would provide
at the church,accordins
may call 753-3940 or 753-6695.
most
efficient
the
pastor,the Rev. Glenn 1,, Htt
management of education.
Prices Good Thur.-Sun. June 7-10
-The public is looking to the
Central Shopping Center
school boards to get the most
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Prices of stock of local
from its money," Gover said
noon. EDT, today. turrustw+ LOUISVILLE. Ky 011P, - USDA
1-6 Sunday
in an interview. F.stimated receipts cattle and calves 200. Ledger & Time, by First of M..
feeders 80 percent: slaughter steers and Corp.. of Mtrray, we SLI !OHO%
betters untested: cows 1 OP lower on
firruted teat, bulls 2 004 00 lower, catves Iridustrial Average
and vealers steady; feeders poorly tested,
Au Products
muted offeruggs steady:
American Motors
Slaughter town utility 1-3 47 75-51.70. Ashland
Oil
cutter 1-2 48 75-52 50, canner and low
American Telephone
ruttier 41 0045.00, slaughter bulls yield
Bonanza
The ad which ran in Wednesday's Murray
grade 1-2 1200-1404 lb indicating 76-78 Chrysler .
carcasn boning percent 56,75-62.25, inFord Motor
Ledger & Times was incorrect.
The talloway County
divtdual 1535 lb 6025 slaughter calves and. GAF
..ealers choice 145-305 lb vealers 9000- Genera! Care
Sheriff's Department. with the
105 00. choice 000-425 lb calves 79 00-a3 00, General Dynamic's.
juvenile probation officer,
feeder steers choice 318-358 lb 98.00-101 50, General Motors
arrested two juvenile for the
mused good and choice 360-560 lb 77 50- General Tlre
Goodrich
9600 heifers nailed good and choice 31.5May 20 break-in at Pet World,
Harciees
WI ft 73 5044 50 565410 lb 65 00-70 00 ,
lie
ublein
a sheriff's spokesman said.
Hogs 700, barrows and gilt., 50- 75
IBM
lower. 1.73,.22
The spokesman added that
lb 4069-4095, No 1 Pennwalt
210-240 lb 40 20-40 65, 2-1 185-240 lb---89 30.Quaker
the-juvenile will be scheduled
sew 40 20. 1-4 775 lb 35 10. sown 25-1 OD lower. Tappan Oats
US 1-2460.960 lb 32 00.32 50, 2-1 135-475 lb
to appear in front of the
(2 Pair Is Pkg.)
Texaco
10 70-32 00; !soars 411Iir 300 lb 30 25,
District Court Jut* Sid
Wal-Mart
S1leep 25. Untested early
Wendy*
Easley in juvenile court.

Hog Market

1

KRAKOW,.Poland (AP) —
Pope John Paul II visits his
birthplace in southern Poland
today and prays at the Auschwitz and Birkenau death
camps after a jubilant
welcome for the former archbishop of Krakow.
Following morning prayers
at Kalwaria Zebrzydowska
Monastery outside Krakow,
the pontiff was to drive to his
birthplace at the little town of
Wadowice for a speech in front
of the local church.

Rev. P. S. Phillip
Speaker Tonight At
Assembly Of God

Concrete
Cancelled

SPECIAL 3 HOUR SALE SATURDAY

CLAWies

Bethel Church Will
Hold Bible School

Superintendent
Backs Merger

C

TOSDES

Livestock Market

Correction

Men's
Sacks

Highway 641
South, Murray

88

Stock Market

Two Juveniles
Arrested For
May 20 Break-In

Grounding Of DC-10s Causes
Turmoil At Airline Terminals
By HOWARD BENEDICT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( API — The nation's
fleet al DC-10s is grounded for at least a
week, creating continued turmoil at
airline terminals, as engineers seek to
correct what may be a design defect in
the big jet's engine mounting system
The plans of many travelers coming
to the United States also are being
disrupted because of a Federal
Aviation Administration decision to bar
foreign-operated DC-1Gs from U.S.
airspace until the problem is resolved.
"It's going to be some time," FAA
chief Langhorne M. Bond said Wednesday when asked how long the DC-10s
will be out of service. "The grounding
will remain in effect until the problem
is found, analyzed and .cured."
He said the planes won't be airborne
again until McDonnell Douglas Corp.,
the plane's manufacturer, proves the
aircraft is safe. He said that would take
at least a week
if a major
design change is required.
Bond said the FAA will work closely
with the plane's builder to pinpoint the
problem and fix it.
"We're going to outline our main
design and maintenance procedures
first and work from there," he said.
The FAA suspended the design
certificate of the troubled DC-10
Wednesday after fresh hairline cracks
were found in the engine mounts of two
jets that had been checked and cleared'
during other inspections conducted just
a week ago. The order affecting
foreign-operated DC-10s was issued
later in the day.
In Long Beach, Calif., McDonnell
Douglas released a statement calling
the FAA action "extreme and unwarranted" and said it is considering
goyim into court to try to overturn it.
It was the fourth time in a week that
all or some of the 138 U.S.-registered
jets had been grounded in the aftermath of the May 25 crash of a DC-10
in Chicago. The American Airlines

-'longer

plane crashed and burned alter an
engine fell off during takeoff, killing 275
persons in the worst U.S. aviation
disaster.
Bond said FAA investigators had
discovered a possible design problem in
the aft rear bulkhead of the DC-10
engine mounting, which is one of the
points where the engine attaches to the
wing. A 10-inch crack that existed
before the accident was found in this
section in the engine that fell off the DC10 in Chicago.
Asked how such a design defect might
slip by FAA inspection, he replied, "If
our suspicions are correct, it got
through the process somehow. That's
what we've got to figure out."
Bond said the adequacy of FAA inspection procedures will be looked into
diiñiiercovesttgattort:-Nothing will
be exempt-from the sweep that will
follow," he said. "But right now our
focus is on what caused the Chicago
crash."
The new grounding came in the form
of an emergency suspension of the DC10's design certificate, which is
required before the FAA certifies an
aircraft model as airworthy. Bond said
that while the order covered the design
of the entire plane, "we're concerned
with the engine pylon assembly only."
Under the order the entire domestic
fleet of DC-10s will remain on the
ground until the plane is certified safe.
The grounding took its toll on the
airlines and the traveling public as the
60,000 to 70,000 passengers who ride
U.S.-registered DC-10s each day sought
alternate transportation. Airlines
rolled out reserve planes, travelers
crowded airports, vacations were
disrupted and business appointments
were missed.
The order banning foreignowried DClOs from U.S. skies permitted those at
American airports to take off for
overseas destinations. But they could
not carry passengers or cargo. further
disrupting travel plats.

Terry K. Smith To CompeteOn
Murray State Debate Team
Terry K. Smith,a 1979 honor
graduate. of Murray High
School who has been earned as
Presidential Scholar' at
Murray State University, will
become a member of the
school's Ohio Valley Conference championship debate
team this fall.

"He has good experience in
public speaking and is
especially strong in legislative
events and parliamentary
debate," Valentine noted.
In addition to indivi,dual
speaking contests, Valentine
said he also expects Smith to
play an important role in
Murray State's bid for
Robert Valentine, director leadership at
the national
of forensics at the university, parliame
ntary debates next
said Smith, the son of Mr. and spring. Smith
will join
Mrs. Richard R. Smith of returning
legislator Danny
Murray Route 8, is one of four Ramey of Lynn
Center, Ill.
Kentucky students that he has
Smith won second-place
been hoping to attract to the honors at the
State Speech
program.
Tournament in discussion and

third in analysis of public
address. He is a former
governor of the Kentucky
Youth Assembly and for two
years has beerke delegate to
the YMCA National Affairs
Forum.
Mark Etherton. coach of the
Murray High speech team,
called Smith "a very
disciplined student who should
do well at Murray State."
Smith
ranked
eighth
academically in his senior
class of 156 at Murray High.
He plans to study public administration at Murray State.

"Where YOU Save
Does Make A Difference"
Earn The Community's Highest Savings Rates
Money Market Certificates
Term:
I Mouths
(182 lays)

Nato 9.425%
Effective June 7
through June 13
All Federally Issured listffutioes we Prohibited by Law to Composed Interest Os Tbis
Type
Certificate.
Minimum Deposit
$10,000.00

—Ask About Our Monthly Or Quarterly Interest Checks-.*********************'
Highest Insured Interest Rates Allowed by Federal Law

TERM
8 Year
8 Tear
4 Tear
30 Months
1 or 2 Year
90 Day
Golden Passbook
Regular Passbook

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT
$1,00e
SI moo
ti,000
$1,000
$1,000
No Minimum
Deposit
No Minimum
Deposit

RATE

EFFECTIVE
ANNUAL YIELD

8.00%
7.75%
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%

8.33%
8.06%
1.79%
6.98%
6.72%

5.75%

5.92%

5.25%

5.38%

Early Withdrawal Requires A Substantial Interest PenaNy

Murray
Murray
Downtown
LENDER
South
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
1(111A1 ROUSING

7th and Main

7531.7921

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

715 So. 12th St,
753-1214

Telephone
753-26 17

a
a

